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Student Government Council 
Event Audit Reports 
July 2011-June2012 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.eciu-
Event Audit Report 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • F1x: (301~) 919-4060 
~55iJ ( b/ b/ J,o.j 
II> 
Revised June 201 O J "~~., ···~-,,,..~·----
: ,,, .... '~;_;ryriflJ21~'.~frgf(::7\y/Ci~{;:. 
.. ·,N 
Florida International University Biscayne Bay Campus 
International Student & Scholar Services 
International Peer Mentor Training 
Wednesday, August 3ra, 2011 10am - 2pm 
List of Participants 
Simbisai Mubau - 3004990 
Wei Ding - 3011462 
Afiewa Attawia - 3522928 
Weiyi Wang - 2689844 
Adriana Gamboa - 2899960 
wuc 363 
J I, \ 
\ 
\X!inn/Dixie 
Getting better all the tiMe 
Questions or ComMents 
1-866-WINN-OIXIE ( 1-366-946-6349) 
www.winn-dlxie.coM 
LOF SL. HO~lEY HAM 4.99 F 
LOF TURKEY SLICED 4.99 F 
CHOC CHIP COOKIES RC 3.99 F 
DONUT HOLES 3.99 F 
LAYS KETTLE JAL RC 3.49 F 
LAYS KETTLE l~EG RC 3.49 F 
HOAGIE ROLL 4-PACK 2.99 F 
HOAGIE ROLL 4-PACK 2.99 F 
1@1.69 ROM~HNE LETTUCE 1.69 F 
VT MUSTARD SALAD 
.88 F 
0.91 lb @ 1 . 79 / lb 
WT ROMA TOMATOES. 1 .63 F 
MM TROPICAL PUNCH 1. 99 B 
WO MAYONNf-'IISE 2.99 F 
MINUTE MAIO CITRUS 1. 99 B 
WO SL MONT/JACK CH RC 2.99 F 
IC'OOt TAX 
.28 TOT 45.36 
REWAfm CUSTOMER 420XXXX6042 
RC WO SL MONT/JAC (2.00) 
RC LAYS KETTLE JA (2.50) 
RC CHOC CHIP COOKIES 
RC LAYS KETTLE RE {2.50) 
HHMM TAX .28 TOT 
.99-F 
.99-F 
1.00-F 
.99-F 
41.39 
VF Visa 41 .39 
xxxxxxxx:<XXX875B 
AUTH I: 0729~7 SEQ I: 2473 
CHPINGE 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS SOLD• 15 
8/02/11 5:32 PM 0378 04 0091 
VISIT US ONLINE AT 
IJINNDIXIE.COM 
.00 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.ectu-
Event Audit Report 
Attendance {please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Faculty/Staff: 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Should this event be done again next year? 
l~~ Io/ l/ u.~ 
0) 
f~~'s';b1t~rs~1mportliiHt'rto'.~we1·~~fll~WaDHio~\Misrdo,e:tt1smti'18l:'.aen~to;~:a'$e~m1~fo~Wa.ns·morr~i~,iH:,,1 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Signature: 
Advisor's Signature: , Date: 3 20· 1 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: 
Revised June 2010 
'_) .~ 
.")'" 
L 
Please join ISSS for our 
WELCOME 
RECEPTION 
Date: 
Wednesday, August 31, 2011 
Time: 
3:30pm-5:30pm 
Where: 
WUCLoggia 
·~1\ 
DATE: 08/31/11 TIME: 3:30 PM 
CONTACT: JULIE WILBERS PHONE: 64813 
DEPARTMEN~T~:1~.s~.~s~.s~.~~~~~~~~~f-AX____,:6~4-s~2~4~~~~~~~~~~ 
LOCATION: WUC 155 PO#: 
GUEST: 70 pp 
MENU 
1 LG Cheese Platter with Crackers 
1 LG Caribbean Fruit Platter 
1 LG Chicken Tender Tray with BBQ Sauce 
1 LG Assorted Quiche Tray 
1 Med Veggie Tray with Dressing 
Mediterranean Hummus with Pita Chips 
Pepper Cheese Bites 
GRAND TOTAL: $700.00 
1 LG Mini Wraps Tray 
Assorted Mini Cookies 
Raspberry Iced Tea 
Iced Water 
Plastic ware 
TO: 
NC-ISSS ATT: Julie Wilbers 
Biscayne Bay Campus 
North Miami, FL 33181-
Attention: Julie Wilbers 
For additional information on_thls_Lnvo.ice-=pl.e.as.-=e -
FTU DINING SERVICES 
Sale 
Date 
(305) 349:_3072 
Description 
08/31/2011 ISSS WELCOME RECEPTION 
PRINTED INVOICE 
Tax fxemption Number: Certificate on File _Yes_v_No 
Payment made by_ Cash Deposit Date ____ _ 
I N V O I C E 
Campus Services 
Tenns: Due Upon Presentation 
Make checks payable to: "ARAMARK Services, Inc." 
MAIL ALL REMITTANCES TO -----i 
ARAMARK-UNIVERSITY PARK 
11200 SW 8th STREET 
Miami, FL 33199-
L J 
IMPORTANT 
Include INVOICE NUMBER and REMITTANCE COPY 
Invoice Number: 
Invoice Date: 
Amount Due: 
J 696023179 
08/31/2011 
700.00 
Amount 
700.00 
Sub Total-> 
Sales Tax-> 
Total Amount Due-> 
700.00 
0.00 
700.00 
Check f -
: .. ·~ 'rnt of Check ___ _ 
Check No. _____ Check Date ___ _ 
' \ Number of Invoice(s) Paid ___ _ 
I 
Authorized ARAMARK Signature _ ---------------
Other Signature ------------
500-1538 ( 4/98) 
Organization/Department: 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.edu-
Event Audit Report 
International Student and Scholar Services 
Representatives Name: Anoush McNamee Phone: 305-919-5813 
Position: Assistant Director Advisor: 
Event: International Student Immigration Orientation 
Date/Time/Location: August 19, 2011 -9:00am -WUC Ballroom 
Students: 119 Community: Amount Funded: 590.00 
---
--....,.-
~~ to/ b/ 4A\ 
\)) 
--~ .. -------------·----------- - -
-~- --'- '--- ----~·------ -----
Faculty/Staff: s=- --· C Total: _,_1=25=--- Amount Spent: . 590.00 =~=-----
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To advise students on federal regulations & ISSS policies and procedures. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
see evaluation summary 
What was negative·about this event? Why? 
see evaluation summary 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-56130 i)\:ax: 
Revised June 201 O · ,. ·.· 
' International Student & 
scflolar Service 
INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENT 
transfer 
When: Friday, August 19, 2011 
Where: WUC Ballroom 244 B 
Time: 9:00am 
Bill To 
Fill 
Exquisite Catering by Robert Inc 
1800 NE 150th Street 
North Miami, FL 33181 
305-622-FOOD 
305-622-3003 Fax 
VENDOR# 0000027091 
P.O. Number Terms Rep Ship 
Due on receipt 8/19/2011 
Quantity Item Code Description 
Ship To 
Fill 
Via 
80 Continental Breakfast Assorted Bagels, Fresh Baked.Muffins, Cream Cheese Plater, 
Assorted Juices, Coffee 
1 Delivery Anoush 305-919-5813 
Date 
8/19/2011 
F.0.8. 
Price Each 
Total 
7.00 
30.00 
Invoice 
Invoice# 
31919 
Project 
Amount 
560;00 
30.00 
$590.00 
Fall 2011 ISSS BBC 
International Student Orientation 
EVALUATION 
August 19, 2011 
Number of students signed in: 
Completed evaluations: 106 
Department/Program 
Mass Communication 2 
Hospitality Management 93 
===========-, ,==c0'
1
=~en-g1ITe--:ei-irrg==" -~=c~=-~-=== -= ~~=~---- ~ ,~=-======================================================I=========~ 
Biology 1 
Global Communication Strategies 1 
Information Technology 1 
Business 2 
None stated 4 
Home Country 
China 80 
South Korea 7 
Bahamas 3 
Venezuela 3 
India 1 
Bangladesh 1 
Dominican Republic 1 
France 1 
Russia 1 
Austria 1 
Costa Rica 1 
Jamaica 1 
Brazil 1 
Haiti 1 
Colombia 1 
Unreported 2 
Degree Level 
I Bachelor's 
Master's 
Doctorate 0 
Certificate/Other 2 
None stated 0 
Questions 
1 I received appropriate information about F-1 student policies and procedures at FIU. 
Strongly Agree 67 
Agree 39 
~ - .I 
--•• VI 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
===========================-}"'= __ ==_ cUln""f""oJclr:m±La<l±t~~R-r~~Dte.ci~c£lflJ~ru~:;~E-cl=~~~t"'ivc1acec="'_m""a11cnu,-L<S>b====== __ ======_==== ___====================== 
----------- ------ --- ----------- -
---- -- - -
Strongly Agree 76 
Agree 28 
Neutral 2 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
3 I feel more knowledgeable about Immigration Regulations. 
Strongly Agree 65 
Agree 28 
Neutral 3 
Disagree 1 
Strongly Disagree 
4 ISSS staff made me feel welcomed to FIU. 
Strongly Agree 85 
Agree 18 
Neutral 1 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
5 ISSS staff appropriately addressed my questions in a professional and courteous manner. 
Strongly Agree 80 
Agree 19 
Neutral 2 
Disagree 
I Strongly Disagree 
Comments: 
Thank you to Staff! (6) 
Gained lots of information! (2) 
Thank you for the welcomed orientation! (5) 
Very Good! (4) 
Pleasure to meet the members of ISSS! 
.C .•.... ~C~~cvervthingjs.cool'! ....• 
Shorten orientation (3) 
Speak slower (2) 
Perfect Orientation! (2) 
Excellent & Professional! (3) 
Air Conditioning was too strong 
Great! 
Flu/ ~~v'!~~~ent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 1 Association 
l'LORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: BETSY JOSMA-DUCHEINE Position: ADVISOR 
Phone: 305-919-5587 
Event: WELCOME BBQ 
Advisor: BETSY ,IQSMA-Dl ICHEINE 
Date: 8/20/11 · Time: 12P 
-----
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
___SJu.de_ots:_3_9 Communitl: _ 
Faculty/Staff: -
---
Total:=3=-9 __ 
Location: B_V_H _______ _ 
SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: 8179.49 
Amount Spent: -
Closing Balance: 
-181~7 .. 
8179.49 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
THIS IS A RECURRING EVENT CREATED TO ALLOW RESIDENTS TO MEET 
ONE ANOTHER AND GET TO KNOW MORE ABOUT BAY VISTA. THIS WAS 
ACCOMPLISHED 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
THE STUDENTS NOT ONLY CAME OUT TO EAT BUT ACTUALLY STAYED AND 
GOT TO KNOW EACHOTHER. THIS IS POSITIVE AS IT IS HARD SOMETIMES 
IN A BUILDING LIKE BAY VISTA TO CREATE CLOSER BONDS. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
WE HAD NOT FULLY SECURED AN ENTIRE E-BOARD AND COULD NOT 
COMPLETE A FILE FOR FONDS IN TIME. THE AMOUNT SPENT ABOVE ON 
FOR BAY VISTA HOUSING, NOT THE BAY VISTA 
Should this event be done again next year? 
YES. 
Date: 6/26/12 
Date: 6/26/12 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council [-bi'\a '~- ,·b/ '/ i.,tj 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.ectu- OJJlf)l c 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
--------------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6-8633 
-------
Position: Coord., Student Life Advisor: Marisa Salazar 
Event:Welcome Week Fall 2011 at FIU Broward Pines· Center Lobby 
Date/Time/Location: August 22-2s, 2011 4:30-6:30 PM & Aug.27 ll:30-1:30PM 
Students: a21 Community: o Amount Funded: $6,950. oo 
---- ----
- - - -
Faculty/Staff: _9 __ _ iota1: s3o 
---
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The event is held each semester towelcome students to the FIU Broward Pines Center, 
provide refreshments, snacks and giveaways and to answer questions. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
FIU students, faculty & staff enjoyed the event and many said that they like the relaxed 
atmosphere of the Broward Pines Center. They enjoyed .receiving their student agendas as 
well as other freebies, snacks & refreshments. They also appreciated the staff who were 
available to answer questions. 
We had snack bars, cookies, juices and water which were all purchased on our prior year 
2010-2011 budget and therefore had a $0 expense for this event. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Nothing. 
SEP 8 2011 
I ( .• ,,,,,, "' ...... ,, .. -,-,_, 
Should this event be done again next year? l --· r:·,:.:_ .. ;,;}/ ·c,·· .• 
Yes! The students expressed their appreciation and desire for it ih .theJ~W~e;!.·'.~: ... ::.\: ·.,:_,; ; '\i_;,!~:·:.: 
Advisor's Signature: 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date:August 30 1 2011 
Date: August 30, 2011 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 141, Nortn iami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-5771 
Revised August 2007 
DS 
'·),. '\'. · .. ~· 
6:'~illousT 22ND - 25TH 2011 :lf1~L' ~ .' . . _ .· ·. ' · , 
.,,;·<:r~,~t!Yci'(( 4.30 • 1:30 P'M 
AND 
STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT 
ASSOCIATION 
Meet Your Senator 
Ask Questions 
Make Suggestions 
Broward Pines Center 
Florida International University 
~_:, ... 
I 

Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council l 1.:i})J t \)l 1JI w\ , 
. "'305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.edU""' v> 
itbtNtwQotk&mts Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA nytimes.com 
Arcentales Representatives Name: 
Position: cootd. , student Life Advisor: Dr. oj . Tl') J ~ Chi£,,~ .]) 
Event: Pantlli~r .Pride week (Spirit Wk),F~ll 2011 (Fij j) Id..,, '.)-
Date/Time/Location: sept .26-29, 2011-4: 30-6 :30PM & .~ 
Attendan@. (please attach sign-in sheet) 
I 
Amo~ Students: €>68 
~--
Community: o 
--~ 
Faculty/Staff: _11~. - Total: 679 Amount Spent: $6,713 .i3 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The pufpose ofthe event was to allowflU EJroward · Pines Center stu.dents to network and 
interac.f'with one another and instill Panther Pride for Homecoming Week. . ·. . ·.·. · · · . · 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
S.tudeiils were. able to network & socialize with one another af the Fl U Broward Pines 
Gent~?· They loved their free shfrts an.d enjoyed snacking 6n chips, juice and water. This 
was ~:positive experience·inwhich r,hilanthropywas encouraged.The students made 
don~{ions to the Harvest Food·.Drivewhich will help to feed needy.families during th.e 
Tha11~sgiving Holiday. · 
<} 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Noihing. 
:t 
OCT 5 2011 
Should this event be done again next year? . ,: 1 ;1;-,F,J ,·:,··," ... , ,,.:;!,,:,, .. : ... 
res! The students expressed.theirappreciation and desire fofifin'ihe'·futufeC"·,······ .. · 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
2011 
Advisor's Signature: 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 141, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-5771 
Revised August 2007 

:Invoice·· 
1 '.. . • ·• 
To: FlU Browa~d Pines Center 
~. I . ·ti . / 
r 
f 
f 
Date 09101111 
·r: 1 ll I 
930 MerJ's&LadieS Tlwith a~i~s af7¢ed, 
incly,ding .q[l,:~cree1i1eh~r.g~~, prin:tf1Jg,;;:,Ql 
delivi!iy ID th~·FIU BrowardPine&,.•;c~r1ier 
campus .. 
7~ ~·.#t fPU"t. ~I 
1 
Barnes & Noble at FIU Bookstore-11000 Southwest B1h Street- GC 170-
Miami, Florida 33174-305.FIU.2253-pinesbks@fiu.edu-fiu.bncollege.com 
FIU BOOKSTORE 

1Jalri1art 
HANAGER DENISE SHAHEEN 
C 961 ) 142 - 6822 
PEHBROKE PINES. FL 
ST# 2591 OP# 00004352 TE# 09 TR# 01891 
HULTIPACK 002810000308 F 9.47 0 
HULTIPACK 002810000308 F 9.47 0 
HULTIPACK 002810000308 F 9.47 0 
HULTIPACK 002810000308 F 9.47 0 
MULTIPACK 002840000816 F 9.17 0 
MULTIPACK 002840000816 F 9.47 0 
MULTIPACK 002810000816 F - 9.47 0 
MULTIPACK 002810000816 F 9.47 0 
MULTIPACK 002810000816 F 9.47 0 
CHIPS SUBTOTAL 85.23 002840000289 F 6.48 0 
SUBTOTAL 91.71 
MULTIPACK 002840000266 F 
9 AT 1 FOR 6.48 58.32 0 
SUBTOTAL 150.03 
HP JUICE 001180064691 F 
6 AT 1 FOR 2.28 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL 
VISA TEND 
ACCOUNT# 6896 
APPROVAL# 073963 
REF# 126500121480 
TRANS ID - 081265481659944 
VALIDATION - GF6V 
PAYMENT SERVICE - E 
TERMINAL# IJMTOOOOOOOl 
13.68 0 
163. 71 
163. 71 
163. 71 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 
I ITEMS SOLD 25 
TC# 3386 6306 2671 3330 4059 8 
I IIIIIII IIIIII Ill llll lllll lllll llllllll llll llllll Ill lllll llll llllll llll llllllll Ill llll llll 
"Like" Ll11h111rt on F11cebook 
www.facebook.co~/wal~art 
09/22/11 09:23:01 
***CUSTOHER COPY*** 
W11lli111rt 
MANAGER DENISE SHAHEEN 
C 954 l 442 - 5822 
PEMBROKE PINES, FL 
ST# 2591 OP# 00001422 TE# 15 TR# 08339 
NESTLE WATER 006827493471 F 
14 AT 1 FOR 3.98 55.72 0 
SUBTOTAL 55.72 
COUPON 68274 056827411033 F 1 .00-0 
COUPON 68274 056827411033 F 1 .00-0 
COUPON 68274 056827411033 F 1 .00-0 
SUBTOTAL 52.72 
COUPON 68274 056827411033 F 1 .00-0 
COUPON 68274 056827411033 F 1 .00-0 
COUPON 68274 056827411033 F 1.00-0 
COUPON 68274 056827411033 F 1 .00-0 
SUBTOTAL- 48.72 
TOTAL 48.72 
VISA TEND 48.72 
ACCOUNT# 5896 
APPROVAL I 052913 
REF I 126500109543 
TRANS ID - 161265467227938 
VALIDATION - B76Q 
PAYMENT SERVICE - E 
TERMINAL# WMT00000001 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 
I ITEMS SOLD 11 
TC# 9009 8414 6588 8693 0600 
I IIIIIII IIIII IIIIII II IIIIIII IIIII Ill lllllll Ill llllll llllll Ill llllllll II 1111111111111111111 
"Like" W11h111rt on Facebook 
www. facebook. co111/w11h111rt 
09/22/11 08:58:57 
***CUSTOMER COPY*** 

Day on the Bay Check List 
• Pick a date & time 
• Reserve Space with Vice Provost Office 
• Complete & submit loss control planning checklist to Risk Management 
• Contact Business service for possible donations for Pepsi products 
• Create agenda for the day 
• Create Flyer for this event 
• Advertise Event 
o Email Blast Univmail/BBC Announcements for Faculty/Staff 
o Contact FIU news to be features 
o Facebook 
o Twitter 
• Create Map of clean up area 
• Funding needed 
o T-shirt quote 
o Giveaway quote 
o Food for 100 people 
• Registration 
o Who will be at the registration table 
o FIU students/Staff/ Faculty 
o Middle/High Schools 
o Outside community 
o Release forms 
o Letters for class, extra credit 
o Certificates for community service hours 
• Supplies 
o Bags 
o Bottles of water 
o Gloves 
o Hand sanitizers 
o Trash pick-up stick 
o Trash bags 
o Wrist band 
o Name tags 
o Makers Pens 
o Sign in sheet 
o Water bottles 
o Trash bags (white/Black) 
o Mosquito repellant 
o Sunscreen 
0 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.edu-
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
--------------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6-8633 
Position: Coard., Student Life Advisor: Dr. Diana Little - Direct9r 
Event: Late Day Sorbet 
Date/Time/Location: Tuesday, Sept.13,2011 4:30-6:30PM Pines Center Lobby 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 166 
----' 
Community: o 
-~-
Faculty/Staff: _11 __ _ Total: 177 
-~-
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: $7,950. oo 
Amount Spent: $606. s4 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
Late Day Sorbet was held to offer the FIU Broward Pines Center students and faculty a late 
day treat in our Main lobby and a place for all to interact. Note: We do not have a cafeteria. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
_FIU students, faculty & staffenjoyed the event and many said that they like the relaxed 
atmosphere of the Broward Pines Center. They enjoyed the delicious organic sorbet and -
appreciated the special attention and time to interact with their peers and their professors. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Nothing. 
Should this event be done again next year? i !_.... . ,,. .. ~ .. ,--,-· _ . ( 
Yes! The students expressed their appreciation and de1i~~--~~b~J~irJ![~~~Q~r,,_ir,,~~7,futur.~· 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date:septernber 22, 2011 
Advisor's Signature: 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 141, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-5771 
Revised August 2007 
Broward Pines Center 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Date: 9/15/11 
Client: 
Event Date: 
Event Duration : 
Event Location : 
Sorbet Package: 
Notes: 
REAL SORBET INVOICE 
FIU Late Day Sorbet Event 
'Tuesday September 13, 2011 
4:30pm - 6:30pm 
Florida International University 
Broward Pines Center 
17195 Sheridan Street 
Pembroke Pines, FL 33331 
-Includes 2 hours of scooping for up to 150 people 
-Green Sorbet cart with umbrella 
-Sorbet expert serving 
-Biodegradable cups, spoons, napkins 
-Client Selection of 6 Flavors from Seasonal Menu 
Package Price : $575.00 
Sales tax 7% : $0.00 
Total Price : $575.00 
The fees and pricing quoted in this proposal are based on the client's guaranteed guest count of 150 and guaranteed time duration. If more guests are served or the Real Sorbet's 
services are needed for additional time not included in the client's estimated time duration, Real Sorbet reserves the right to charge $3. 75 per scoop. If fewer guests attend or less 
time is needed, Real Sorbet will still be paid according to the guaranteed minimum guest count and time duration. 
Real Sorbet 
7824 Collins Avenue #58 Miami Beach, FL 33141 
570 640-0880 • events@realsorbet.com • www.realsorbet.com 
5~W-~5~ 
&~ 
~~ocb~ 
Wah1art 
HANAGER DENISE SHAHEEN 
C 951) 112 - 6822 
PEMBROKE PINES, FL ST# 2591 OP# 00004168 TE# 21 TR# 02182 
NESTLE WATER 006827493171KF 8 AT 1 FOR 3.98 SUBTOTAL 
· TOTAL 
VISA TEND 
ACCOUNT I 5896 
APPROVAL I 073687 
REF I 00 
TRANS ID - 0281264563502667 
VALIDATION - KQ2H 
PAYHENT SERVICE - E 
TERMINAL J WHT00000001 
31.81 0 
31.81 
31.81 
31.81 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 
I ITEMS SOLD 8 
TC# 0312 2862 0002 2368 2026 
I lllllll lllll llllll lllll lll llll lllllll llllll llll llll llllll llllll ll llllll 111111111111111111 
"Like,. Wah1ar.t on Facebook 
www.facebook.co~/walnart 
09/11/11 11 :39: 19 
***CUSTOHER COPY*** 
~~ 
'1 fl l , ., , 



SORBET FLAVORS: 
(¥)0 (NJ ~~(¥)(¥)(1Jg 
BLA K 
COCONUT CHOCOLATE 
(¥)~~©(}{] ~©~@ 'TIT~~ 
~~[M~[M~ 
~~f [L~ ~W~QJJf 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council .\ .
1 
i \\tvi. 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.edu- \ .,)~~2k'\ \ \l IN \ 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: International Student and Scholar Services 
Representatives Name: Anoush McNamee Phone: 305-919-5813 
J;>osition: Assistant Director Advisor: 
Event: International Student· 1mmigratibn Orientation 
\ . 
I 
Date/Time/Location: June 23, 2011 -9:00am- WUC 363 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Students: 0 Community: Amount Funded: ~ \ ~ Of ' q 1) 
Faculty/Staff: 6 Total:6 Amount Spent: ($1 [q. 9'b 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To advise students on federal regulations & ISSS policies and.procedures. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
Orientation. was offered to new summer B students 
·-·----. 
W~at was negative about this eve.nt? Why? 
~ v/ 
We did not have any student attendance 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes 
~ Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Signature: ~ ·.-, ~I" 
' 
Date: 1 b L¥z&o1 t.." ........ -... -. I / .. u ............. \•. 
'\ fi [~ 1 i!Q\tS;::..J \VI Advisor's Signature: Date: '-' -·---,.,-~--·..: ~-
""•••· • •·-:•,,,-• •''•• ., •,,_,. ,, Y",,• •, ..... ~·---... •> 
1,, ~- .. ,, rn~ ~'-"; 
-.\ i·~.1 ;";~~- i ,:·~- ::·~;=~ \',.f ;.~ 1:-:· Nl/i Ci\}~. 
International Student & Scholar Services (ISSS) 
Florida International University - Biscayne Bay Campus 
WUC363 
Summer B - Immigration Orientation - Thursday, June 23, 2011 
8:30 - 9:00 Check•ln & Breakfast 
International Peer Mentors 
9:00 - 9:10 Review Orientation Packet, Introductions & General Information 
Anoush McNamee, Assistant Director 
9:10 - 10:30 Immigration Information 
Anoush McNamee, Assistant Director 
Vanina Granell, Coordinator 
10:30 = 10:45 Round Table Game 
:10:45 - :11:00 Immigration Orientation Learning Assessment 
:11:00 - 11:15 University Health & Wellness Services 
11:15 - 11:30 Publlc Safety 
:11:30~ 11.:35 Break 
11: 35- 11:45 Rights and Responslbllltles Form & Student Code of Conduct 
Andre Dawson, Student Assistant 
11:50 - 12:00 Hurricane Preparedness 
Andre Dawson, Student Assistant 
12:00 - 12:15 Things to do at FIU 
International Students' Club- Representative from ISC 
International Peer Mentors- Peer Mentors 
12:15 - 12:30 Evaluatlon and Meet your lnternatlonal Peer Mentor 
Peer Mentors 
i 
i' 
Bill To 
Fill 
Exquisite Catering by Robert Tnc 
1800 NE 150th Street 
North Miami, FL 33181 
305-622-FOOD 
305-622-3003 Fa"X 
Attn: Anoush Mcnamee/Nancy 
305-919-5813 
P.O. Number Terms Rep Ship 
Due on receipt 5/31/2011 
Quantity Item Code Description 
Ship To 
Via 
IO Breakfast Buffet Scrambled Eggs, Bacon, Waffles, Home Style Potatoes, 
Croissants, Bagels and Cream Cheese Platter, Danish, Fruit, 
Coffee 
l Delivery WUC363 
Invoice 
Date Invoice# 
5/31/2011 18561 
F.0.8. Project 
\ 
\ 
Price Each '·· 1,. Amount 
9.99 99.90 
30.00 30.00 
Total $129.90 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.edu-
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
--------------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6-8633 
Position: Coord., Student Life Advisor: Dr. Diana Little, Director 
Event:Fall Social - The Improv/Seminole Hard Rock (Signature Event 2011 0 
Date/Time/Location: Sat., Oct .15, 2011 at The Improv Seminole Hard Rock 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 4 7 Community: 51 
--- ---
Faculty/Staff: _13 __ _ Total: lii 
---
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: $3,532.63 
Amount Spent: $3,532 ~ 63 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The purpose of the event was to provide FIU Broward Pines Center students an opportunity 
to network and interact with one another outside of the classroom. Yes, accomplished! 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
All of the attendees loved the venue, the food and .the entertainment. It was nice to see 
them enjoy themselves. The majority of our students are non-traditional students who juggle 
work, family and school. They don't have time to linger in our lobby and socialize. This was 
a nice opportunity for them to network and. socialize. 
utbeNtbtlorkSilutl 
What was negative about this event? Why? nytimes.com , 
lfwe had more funding, we could invite more students and\ J:.---. m_Lf[i (f\ p] V \c::!£J 
seats) at The lmprov for FIU folks only. This way we could~' -· 1]11 v( · • 
with a charitable event. We could possibly have a raffle wit V'J a S \J e_, Vl/1 ~ta/ {t (~' 
merchants. It is important to stress the importance of phila · -) 
FIU has wonderful students who are caring and dedicated t 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! The students expressed their appreciation and desire f~ 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or ~ 
1:::; ; "', 
' i : .. ,/ ;· ~· ...... 
Advisor's Signature: Date: October 2\i't\\2011 ')Ol1 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 141, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fa*: (3 j 919-5771 
Revised August 2007 ' \ 
1 
: Broward Pines Center r--··;···ru··, :F ,I . . ' FLORIDA INTF.RNAT>ONAL UNJVF,RSITY 
Saturday, October 15, 2011 
Reserve your space now! 
' ' ( ~ ' ' 
@all (954) 438-'808·0 or stop b}f lfi0om 1 CHI for more inf0rmati0n. 
1 
' ; - , , ' ' , ,-.. ' n ~ r 1 • , I , , '_ , , 
P A R E N T A L 
Sponsored by FIU Broward Student Government Association ADVISORY 
MATURE CONTENT 
-----------.. 
,-.... -b•.-., 
··--·--·k 
CUSTOMER INF.O 
l~MP~OV 
COMEDY CLUB & DINNER THEI\TRE 
. :1 EVENTJNFO 
Company/Group ~!l_l_l~~! .... __ F~~l .!1_~~:!!~!_!'~r .... + Club: llanl ~~~_!'!!~-~am! by: C. Rosie Hyllon 
Contact Nnme: Diann Arcenlnlcs Conre,llnn: I Greg Oclmmll "or Gncsrs: 
=~--- .Address: -·- '··----- 17195 Sheridan St . .. _ ·~· E\'elll Dar~: ·r.. Oclobcr 15, :ZOil E,·enl Time: . 
_ -~-~~)'/Sf11teZJ1>: PemlJrokel'ines,llLJJJJI __ E\'e!l.!P.!9:!] ________ sn1u1'~11}.' ____ J ___ ··--·----
Phone Number: 954-438-8633 
···-- Emnil:····---- .... - ·-a-iircenta@fiu.edu ··-
. . . . FOO}) .. .. ] BEVERAGE 
I 
PACl{AGE NAME: I . 3-Course Dinner._. _ __J_ PACl{AGE NAME: ___ !. _____ ... _ Llmlle<1 Host ... ·- -· 1 
PACKAGE PRIC.~;-: __ $J'l,2.LL PEI.~ ~~RS..Q~ PACKAGE PR1CE: : $6,00 _.l ____ PER.PERSON ___ ~ 
PACKAGE TOTAL!. .. : . ------···$2,243.75 --··· _PAC{{AGETOTAL ! S750.00 ___ . _ 
--· ... . l'ACI<i\GE DESCRIPTION_ & NOT~r.; ... __ fS_ PACKAGE llllSCllll'TION & i'iOTf..S 
Cncser Salad. Eulrle choice of Chkltenq~(prov, lllnhl-l\lnhl or J>nsln Two (2) non-alcohotlc beverages Including fountain soda, Iced lea, walet, coffee. 
J'rhnn,•crn. Chcrs Spednl Dmerl, .._ Cash bar avallable. 
ENTERTAINMENT/SHOW TlCJ<ETS COST BREAK D.OWN .. 
________ // ofTlct1e1s . . Cost l'er Ticket _ Tola! Cosl f ... ___ Food Chnrges: _ .. _ I S2,243,75 
~C?!~'!!2P~l (. 125 I J_~o.oo , . Ilc\•c1·~c Chnrges: . _ .=-:J. ______ --~~~~!l_O 
..• '!'.'~~<_ETrER , ·---· . . . ..... ----- ... _. ---- _;__ SCl'\1lce CI111rg~_:. ·- ·- 18.0~[ . $538.88 ·-
: HEAJ)LINER I Greg Behrendt · Ticl1ct Chnrgcs: I so.oo 
·- __ _J 
, __ ,. ·-~FEATURE TBA .. ·-··--··· -Ad<11t101111ici111rgcs: S0:00 ·-· .... ______ S0,4!!)~~~~~ 
________ . . _ ·-· __ _NOT~S ------! --··- Ta:,:: . . .... exempt _ 
_ TOT Ah.CHARGED S.3..5.3.2..63 .. 
Comp llcl1tls fo1· rcfurnl11g unlnrslly gronp; 1·cscn-c~ seating In lhc , . -----·---· _ _D;poslt . _[ .... _ 
lowcl' lmr. . .... REMAINING.BALANCE ___ ·___ $3.532.63 ··--·-
Pri e Per Pers 
Tcrm·s of A rcchiifilt: 
llllnlmums· A 20 guest minimum Is required to receive group rates & reserved sealing. Food & Beverage Package mus! be selected. 
Arrh·nl Time- Groups are asked to have thelt completed party arrive al leas I 30 minutes ptlor lo show!lme. 18 years and older show, 
:k!FIAk-mlnlm11m-puFGhase-ln-shew1oom. 
1101 n'1lt . eekl»g-depo$lt-&f.Wo/o.to-hel1~tl1e-date,-whielt-ls..,pplled-ta-yourfi11al-hlll,ls-req~m1HJkenfiF1nation-to-lmltl-yeutteSeFVatl011-
•11afi1ntee-pFlelng/d~1t~e11oslt-.111d,1gFeement-111ay.b-11eol~O-day&pfleF-to-resel'\'iltwR-Onte-nt-whleh-Ume-yelll'-06eltin&'I e.. . 
refimded. If c~1neellalio11-ls-less-tli.m..JO-dily&-prlo~aslt-is-!101Heli111dnble.- ) 
Final Headcount& llcmolning TIHlnnce Due'/ dnys prlol' l0Sh~w1f111c. 
Forms of Payment: Payment may be made by company check (payable to Seminole Comedy Inc.) or credit card (Visa, MaslcrCard, American Expres & 
Discover). For Tax Exempt events wo must have a copy of Tax Exemnt Certlllcale. 
IMl'ROV n~gulnllons: Use of lmprov name and/or Image for the promollon of your event must have prior l'llltlen consent from the fmprov. 
Tickets and agreemont are non-transferable and non,rorundabte. This a reeme I and the attached Su !er 1enlal Addendum Is herob ~ 
The Flotlda lnternallonal University 
Board ofTrusteos · 
CAllD T\'PE(CIRCI.E ONE): 
MASYf.RCARD 
BILLING ADDRESS STREET/CITY/ZIPCODE 
hnprov Comedy Club & 
Pinner Theatre 
I 
*SIGNATURE '"'-·-
Nnme and Title __ C, Rosie Hyf!~ • vents Coo rd lnntor 
NAME AS IT APJ•J!AllS ON CARD 
f. 
" 
DEPARTMENT 
OF REVENUE 
I Consumer•s Certificate of Exemption I 
Issued Pursuant to Chapter 212, Florida Statutes 
Certificate Number Effective Date Expiration Date 
DR-14 
R. 04/05 
07/29/09 
This certifies that -- ... 0 • .: :. • ·" ,-
FLOR ID A INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
11200 SW 8TH ST 
MIAMI FL 33174-2516 
is exempt from the payment of Florida sales and use tax on real property rented, transient ·rentil:p:r.9p~j;fy;fenJM/iangible 
personal property purchased or rented, or services purchased. '':·.,-,~ .·c;:,,. · ··, · -
" 
DEPARTMENT 
OF REVENUE 
Important Information for Exempt Organizations I DR-14 R.04/05 
1. You must provide all vendors and suppliers with an exemption certificate before making tax-exempt purchases. 
See Rule 12A-1.038, Florida Administrative Code (FAC). 
2. Your Consumer's Certificate of Exemption is to be used solely by your organization for your organization's 
customary nonprofit activities. 
3. P1.1rchases made by an individual on behalf of the organization are taxable, even if the individual will be 
reimbursed by the organization. 
4. This exemption applies only to purchases your organization makes. The sale or lease to others by your 
organization of tangible personal property, sleeping accommodations or other real property Is taxable. Your 
organization must register, and collect and remit sales and use tax on such. taxable transactions. Note: Churches 
are exempt from this requirement except when they are the lessor of ·real property (Rule 12A-1.070, FAC). 
5. It is a criminal offense to fraudulently present this certificate to evade the payment of sales tax. Under no 
circumstances should this certificate be used for the personal benefit of any individual. Violators will be liable for 
payment of the.sales tax plus a penalty of 200% of the tax, and may be subject to conviction of a third degree 
felony. Any violation will necessitate the revocation of this certificate. 
6. If you have questions regarding your exemption certificate, please contact the Exemption Unit of Central 
Registration at 850-487-4130. The malling address is PO BOX 6480, Tallahassee, FL 32314-6480. 
,1 
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DEPOSIT TICKET 
Seminole Comedy Inc. 
5700 Seminole Way 
Hollywood, FL 33314 
. ~5 · 7,·5653 
Dale lQ _ _..{_,_) __ _ 
OEPOSI UAY HOT B A'l,AILABLE fOil l!.!UEOIATE 'I\JTHDRAW.AL 
ALL IU.US RECEJVEO FOR DEPOSlf AflE SUDJECT TO lHE 
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Flu I a::e~~~ent · Association Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: ASHANTE' COLLINS Position: SECRETARY 
Phone: 904-4 72-5817 Advisor: BETSY ,IQSMA-Dl ICHEINE 
Event: OCTOBER BIRTHDAY PARTY 
Date: 10/3/11 Time: 8PM Location: BVH 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Su99ort 
Opening Balance: 8179.49 Students: 37 Community: _ 
Amount Spent: 94.61 
Faculty/Staff: - Total: 37 Closing Balance: 808li,88 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
TO CELEBRATE OCTOBER BIRTHDAYS OF RESIDENTS. ACCOMPLISHED 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
THE POSITIVE POINT WAS THAT A LOT OF PEOPLE SHOWED UP 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
THE NEGATIVE POINT WAS THE CLEAN UP AND LACK OF HELP GIVEN 
"DPrPivP.cl 
----
Should this event be done again next year? 
JUN '1 ~ { ,~; ) i 
YES, IT SHOULD BE DONE NEXT YEAR 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or hotos.SGC BBC 
Signature: ASHANTE r.nu IN~ Date: 6/26l:l 2 
Advisor's Signature: M Date: 6/26/12 
'-V~ 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 · 
Hall Council Presents: 
eneral 
Stay till the end for free 
food!!! 
Q Subs, Chips and 
Sodas!!! 
Yumnty 
• 
eet1n 
Where: 
Community 
Room 9pm 
What we will discuss: 
Upcoming events 
How to get involved!!! 
Flu. I ~i~~~~ent Association Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
l'LORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: DIALITA DESTY Position: PRESIDENT 
Phone: 321-557-0345 Advisor: BETSY .IQSMA-DI JCHEINE 
Event: OCTOBER GENERAL MEETING 
Date: 10/26/ I \ Time: 9PM Location: BVH 
. Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet} SGC Financial SURROrt 
Opening Balance: 8084.88 Students: 23 Community: _ 
Amount Spent: 87.63 
Faculty/Staff: - Total:23 Closing Balance: 7997.25 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
THE PURPOSE IS TO INFORM RESIDENTS ABOUT HALL COUNCIL EVENTS 
AND TO SPEAK ABOUT THE PROBLEMS THEY HAVE WITH HOUSING. 
F'tJF'U'OSE 'tJ'rtAS Vl::FtY 'o'i/1::tt ACCOMF'tlSHEO 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
MANY PEOPLE SHOWED UP AND GAVE THEIR INPUTS ON HOW THEIR 
[IVII\IG 11\1 ROOSII\IG RAS BEEi\! SO FAR 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
THERE WAS NO NEGATIVE ASPECT OF THIS EVENT 
uo;;fued 
--~ -
Should this event be done again next year? 
tl\JN ') ~ :'..\ .\ 
YES, TO HEAR RESIDENTS' IDEAS AND ISSUES 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or p ~otos. SOC BBC I 
Signature: DIALITA DFSTY Date: 6l26L:l 2 . 
Advisor's Signature: ~ Date: 6/26/12 
'\ .. LV 
-
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
Flu I a~~~~~~ent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORID,\ INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: ORIANA LECZNOWOLSKI Position: v. PRESIDENT 
Phone: 305498-8867 Advisor: BETSY .IQSMA-DI JCHEINE 
Event: PUMPKIN CARVING CONTEST 
·Date: 10/27/11 Time: 9PM 
-----
Location: BVH 
---------
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Students: 32 
---
Community: _ 
---
Opening Balance: _7_99_7_·2_5 __ _ 
88.86 Amount Spent: 
Faculty/Staff: -
---
Total: ~32~-- Closing Balance: 7908.39 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
THE PURPOSE WAS TO EXPERIENCE ALL THAT HALLOWEEN HAS TO OFFER 
BY DOING TRADITIONAL PUMPKIN CARVING CONTEST. YES, IT WAS 
ACCOMPLISHED 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
THE JOY OF TEAMS MAKING PUMPKINS, BEING ARTISTIC. ALSO, EATING 
CANDY 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
THE MESS, HAVING TO GET IN THE PUMPKIN AND GET THE SEEDS OUT 
Should this event be done again next year? 
YES, ITS A TRADITIONAL HALLOWEEN 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or 
Advisor's Signature: Date: 6/26/12 
I\\\>'.\ ~i 
\,\..,. 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
o Or itcuve «nn OV\ff\l srnal!I pul(npldn to display oro vour 
,,vindovv ! ! ! 
j '. _;. 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.eciu-
Event Audit Report 
Representatives Name: \lanina Gfarieli}.:e. Phone: 305-9hg::-48'.j3 ··· 
Position: '~bdrdinator, .. • Advisor:. 
---'-'--~-~'-'-'"-~'-'--'--'-
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: '6.\'.'L .. ,.. Community: fl ,,; 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Please attach j!l1?articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date:; ·. · l D /cx~/~Ll 
Advisor's Signature: 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 
Revised June 2010 
I 
'( 
I 
j 
Florida International University Biscayne Bay Campus 
International Student & Scholar Services 
International Coffee Hour: H-1B Im1nigration Attorney Session 
Thursday, October 27, 2011 3:00pm-4:30pm 
Post Evaluation Summary 
Attendance: 8 
Undergraduate: 2 
Ratings: 
Completed Evaluations: 6 
Graduate: 4 Staff: 0 
Information presented was valuable to me. 
Information presented was of interest to me. 
Information was presented in an organized & 
effective manner. 
There was appropriate opportunity for interaction 
& discussion. 
The program length was just right. 
I feel more knowledgeable about the H-1B process. 
Questions: 
1. Why did you attend this workshop? 
o For information about visas 
Strongly Disagree 
Disagree 
Neutral Agree 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 1 
o Because I want to get a knowledge in this field of working after graduation 
o Because I was interested in the subject 
o It is very important 
o Want to work here for 3 years or more 
o Because I want to stay and work in the US 
2. Did the workshop meet your expectations? 
o Yes (6) 
• Yes, I know all my options 
• Yes, because the concept is quite comprehensive 
• Yes, I feel more knowledgeable about visa 
• Yes, information presented is clear enough 
• Yes, I asked the questions I wanted to ask and got the answers. 
3. Would you recommend this workshop to other students? 
o Yes:6 
Comments/Suggestions: 
Strongly 
Agree 
4 
6 
5 
4 
5 
4 
• It is really helpful to let us know more information about Education System, Medical System, 
political system, and security system and so on in the USA 

Contact Us 
Jonathan Szydlo 
BBC Managing Editor 
Jonathan.szyd/o@fiusm.com 
The Beacon - 8 
Attorney to. speak 
to international 
students · on visas 
NATHANIEL EDWARDS 
Contributing Writer 
· On Oct: 27, in the Wolfe 
University Center 343, many 
international students won't just 
be debating which way they are 
going to take their coffee, but 
will also learn valuable informa-
tion on obtaining an Hl-B visa. 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Interna-
tional Student & Scholar Services 
is · having its monthly Interna-
t_ional Coffee Hour session on Hl-
B Immigration for International 
· students from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
and will have attorneys present. 
The International Student & 
Scholar services help guide inter-
national students to make the most 
out of living in the United States. 
This· includes providing work-
shops on employment," traveling 
and how to optain the tools to live 
a desired life for themselves. 
The International · Coffee 
Hour's session gives interna-
tional students the opportunity to 
gain information from attorneys 
to receive a Hl-B visa, which 
is a work visa that needs · to be 
renewed every three years. 
According to the U.S. Citi-: 
zenship and Immigration 
Services website, this visa cate-
gory applies people who wish to 
· perlorm services in a. specialty 
occupation, services of excep-
tional merit and ability relating 
to a Department of Defense, a 
cooperative research and devel-
opment project, or services as a 
fashion · model of distinguished 
merit ability. 
Obtaining a Hl-B visa is very 
hard, mainly because you need a 
company sponsorship to receive 
it and economic pressure hinders-
· www.fiusm.com Wednesday, October 26, 2011 
WHAT'S COOKING? 
ANDRES BEDOYA/THE BEACON 
Left to Right: Marissa Kaslof, hospitality, Farrah Abraham, hospitality, and Carissa Spadaro, hospital-· 
ity, cook with chef Robert lrvinE? of the Food Nefwork at the BBC Fqod & Rec Expo·on Oct. 24. 
many companies from spending 
money to get these visas for inter-
national employees. 
. Vanina Granell , International 
Student & Scholar Services coor-
dinat9r, says "it's nice for the 
students to meet with the attor-
neys and follow up with them." 
All students are allowed at the 
event to give students information 
to weigh out their options because 
the government may take time to 
answer back to people who apply 
for these visas. The. workshops 
are held every month or at the 
convenience of the attorneys. The 
next session is happening on Nov. 
17 from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.ectu-
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
--------------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6-8633 
--'-~-----
Position: Coard. , Student Life Advisor: Dr. Diana Little, Director 
Event: FIU Business Etiquette Luncheon 
Date/Time/Location: Wed., Nov. 2, 2011 @ MMC-GC west Ball.room 12: 00-2: OOPM 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 3 Community: o 
--- ----
Faculty/Staff: _6 __ _ Total: 9 
---
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: $1so. oo 
-------
Amount Spent: $1so .-oo 
------
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The purpose of the event was to provide FIU Broward Pines Center students an opportunity 
to learn proper etiquette while dining for future interviews, events, etc. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
All of the attendees enjoyed the Etiquette Luncheon. We all learned from the interactive 
properetiquette presentation while dining on a delicious meal. Ivette Duarte, Associate 
Director of Career Services did an excellent job at presenting the material and aUowed for 
many questions throughout the session. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Since the event is hosted in the day time it was difficult to get many students to participate 
from the Broward Pines Center since they attend classes in the evenings. The students who 
did participate are currently or have been student assistants/staff at our center. 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! The participants expressed their appreciation and desire for it in the future. Thank you. 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
FIU 
-.. 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Controller's .Office Use ONLY Controller's Office • University Park CSC 310 • Miami, Fl 33199 
Journal ID: Journal Date: 
Inter-Departmental Transfer Form 
Dept Internal Tracking # Date: 
09/27/11 
Initiating Department/Project Information: Benefiting Department/Project Information: 
Preparers Name:. Panther ID: Contact Name: Panther ID: 
Jennifer Reid 1069749 Jasmin Rodriguez 
E-Mall: Room Number: e-Mall: Room Number: 
Joon•tsr Ba!d@fiu !!du BPC 101 JC\~ Mr' C ~(" N+ t v\ • -E_ d I,\. GC230 
Department Name: Department Name: 
BrowardSGA 
., 
Career Services 
~ 
D~partme~tal AU!horizatron: . Pri~t Name . _ . Signature '& ' / .. 'J_-/-;-;f1,. Departmental Verilleatlon: Print Name Signature 
Diana Little · J1d/ltZ )/If/.& k ~'-"'~ /;;,i-- _,L_, 
Preparers Phone extension: Fax Number: Contact Phone extension: I Benefiting Reference#: Date of evenVgoods & services: 
954-438-8602 954-438-8606 305-348-2240 11/2/2011 
.Ju~~catlon: Business Etiquette Lunch for Broward Students at the Graham Center, Rm 243. 
Initiating Department/Project Accounting Information: Benefiting Department/Project Accounting Information: 
. 
. . 
Charge Dept/Proj ID . . Charge Account# Debit Amount Benefiting Dept/Proj ID Benefit Account# Credit Amount 
154030710 773801 150.00 152100601 
-150.00 
Notes: Inter-Departmental Transfers will only be processed with a completed form and ORIGINAL AUTHORIZED signatures. 
* Please attach all supporting documents if necessary. 
Flu i Student i Government I Association Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
FLORIDA [NTERN,\TJONAI. UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: IS;:;_S=-s=-·.;...t.;...IS"-C-"----------------
Representatives Name: Vanina Granell 
Phone: \ 305-919-5813 
Position: Coordinator 
Advisor: Vaoioa Graoell 
Event: International Education Week - Kick Off Day/Hospitality's Got Talent 
Date: 11/14/2011 Time: 11 am-2pm Location: Panther Square 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: 
Amount Spent: 
$2,108.20 
Students: 102 
---
Community: o 
=--- $700.00 
Faculty/Staff: _5 __ _ Total: _._1 =-07,___ Closing Balance: $1,408.20 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To spread awareness of International Education Week, involve students, and 
showcase the international talents of our diverse student population including 
capoeira, language skills, singing, and cooking. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
Collaboration among ISSS, ISC, Hospitality Leadership Council, and the Wellness 
Center. All players played an important role. The events this day were completely 
student led including the talents acts, hosting, recruitment, and organization. There 
was great audience participation, especially, at the cooking demo. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Could have had more acts lined up in advance, but it worked out great. 
Date: •. ~:;·,';,•;tlJr"f!JJf;Xt>Ji~;:f c;\ 
Advisor's Signature: Date: 
_:.._~q....==~_J;:;..C.::...::..:=.::... 
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Chaplin School of Hospitality & Tourism Management 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Can you ... 
D . d }??? ance, sing, or yo e .... 
Do you have a unique cultural talent? 
Would you like to showcase your talent? 
Be a part of 
Hospitality's Got Talent! 
Monday, November 14th, 11AM-1PM 
WUC ( Wolfe University Center) 
Presented by 2011 International Educational Week 
To sign up, contact: SherAaron Hurt: shurt@fiu.edu 
Carnival Student Center 
All talent is welcome! 
NAL 
laa,11 Aow to·eo<>fi tA.ls,Aoae.tAy, 
waee.oaea11cod l11to,11atlo11ae 
111oae Oy watcAl11(J tAa axpa,tgl 
BBC 
OHdtty, No11011t6ot l'ltfc 
1 :OOpHt 2:()0pHt 
w~e 11Jt11poee 
WELLNESS CENTER 
fa'l:imate • 
1 of2 
https://pantherdining.catertrax.com/shopprintinvoice.asp?intOrderI. .. 
Panther Catering 
r72}A N ir_H ER Ph: (305) 348-3072 
e7-~ ,-·,, .. _, ,.: ,. . . Fax: (305) 348-6441 
<~.~~;;,~~~:~~:~~:;;'fl:.~-: 
Qty. 
ESTIMATE #13530 
Monday, 11/14/2011 
Ordered On: 10/12/2011 
/ 0 ~ Confirmation Pending 
Price Ext. 
9 DZ Mini Cuban Sandwiches . 
1
1! 
9 DZ S.A Mini Beef Em panadas 
9 Dz Mini Asian Spring Rolls w / Ginger Sauce '.II! 
9 Dz Mini Mexican Quesadillas w/ Ranchera Sour Cream 1 $700.00 $700.00 
1 Md. Platter Italian Meats w / Flatbread 
1 Md International Cheese Platter w / Crackers 
12 DZ Assorted Cookies · · · 1 
5 Gal. Mora Juice from Costa Rica 
............. _ _...................... - .............................................. _ .. _. ___ , ......................................... - .................... ______________ .................... ,_, .. __ ................... ·---·-· 
Order Summary 
Food 
$700.00 
* The administrative charge is not intended 
to be a tip, gratuity, or service charge for 
..... the ~~n~fi~ oferripl9ye<!s ..... 
Order Totals 
Sub Total 
Order Total 
Balance Due 
$700.00: 
$700.00 i 
$700.00: 
• 
• 
• 
10/13/2011 9:07 AM 

Flu I !~~~~:nent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report vvD 
Organization/Department: , BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: DIALITA DESTY Position: PRESIDENT 
Phone: 321-557-0345 Advisor: BETSY ,IQSMA-DI ICHEINE 
Event: INTERNATIONAL DINNER AND CULTURE FEST 
Date: 11/15/11 Time: _?._pm ___ _ Location: BVH 
---------
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Students: 177 
---
Community: 27 
~--
Opening Balance: _7_90_8_·3_9 __ _ 
1848.93 Amount Spent: 
Faculty/Staff: 6 
---
Total:=2~10~- Closing Balance: 6220.63 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
TO INTRODUCE STUDENTS TO INTERNATIONAL CULTURE, FOOD, AND 
MUSIC 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
THERE WAS A VARIETY OF FOOD, INTERESTING PERFORMANCES, AND 
PERSONAL STORIES THAT BROUGHT EVERYONE TOGETHER IN HARMONY 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
UNEXPECTED AMOUNT OF PEOPLE SHOWED UP AND WE RAN OUT OF 
FOOD, PLATES, DRINKS, AND SEATS. WE HAD 10 SPEND $161.17 FROM THE 
Should this event be done again next year? ., \ ,, ;1 . . 
Definitely, it was a great success and collaboration with ther d~b\~/organizations 
Signature: DIAUTA DE:@ 
Advisor's Signature: 
Date: 6/26/12 
Date: 6/26/12 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
INTERNATIONAL 
L) I N N E R DOORS OPENT@ 630PM 
FEATURING CULTURE FEST DRESS SEMI FORliJ1At/ ETHNIC CLO,THING 
NOLA. 
HELLO. 
NOVEMBER 15·, 2011 
7PM 
WUC BALLROOMS 
•...• ..,... .. ~ 
1·1,- .• llllllt 
PRESENTED BY BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL - SPONSORED BY SGA 
COLLABORATIONS~ ISSS, tSA ASA 
Flu I a~v'!~~!nent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: DIALITA DESTY Position: PRESIDENT 
Phone: 321-557-0345 Advisor: BEISY ,IQSMA-OI JCHEINE 
Event: THANKSGIVING DINNER .• 
Date: 11/24/11 Time: 2PM Location: BVH 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Suggort 
Opening Balance: 6220.63 Students: 22 Community: _ 
Amount Spent: 232.88 
Faculty/Staff: 1 Total: 23 Closing Balance: 5987.75 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
TO ALLOW RESIDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN A THANKSGIVING DINNER AWAY 
FROM HOMEATTHEIRBVH HOME 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
THE POSITIVE ASPECTS OF THE EVENT WERE HOW MUCH IT WAS 
EI\IJOYED WITR OTRER STODEI\ITS AS A FAMl[Y 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
THERE WAS NOTHING NEGATIVE REGARDING THIS EVENT. THE FOOD WAS 
GREATLY APPRECIATED AND TRE TIME SPENT TOGETHER WAS 
MEMORABLE 
'D~rP1'7Prl 
.-.-----. -
Should this event be done again next year? 
liUN ? 8 YES IT WAS VERY SUCCESFUL 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos SGCBBC 
Signature: DIALITA DEs Y-Y'..'\ Date: 6/26/12 
Advisor's Signature: ~ Date: 6/26/12 
" 
J,f' 
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Transaction Log Viewer 
vLOre Name:f:.Bbston Market#0194 1 , 
Store Number: 0194 
11/24/2011 1072 - Francesca D (022) 13:09:06 
*** Charged transaction *** 
*** In-line Voids Occurred *** 
Stuffing Xlrg 9.99 
Stuffing Lrg (voided) 4.29 
Tax .00 
Takeout ~ 
TND VISA . 9.99 
Name: 
Card #:************6246 Swiped 
13:10:00 
End of Data 
Report Date: 11/27/2011 3:00:02 PM 
Business Date: Nov 24, 2011, Thursday 
POS selected: 1, 2, 3 
1 
1 
' 9) 
" 
Boston Market #0194 
................. --... :: ........... ..... 
WE CATER! 
..... llll __ s: __ ,,. . . wr:1111•1------· 
2011-11-24 1 :03 PM 
0194 3 35 20240 
PJ IE ?I!Dli 
Cashier: Travis N-ca:3h 
a wrwsar:s a rw 
*** Order was Mod1t 1ed *** 
H* After Total *** 
4 ll,,zen Cornbre ~c: 
2 Mac & Ch~ese Alrg 
Steamed Veg Xl rg 
Whole Turkey Lb 
15.96 
19.98 
9.99 
11 . 000 LB @ 3 . g,:3 / LB ' 
WhQ le Turkey Lu 
11.000 LB@ 3.99/lB 
Holiday 
43.89 
43.89 
13~). 71 
TAX ,mirJ . 
Amount Du~ · $133.71 
TND VISA ·~ 
Amoun·t Due; 
MOOIFIEO 
r h 
Your feedback is important to us! 
To share your experiences go to 
M~w.bostonmarket.com/feedback 
. OR 
Ca 11 1 ·-800·-365-7000 
--· THIS HOLIDAY LET US DO THE COOKING! 
Holiday meals for less than the price 
you'll pay at your local grocery store, 
without the hassle of cooking. 
Check it out for yourself at 
www.bostonmarket.com/costcompare 
Ca 11 1 ·-866·-977-9090 
to speak to a Holiday ypecialist. 
~~00~"'H 
u b I i~/1 
Publix at Biscayne Commons 
14641 Biscayne Blvd. 
N Miami Beach, FL 305-354-2171 
Store Manager: Prince Sajous 
PBX DELI LEMONADE 2.99 T F 
' 
PBX DELI LEMONADE 2.99 T F 
'ti ICED TEA SWEETENED 2.59 T F 
" ICED TEA SWEETENED 2.59 T F 
Promotion -2.59 T F 
HOT LEM PEPR CHK 7.39 T 
PBX BBQ ROTIS HOT 7.39 T 
KH ORIGINAL ROLLS 
1 @ 2 FOR 5.00 2.50 F 
You Saved 0.89 
KH ORIGINAL ROLLS 
1 @ 2 FOR 5.00 2.50 F 
You Saved 0.89 
PUBLIX MILK 1% 0.5 2.59 F 
IDAHOAN ORIG MASH 
1 @ 2 FOR 3.00 1.50 F 
You Saved 0 .49 
IDAHOAN ORIG MASH 
1 @ 2 FOR 3.00 1.50 F 
You Saved . 0.49 
OS WH CRANBRRY SCE Y 0.99 F 
You Saved 0.70 
PUB CRANBERRY JELL 1.39 F 
SWEET POTATO PIE ( 2.99 F 
You Saved 3.00 
APPLE PIE 3.99 F 
You Saved 1.40 
KR CUBES MRBLD CHO 
1 @ 2 FOR 6.00 3.00 F 
KR CUBES MRBLD CHO 
1 @ 2 FOR 6.00 3.00 F 
KBLR CLUB CRACKERS 3.99 F 
KBLR CLUB CRACKERS 3.99 F 
Promotion. -3.99 F 
NANCY'S_SPIRALS 
1 @ 2 FOR 7.00 3.50 F 
You Saved 0.49 
NANCY'S_SPIRALS 
1 @ 2 FOR 7.00 3.50 F 
You Saved 0.49 
NANCYS QUICHE LORR 
1 @ 2 FOR 7.00 3.50 F 
You SaVed 0.49 
NANCYS QUICHE LORR 
1 @ 2 FOR 7.00 3.50 F 
You Saved 0.49 
GREEN PAPER PLATE 5.99 T 
FRUIT SALAD LARGE 31.88 F 
Voided Item 
GREEN PAPER PLATE -5.99 T 
TAX EXEMPT# 
Order Total 99.17 
Grand Total @ Credit Payment 
r.h1maF! 
' 
... 
Flu ~~:!i~!.ient Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORIOA INTERNATIONAi UNlVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: E_IU Multicultural Programs & Services (BBC} 
Representatives Name: Lisa Zuriiga Position: Grad Assistant 
Phone: 305-919-5817 Advisor: NIA 
·------------·----··-··-- ·--------
Event: STARS: Fin_ancial Aid Workshop 
Date: 11/09/11 Time: 12Qm Location: WUC-255 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Su1;mort 
Opening Balance: 949.35 Students: 22 Community: 
--
Amount Spent: 99.52 
Faculty/Staff: l ______ Total: 25 Closing Balance: 849.83 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To inform students about Financial Aid guidelines, deadlines, scholarships, loans, 
etc. (Purpose was accomplished). 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
Students were well informed about how to apply for financial aid, as well as the 
services available to them from FIU's Financial Aid Office. 
------------------ - ·------
----· ----- ---------·-------~----- ----------
What was negative about this event? Why? 
N/A 
~- • -
\ .. ...-_-:..c-_. _,. •cu 
DEC 
-~ ,,:',._;,; 
Should this event be done again next year? 
SGCBBC Yes. 
------------
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. -
Signature: ~ ~J~ Date: \ ~, °' l 1, 
Advisor's Signature: 
---
Date: ----:--
----
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
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Stars Workshop November 9, 2011 
WUC 255 (Career Services Conference Room) at 12 p.m. -····: .... .--.--cc··-·· 
\ ,, 
Flu I ~i~~~~~ent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council , Assoc1at1on 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Organization/Department: 
Event Audit Report 
ISSS / ISC / Women's Center 
Representatives Name: Vanina Granell Position: Coordinator 
Phone: 305-919-5813 Advisor: Vanina Granell 
Event: I-Week - lnt'I Day of the Elimination of Violence Against Women 
Date: 11/16/2011 Time: 11am-2~m Location: Panther Sguare 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Su1wort 
Community: Opening Balance: $1,008.20 Students: 95 1 
Amount Spent: $500.00 
Faculty/Staff: 13 Total: 109 Closing Balance: $508.20 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To raise awareness about the lnt'I Da~ for the Elimination of Violence Against 
Women and especially about the Human Trafficking of Women and what students 
can clo to help. Yes. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
The speaker was Robin Rossmanith from the non-profit "Made by Survivors." She 
was very engaging & spoke to students at a very real level, educating them on the 
facts while also inspiring them to know more and act to help. Also, the Forgiveness 
Burial allowed students to forgive those who had hurt them in the past. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Self-defense demo had to be cancelled due to an injury sustained by the 
Self-Defense Instructor tne morning of. 
, ... ,.,, ,_, 
'. ,, ,, ". r•-······:,: ···"''.:':'.,""""'~~~"~;"·· r : ; __ '\ ' 
', .. ,.,., ,:: ,N 1!.- u _j .C ,,~,; 
Should this event be done again next year? :\ \ \A~1 ~,,~_.,___ ·1\ t\. , 
Yes! ;Ji , ,1 NOV 3 0 2011 i:.,.,· 
; " '\ \ 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or ph,tos. l--·-=""'r1tT:'.rle~ .. ,,..:.,, 
---·,•·:- ,....,.f'"l\ff_,.,,-.J:·,,!." ::·i' 
Signature: , ~g~~;~+:4§86\ ·./·.> '.~! . ; Date:i>: lr1~?#):i:i'I·', '.''.,;:J~;·~·:·:·:·::·· . " ....... J 
Advisor's Signature: ·•>);~~.22.._i Date: i/, • , t: 1 a x;;Pl1 
T 
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MADE BY 
SURVIVORS FIU 
Estimat~ I 
1 of 1 
https: //pantherdining.catertrax. com/ shopprintinvo ice. asp? o i dToken= ... 
Panther Catering 
gAN'THER Ph:(305)348-3072 
...-::-:::.._~2:.::~~:;f}-:) Fax (305) 348-6441 
Pastelitos 
Fried Rice w / Soy Sauce 
Vegetable Lo Mein 
· Bourbon Chicken 
· .•. Dinner Roll & Butter 
Fortune Cookies 
< Fruit Punch & Iced Water 
Qty. 
. i 
ESTIMATE # 13532 
Wednesday, 11/16/2011 
Ordered On: 10/12/2011 
'j? •. , Confirmed 
Price Ext. 
.. $500:00 . .· $500.00 . 
---·-·-·---------·----------- --------------
' 
Order Summary Order Totals ·! 
Food Sub Total $500.00 i 
$500.00 Delivery Charge $90.00: 
:J,/i{' 'H:'>'ii'(;(riis'c~ulit :8:{1\}:lti;f$'9o;ooi. 
• The administrative charge is not intended 
to be a tip, gratu~y, or service charge for Order Total $500.00 J 
------·· .. ·-- -··-······ ...... ------·~~~--~:.".:!~-~-~:.'.1:1.P.!~Y.::.~----·--···------·-·--------- ------------ ..... _ . ---~'.'.~~~-~~-~--------$500,00 i 
Estirm:ite #13532 
• 
• 
• 
10/13/2011 4:38 PM 

Flu I 8i~~~mnent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: ISSS / ISC 
Representatives Name: Vanina Granell 
Phone: 305-919-5813 
Position: Coordinator 
Advisor: Vaoioa Graoell 
Event: International Education Week - Venture Abroad Day 
Date: 11/15/2011 Time: 11 am-2pm 
Attendance {please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 173 
---
Community: 20 
~--
Faculty/Staff: _9 __ _ Total: =20=2=----
Location: Panther Square 
SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: $1,408.20 
Amount Spent: $400.00 
Closing Balance: $1,008.20 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
Consulates, FIU programs, and community organizations were invited to campus to 
raise awareness of the importance of international education and study abroad, and 
promote the depth of cultural diversity on our campus and in our community. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
Collaboration among ISSS, ISC, Study Abroad, Global Learning & so many FIU 
and community organizations allowed students to gain knowledge about the variety 
of opportunities available to them to explore different countries and cultures. See 
flyer for list of representatives (about 15). This day also included a Tuesday Times. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Wish we could have provided more food as we only had enough for 100. Also, I 
know that not everyone signed in who spoke to representatives, so there were 
probably even more people than the recorded S students. 
'. ,;'··< , " f''.:i •
1
r:F=~ · \\'r; ( ·; "~~<:·'. 
\ \ ~}/riti .. ~.L-2 .. "~ 11 j \ii Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! Absolutely! 
:: ~} \ ii Hi 1 !. : ; U UI NOV 3 0 2011 l\ 1,'.;); 
i ! ~ 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photds. 1-·'"""~-Fit.T:'ri"r;,·c ~,,.,., l 
<::'•·n n .. ,r::?\rr (:~r--1\n::-:;:.::, '.',r·tF'"'(,.,jT 
Date:··· 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
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School of Environment, Arts and Society 
~.' 
•·s ea 
. ·---. 
• 
Middle East Society 
School of International and Public Affairs 
* 
Estimate 
' 
I of 1 
https://pantherdining.catertrax.com/shopprintinvoice.asp?oidToken ... 
Panther Catering 
~A~.!~.~~ ~:~(t~ii/t!~iJ:1 
~::-~ .. ~ .. ~.~ .. -.::::~~:;_!:;;;;~!-~') 
100,P(.ChickenTenders w/BBQ Sau~{&Honey Must;,d . • i .· . ., ··. . 
200 Pc .. BoUrbon,Meatballs·w/'Sesarn.eSeeds '.•· 
1 Md. Deli Platter 
1 Md .. Cheese Pia,tter and C:r,acke~s C' , , .•· ··. :.:, C > 
1 si:n.Veggie Platter W/Blt..ie Cheese andRanch.Dip 
100 Pcs.< Mozzarella Triangles W/Madnara Sauce .. 
100 Beef Sliders w / Pickles and BBQ Sau ct;· .... ·· ··. 
9 Dz. Asst: Cookies · · · ·· 
5 Gal. Lemonade 
Order Summary 
Food 
$400.00 
* The administrative charge Is not Intended 
to be a tip, gratuity, or service charge for 
the benefit of employees 
ESTIMATE #13531 
Tuesday, 11/15/2011 
Ordered On: 10/12/2011 
'j>.,, Confirmed 
Qty. Price Ext. 
100 ', $4.00 
Order Totals 
Sub Total 
Delivery Charge 
MJG·1rSftl!~.PIS~Clu'rit ::;): 
Order Total 
Balance Due 
j 
l 
l 
.) 
'""'' I 
I 
' 
I 
$400.00; 
$72.00; 
C£J1f&o:: 
$400.001 
$400,00; 
,·-,"·•,•b ·~ -,,•••••••--··,-··••-••< ••·'-•"•"•·-·-·w .,--,-~'" _.,,..~ .. w_.,_ .. -·••• •,w,-••,~••" ,,.·~·~··~··•-"•"~" ·•·•''' • • '"•• , . ._.,_,.,,._,. •• ,. •-·-'"""' -•··•-"" •• .,., ·•···•·•·•·-•••--··~•,-·-·• -~·•·· ••""""· • ·•·~• ... ,.,,. ,.,_.,, .. , .. ,. .• ,,.,• 
• 
• 
• 
s..</ 
I0/13/20114,38PMi 

Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.edu-
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
----------'------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6:-8633 
Position: Coord. , student Life Advisor: Dr. Diana Little, Director 
Event:Career Workshop on Resume Writing & Networking for MPA students 
Dateffime/Location: Saturday, Nov.ember 19, 2011 12:30-2:30 PM - Room 111 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Students: _24 __ _ Community: o 
----'-
Amount Funded: -'-$_14_7~.-'o'-o __ _ 
Faculty/Staff: _2 __ _ Total: _26 __ _ Amount Spent: _$1_4_7_.'---o_o --'----
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The purpose of the event was to provide FllJ Broward Pines Center MPA cohort students 
with anopportunityto learn about Resume Writing & Networking. · 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
All• of the attendees enjoyed the Career Workshop. We aH learned fromthe presenter and 
from interaction with one. another. Ivette Duarte, Associate Director of Career Services, did 
an excellentjob at presenting the. material and allowed for many questions throughout the 
session. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Nothing 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! The participants expressed their appreciation and desire for it in the future. Thank you. 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date: November 21, 2011 
Advisor's Signature: Date: November~ f;i.,5\ ~·o;i~F.1 .. ·;e· '1i . \Ii/ .. ;1·E"· l , ..... 
I; j ~ 1 11:.J \'.') L.::.1 J I~/ .C:: ii \ 
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Delivery 
Arcentales~ Diana 
FIU 
17195 Sheridan Street 
Pembroke Pines~ FL 
(954) 438-8633 
Customer Uisits: 15 
Promise Time:: 11:30 AM 
Sort Label: Tl 
Delivery Instructions: 
cell 954 558 6278 
Jason's Deli #132 
14531 S~l 5th St 
954-438-1280 
Arcentales, Dia 
Host: TERM8 
Cashier: Ronald 
Arcentales, Dia 
REPRINT# 1 
11/19/2011 
11:06 AM 
180001 
Order Type: Delivery 
Crois Party Sand Tray -26 (2 @70. 140.00 
(2)0venRoasted Turkey Breast 
(2)Ham 
(2)Tuna Salad 
Plates, Forks, Napkins (1 Utensils) 0.00 
@ 0.00 per Utensils 
Plates Forks and Napkins 
DELIVERY FEE 7.00 
Delivery AM 
TAX EXEMPT 0.00 
MEMO (2 @0.00) 0.00 
Subtotal 147.00 
Tax Exempt #858015139088C 0.00 
Delivery Total 147.00 
VISA #XXXXXXXXXXXX6893 
Auth:047718 
-------Tin 
147.00 
Flu I ~i~~~~~ent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Assoc1at1on 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: ISSS I Campus Life 
Representatives Name: Vanina Granell 
Phone: 305-919-5813 
Position: Coordinator 
Advisor: Vaoioa Graoell 
Event: lnt'I Education Week - lnt'I Late Day Latte/SOC Club Fair 
Date: 11/17/2011 Time: 4:30pm-6pm Location: WUC Flagpole 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: 
Amount Spent: 
$397.93 
Students: 111 
---
Community: 
--- $207.68 
Faculty/Staff: __ _ Total: ~1 ~11_,______ Closing Balance: $190.25 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To showcase international-themed student clubs on campus to students and provide 
a place where diverse could come together and get to know each other and their 
interests. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
Collaborated with Campus Life and SOC on the event. Many student clubs were 
present and students were able to sample international desserts and coffees. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Nothing. It was great! 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! 
.. 
·. \ 
NOV 3 0 2m1 
. ... --
Id, r:,~.: 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. : f, \ ;·i; ····. · 
Signature: ~:,,:;'/:;f:.;0~~22'.@~·. :: .. Date:•·· .. •.. ((~tj~'·m·? .:;>· •,, 
Advisor's Signature: 11;~;:;g~:r·~;·~- Date::·•• ·t),:/~')i::;:;,•·· 
I\/~(~,, 
P> 
,. 
,, 
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Panther Catering 
Ph: (305) 348-3072 
Fax: (305) 348-6441 
First Name: Vanina 
Last Name: Granell 
Organization/ BBC ISSS 
Department: 
Email: vgranell@fiu.edu 
Phone: 305-919-5813 
Office Location: WUC 363 
Fax: 305-919-4824 
Tax Exempt : True 
Exempt Info: School 
Payment Type : Purchase Order 
Purchase Order 
Number: xxxxxxxx 
Custom Order 
• 2 GL Kenyan Regular Coffee 
• 2 GL. Guatemalan Regular Coffee 
• 2 GL French Vanilla Coffee 
• 2 GL Colombian Decaf. Coffee 
Order Summary 
Food 
$176.00 
* The administrative charge is not intended 
to be a tip, gratuity, or service charge for 
the benefit of employees 
https://pant11erd1mng.catertrax.com1snoppnm11wo1ce.aspr01010KeIFm .. 
ESTIMATE #13967 
Thursday, 11/17/2011 
Ordered On: 11/7/2011 
Select Orde~ing Panther Catering 
Option: 
Method: Delivery to BBC Campus 
~:!:aeci: Vanina Granell 
Depai:tm~nt/ BBC ISSS 
Organization: 
Delivery Phone: 305-919-5813 
Event Name: International Week Latte 
Building: WUC 
Room#: Panther Square 
Guest Count: 130 
Pick-up/ 
Delivery Date: Thursday, 11/17/2011 
Room 
Availability N/A 
Time: 
Set By Time: N/ A 
Event ~tart 4:00 PM Time: 
Event. End S: 30 PM Time: 
Qty. __ _ Pri<le 
8 $22.00 
Orde·r Totals 
Sub Total 
Delivery Charge 
Order Total 
Balance Due 
/ Confirmed. 
Ext. 
$176.00 
$176.00 
$31.68 
$207.68 
$207.68 
11/7/20111:25 PM 
lu Student Government Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council · Association 
FLOl\!D,\ INTERNATIONAL Ut-:tVEllSlTY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: ISSS 
Representatives Name: Vanina Granell Position: Coordinator 
Phone: 6-4813 Advisor: NIA 
Event: lnt'I Peer Mentor Winter Dessert Social 
Date: 11/30/2011 Time: 2~m Location: wuc 363 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Sueeort 
Community: Opening Balance: 
$1,407.59 
Students: 12 0 
Amount Spent: $27.20 
Faculty/Staff: 2 Total: 14 Closing Balance: $1,380.39 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To allow students to take a break from studying and finals and enjoy some winter 
desserts, get to know different people, and share holiday traditions. Yes. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
It was nice that it was a mix of international and domestic students. Our 
International Peer Mentors did a great job at initiating conversations and bringing 
desserts from their 0•1m countries. \'Vhile it 11.'as a small gathering, it allowed a much 
more personal conversation. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
N/A 
. ,._,r,,.,,,~, ......... ,,. ~· - • .... , ·..-. 
~ ~ \VJ If ! .·j ~ ' 
... -~-,.,.,..,,,.,. ..... ~ '-""''''" •>: 
'' 
'. 
--
~ ~ : 
Ul:\,; I LUii ' 
. ' 'J, " 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes. ! 'Jo-•'l<'~--~-*'""'"'~., ... ,,..,,_ .... ...,...,c,•, • F!U .. H~'.C 
'.'.., I \.J! •. lt~d I ' .. ~ii.),·,·: i, ., :> 
.. ,. • -• ' . ·~···••,•-s•.,,,,. .... ,~,,·•n,-.. -,,-.. " . " 
" 
... 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Signature: (.rr'--:-J ~-~~--::, :--··7~ ···-· - ................ Date: l~/JI 
. /'/ 
Advisor's Signature: -~;':~~_;...../-.. ...:2 .. Date: l2-/f La 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
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A_ 
-._;;;..........,,,,-::-::.--Fl· U· ····  ···  lnternation~I Student 
.. . . .. . . and Scholar Services 
Biscayne Bay Campus 
WEDNESD·A' .... 
. . . . ~Y, NOVEMBE 3 R QTH 
2:00PM .. a·oOPMI w . UC363 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.edu-
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
--------------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6-8633 
-------
Position: Coord., student Life Advisor: Dr. Diana Little, Director 
Event:Stress Relief Week at FIU Broward Pines Center Main Lobby 
Date/Time/Location: M-Th.11/28:-12/1 (4: 30-7p. m.) & Sat.12/3/11-11: 30-1: 30pm 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 481 
---
Community: .o 
-~-
Faculty/Staff: _11 __ _ Total: .f92 · 
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: $1573: B9 
Amount Spent: $is13. B9 
What was the purpose of this ~vent? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The purpose of the event was to provide FIU Broward Pines.Center students with an 
opportunity to relax and interact before final exams. · 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
The students ehjoyedthis SGA sponsored Stress Relief Week event which provided coffee, 
tea, cookies, chocolates and candies. They especially liked the complimentary massages 
(by The Corporate Body) and· relaxing music. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
None. 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes!The participants expressed their appreciation and desire for it in the future. Thank you. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date: December 5, 2011 
/~~-'""'-""--Date: December 5 , 2 o 11 ____ --r-7_,,__ __ 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 141, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-5771 
Revised August 2007 
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0 
, Monday· 111ursday • •.·.···• ";;'.''. 
vember 28th - Dece111berUt{\ 
r) s' 
4:ePM - r:ool. • · .. · ·· 
& 
Saturf/lly, Det:ember a,_ ·:,,:L(;:1 
. . ' -. ·, : ,';_-,;,, ·.--~ 
:t,:t,:30 AM - :t,:80 . 
Broward Pines Center! .. :, 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY r • C; 
I L VE FIU BROWARD PINES 
CENTER because ••• 
2 ENTRY Tl ETS to T E I V, 
Seminole Hard Rock, Hollywood, FL 
I i 
STA 
Fl T E s 
Raffle drawing will be held on Monday, Dec. 5 .... You will be 
notified if you are a winner. Good Luck! 



The Corporate Body 
12717 W. Sunrise Blvd., Suite 334 
Sunrise, FL 33323 
(954) 837-0241 
Lic#MA9317 
BILL TO 
Florida International University 
Controller's Office 
UP CSC 310 
University Campus 
Miami, FL 33199 
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION 
P.O. NO. 
Chair Massage Service Fall Stress Relief Week 2011 
~0~433) 
-1,1) - ~ I , 'J.,l </ 11 / 
Invoice 
DATE INVOICE# 
11/30/2011 506497B 
TERMS PROJECT 
Due on receipt 
RATE AMOUNT 
1,260.00 1,260.00 
Total $1,260.00 
----------------,:· ·-----·--------------~ w 1::... .k.JJ '?..o \ ' 
l),)vUL,~-~./ II - i · ) I I -:.t:S) Walrr1art ~ ~~10l1vn' 
Save money. Uve better. I 
(95'1) 112-5822 
Hanaser DEMISE SHAHEEN 
151 SW 181TH AVE 
PEMBROKE PIMES FL 33029 ST# 2591 OP# 00001122 TE# 19 TR# 06208 
HH GOURH 332 001300001086 F 8.98 0 
FLAVORED TEA 007231000098 F 2.12 0 
BIG PHNT TEA 007231000039 F 2.12 0 
LPTN TEA 001100000813 F 3.28 0 COFFEEHATE .005000030212 F 3.38 0 COFFEE HATE 005000020708 F 1.18 0 COFFEE HATE 005000020708 F 1.18 0 
TWIX 001000015147 F 1;18 0 
TWIX 001000015117 F 1.18 0 
TWIX 001000016147 F 1.18 0 
TWIX 004000015147 F 1.18 0 
TWIX 001000016117 F 1.18 0 
TWIX 004000015147 F 4.18 0 CHC FS VRTY 001000031759 F 8.18 0 CHC FS VRTY 001000034759 F 8.48 0 ALHD JOY 003100004261 F 1.18 0 ALHD JOY 003400001261 F 4.18 0 
ALHD JOY 003400004261 F 1.48 0 ALHD JOY 003400001261 F 1.18 0 
HIDGEES 007172006806 F 1.68 0 
HSY HILK 003400007035 F 1.48 0 
HSY HILK 003100007035 F 1.18 0 
HSY HILK 003100007035 F 1.18 0 
HSY HILK 003400007035 F 1.18 0 HSY HILK 003100007035 F 1.18 0 
SUBTOTAL 117.08 REESE JHBSNK 003100010362 F 1.18 0 
REESE JHBSNK 003400010362 F 1.18 0 SNICKERS 001000016116 F 1.18 0 
MARS SNCKR F 001000015110 F 2.18 0 
MARS SNCKR F 001000015110 F 2.18 0 
MARS SNCKR F 001000015110 F 2.18 0 
HARS SNCKR F 001ooc,015110 F 2 .18 0 SELECT BRNDS 002363715819 F 8.18 0 SELECT BRNDS 002363715819 F 8.18 0 
YORK HINIS 003100001581 F 1.71 0 
YORK MINIS 003100001681 F 1.71 0 
TWIZZLER TUB 003100051902 F 6.98 0 TWIZZLER TUB 003100051902 F 5.98 0 SPLENDA PKTS 072277620003 F 5.98 0 GV SUGAR CAN 007874213103 F 1.36 0 
GV SUGAR CAN 007871213103 F 1.36 0 
COOKIES COOKIES COOKIE COOKIE CHIPS AHOY CHIPS AHOY COOKIE 
COOKIE COOKIE COOKIE 
SUBTOTAL 187. 64 
001100002267 F 2.50 0 
001100002267 F 2.60 0 
001100002216 F 3.50 0 
001100002216 F 3.60 0 
001400001663 F 2.60 0 
001100001663 F 2.60 0 
007874210530 F 0.98 0 
007874210630 F 0.98 0 
007874210630 F 0.98 0 
007874210630 F 0.98 0 SUBTOTAL 208.46 COOKIES 001100002150 F 2.60 0 COOKIES 001100002160 F 2.60 O COOKIE 001610006030 F 1.50 0 COOKIE 007874208669 F 1.60 0 CHIPS DELUXE 003010061068 F 2.38 0 CHIPS DELUXE 003010064068 F 2.38 0 GLDN OREO 001100002866 F 2.98 0 GLDN OREO 001100002866 F 2.98 0 GLDN OREO 001100002866 F 2.98 0 
CA COOKIE 001100002850 F 2.60 0 CA COOKIE 0011oc1002s60 F 2 . 60 0 CA COOKIE 001100002850 F 2.50 0 
SW COOKIE 001100002510 F 2.98 0 SW COOKIE 001100002540 F 2.98 0 OREO COOKIE 001400002863 F 2.98 0 OREO COOKIE 001100002863 F 2.98 0 SUBTOTAL 219.68 
TOTAL 219.68 VISA TEND 219.68 
ACCOUNT# 6896 APPROVAL# 091909 
ace* 1~1~nna~~7n~ 
001100002215 F ,.uu u .. COOKIE 3.60 0 ~p~ J- ~)_ COOKIE 001"100002216 F 3.60 0 CHIPS AHOY 001400001663 F 2.60 0 CHIPS AHOY 001100001663 F 2.60 0 
/ COOKIE 007871210630 F 0.98 0 
,I COOKIE 007871210530 F 0.98 0 COOKIE 00787'f210630 F 0.98 0 COOKIE 007874210630 F 0.98 0 
SUBTOTAL 208.16 COOKIES 001100002"150 F 2.60 0 COOKIES 001100002"160 F 2.60 0 COOKIE 001610006030 F 1.60 0 COOKIE 007874208669 F 1.60 0 CHIPS PELUXE 003010061068 F 2.38 0 CHIPS DELUXE 003010064068 F 2.38 0 GLDN OREO 001100002866 F 2.98 0 GLDN OREO 001100002866 F 2.98 0 GLDN OREO 001100002866 F 2.98 0 CA COOKIE 001100002860 F 2.60 0 CA COOKIE 001100002860 F 2.50 0 CA COOKIE 001100002860 F 2.60 0 SW COOKIE 001100002510 F 2.98 0 SIJ COOKIE 00"1"100002610 F 2.98 0 
OREO COOKIE 001100002863 F 2.98 0 
OREO COOKIE 001100002863 F 2.98 0 
·SUBTOTAL 219.68 
TOTAL 219.68 
VISA TEND 219.68 
ACCOUNT# 6896 
APPROVAL# 091909 
REF# 131200866706 
TRANS ID - 081312666091992 
VALIDATION - F2QL 
PAYHENT SERVICE - E 
TERHINAL # IJHT00000001 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 
I ITEMS SOLD 67 
TC# 1910 0686 1236 6697 1717 1 
I lllllll 11111111111111111111!11 !I I Ill lllll llllll Ill ll!IIIII IIIII Ill llllll llll llllll Ill llll 
Layaway is back for Electronics, 
Toys, and Jewelry. 10/17/11-12/16/11 
11/08/11 10:27:02 
***CUSTOHER:COPY*** 
------;;-------..:--;~7---::::--:;-:-:=---;--5~ ~ l~ k._. f;J.R U) 1 , 
~~ C~11-8-i' 
Walmart ~·~w 
Save money. Live better. I · 
( 951 ) 1't2-6822 
Hanaser DENISE SHAHEEN 
161 SW 181TH AVE 
PEHBROKE PINES FL 33029 
ST# 2691 OP# 00002838 TE# 03 TR# 00606 GV21PK WTR 007871211133 F 
16 AT 1 FOR 2.97 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL VISA TEND 
ACCOUNT# 5896 
APPROVAL# 004629 
REF I 00 
TRANS ID - 0281312192160111 VALIDATION - L1HL 
PAYHENT SERVICE - E 
TERHINAL I WHT00000001 
11.56 0 
11.66 
11.66 
11.66 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 
I ITEMS SOLD 16 
TCI '1986 6361 7336 6616 7986 
I lllllll lllll llllll lllll llll llll ~Ill llllll lllll llll llll lllllll llll lllll lllll lllllll II llll Layaway ls back· far Electronics, 
Toys, and Jewelry, 10/17/11-12/16/11 
11/08/11 08:10:12 
111CUSTOHER COPY••• 
····5~ ... wk 
ikll..o tz.,/,/11 
""-# I O'fc( 33) 
Walmart ~·,* 
Save money. Live better. I 
(951) 112-6822 
Hanaser DENISE SHAHEEN 
151 SW 181TH AVE 
PEHBROKE PINES Ft 33029 
STI 2591 OP# 00006316 TE# 03. TRI 02927 NAPKINS 001200036602 . · · 3. 00 0 
SOLO CUP . 001116600631 ·3,21 0 SOLO CUP 001116500631 . 3. 21 0 
SOLO CUP 001116500631 3.21 0 
SOLO CUP 001116600631 3.21 0 
FOAH CUPS 007871201119 0.96 0 
FOAH CUPS 007871201119 0.96 0 
FOAH CUPS 007871201119 0.96 0 
FOAH CUPS 007871201119 0.96 0 
SUBTOTAL 19. 76 
TOTAL 19.76 
VISA TEND 19. 76 
ACCOUNT I **** **** **** 6893 S APPROVAL I 061966 
REF I 133500187919 
TRANS ID - 161335666275276 VALIDATION - VRJW 
PAYHENT SERVICE - E 
TERMINAL# 12003210 
12/01/11 13:12:17 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 
# ITEMS SOLD 9 
TC# 67111362 6301 1826 6327 
I lllllll lllll llllll lllll II llllllll lllll Ill llll I I lllll lllll lllll Ill llllllll llll llllll II llll 
Save ~ore ti~e and ~oneyf Get our 
111ob1le app, Text "WHTAPP" to 63267. 12/01/11 13:12:17 
***CUSTOHER COPY*** 
Flu I ~i~'!~mnent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAi. UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: ISSS/ISC -'-'-=-=~...;;c_ ______________ _ 
Representatives Name: v. Granell & S. Mubau Position: Advisor/Pres 
Phone: 305-919-5813 Advisor: Vaoioa Graoell 
Event: International Student Thanksgiving Dinner 
Date: 11/21/2011 Time: _5.._pm __ _ 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 89 Community: 
--- ---
Faculty/Staff: _5 __ _ Total:.,,,_9__,_4 __ 
Location: W..:....U-=-C-=--=2=2:....:..1 _____ _ 
SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: $1897 · 19 
Amount Spent: $514.50 
Closing Balance: $1382.69 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To host Thanksgiving Dinner for our International Students, teach them about the 
holiday and its traditions, and allow a wide variety of students to mix and get to 
know each other. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
We had a large turnout of international students as well as their domestic friends. 
Some students even brought their families. It was a great opportunity to share 
American traditions and promote diversity. Everyone seemed to eat well, en-joy the 
company, and learn about Thanksgiving. ·:· · 
, , l'b-o ,'Vo\!, 
~ 
--------
What was negative about this event? Why? 
The only negative was that we did not expect such a large turnout. We had to 
scram e to ge _more a es an ~ air~. veryone go 00 ,: ... yq, er;e Cf?Jl -- -···,rii:, 
been more provided .' ·' · _ : .. ·,J1illt1or, l!,1',,, < i.e. ).); ;' :: •. ':°. ... ~~-=-c-- .... r 
i• 1:··\\: 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes. Absolutely. 
! 1 : '.! NOV 3 0 2011 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Signature: ; ~zst;iZ:e:<12 Date:.---.· · lf /.?-·'!7t1: 
Advisor's Signature: Date:, 
---'--...l.'4--4'---"-::CU-J--L.L:__.CC..... 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
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Bill To 
FIU 
Exquisite Catering by Robert Inc 
1800 NE 150th Street 
North Miami, FL 33181 
305-622-FOOD 
305-622-3003 Fax 
VENDOR# 0000027091 
P.O. Number Terms Rep Ship 
Due on receipt 11/21/2011 
Quantity Item Code Description 
40 Holiday Turkey + Dessert (cobbler & cookies) 
1 Delivery Vania Granell- 305-919-5813 
! 
I 
! 
\ ':>", 
(c,•, $b~. 
Invoice 
Date Invoice# 
11/21/2011 32788 
Ship To 
FIU 
Via F.0.8. Project 
Price Each Amount 
11.49 459.60 
30.00 30.00 
Total $489.60 
1'' 
( 
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Flu I gi~'!i~!nent Association Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: ISSS I Global Learning / Career Services 
Representatives Name: Vanina Granell Position: Coordinator 
Phone: 305-919-5813 Advisor: Vanina Granell 
Event: lnt'I Education Week - lnt'I Career Day 
Date: 11/17/2011 Time: 11am-2~m Location: WUC 221 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Su1;mort 
Community: Opening Balance: 
$508.20 
Students: 26 
Amount Spent: $110.27 
Faculty/Staff: 7 Total: 33 Closing Balance: $397.93 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To educate and expose students who are interested in international careers and 
opportunities. Yes. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
There were 4 diverse sessions throughout the day: 1) lnt'I Job SearchStrategies 
Workshop, 2} Lecture from Asst Dean Lari Martinez, 3) Student Stuay Abroad and 
Alternative Break Panel, 4) H 1 b Immigration Attorney Session. All 'Nent well and 
students learned about the many opportunities available to them & how to get them. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
More people for the Lari Martinez lecture would have been great as he was 
extraordinarily interesting and provided valuable resources and information for 
international fellowsbips and interosbips. '; ..• '.":··-~?,·;;,;···r1· w·=j\/i''·~· '.'. 
, l •»,,'\ '' '' '} 'L li \~::: .' · 
t j ! ~ -1, .. ~--~:~'., ... 7 .,~:~·, c--l=~----~~-===:~>t==~;.~-t1 ~ ) ;: 
i \ i:.:,\\ U, i 
Should this event be done again next year? ·, q ! ill NOV 3 0 2011 \\ : I ;,s.i f 
Yes! ' -~ ~1s-,. t { 
\ ;.,_ ...... ,, .. , .. ,;;:,, -- r,. }/" =··r••• . 
1·:d .. dE,,., .... 
. .. . ..... r: .... V' .. "'!'-!'·f'[ ... ,, ' Please attach any articles, flyers, or,:photos·.J0Eh1.1 ::'.:.,!...:!.:E}, .. }'.:.~.·i · 
J ., ; •• ,· ~ .. -·· •.•. 
Signature: ·(~· ...~ ...... ,.; Date:•·.••.·· -·LI/~/)··········-··.·· · ,/:::-;::' ;'.···_,,,',. ,.,· ' :-: ,', ,'', ',i), i ,,, ,, ' 
Advisor's Signature: ·.-.. ~·· Date::.-... ·-· 'C ~La~lt ·-···· 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
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FIU !Care.er 1Serv1ces 
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~mri $h8r{l thri !ZJ{ptzrirind!U hr ,a tt'ud¢nh; 
who haVfl $tudifld or volu,btfl~~fld abroad. ·• 
Thflg wilt $har{Z th{Zir $torifl$ and flXplain how 
3 I ] 
1)~:.u,;~~ti,m~ ~: ~:;: ! r 17th 
woe 221 th{Zir flXPflri{lnefl abroad Sponsored by: 
............... -....- ha$ had an impaet on 
th{Zir 1iV{Z$. 
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GOLDEN KRUET PATTIES 
18316 NW 7TH AUE 
MIAMI.. FL 33169 
PHONE UC305) 249-9609 
TERl1II/AL IO.: 
MERCHANT #: 74986657 000014734951 
VISA 
************8230 EXP: **I** KEY EIHEREO SALE 
BAICH: 000480 HIU: 000002 
, Nov 15 .. 11 11:12 
RRII: 131915206326 AUT H: 018838 
cuu2: 11 
TRAH SEQ ff: 038399 
APPROUAL 018838 
TOTAL , $3'2. 
H Hft!i~::----
MERCHAHT AGREEMENT IF CREDIT UOUCHER 
THANK YOU 
HAUE A HICE DAY 
11ERCHAHT COPY 
Getting better all the time 
Questions or Comments 
1-866-WINN~DIXIE Cl-866-946-6349) 
www.winndixie.com 
WO VANILLA CREME C 
FRUIT TRAY STRWBRY 
**** TAX .91 TOT 
7.49 F 
12. 99 B 
21 .39 
l~EWARO CUSTOMrn 9800420XXXX0251 
VF Visa 21.39 
XXXXXXXXXXXX2533 
AUTH #: 01566B SEQ#: 0711 
CHANGE 
TOTAL NUMBER a: ITEMS SOLD= 2 
. 11/17/11 9:16 AM 0378 31 0017 
VISIT US ONLINE AT 
"IINNDIXIE. COM 
.00 
ZAVrns TIMEOUT CALL 1-866-937-3927 
YOU HAVE SAVED A TOTAL OF .00 
WITH YOUR CUSTO~ARD CAFm 
cr;c ~,/ cv2'i'' 
* * * fueJperksl * * * 
You have spent$ 20.48 towards your 
next $50 discount threshold 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
N. t-·1IAMI BEACl1tt1 8:C:~ 
14585 BISCAYNE BLVD. 
N. MIAMI, FL 3181 MEMBER 11117· 980416 
128163 DIXIE 6 7 " 11 .99 n 
210000034575 CPN/12816 2.50· 
E 317902 COCONU I fR I S. l':J 
E 317902 COCONUT ATf< 15. 79 
E 569564 IZZE VA .. IETY 13. 99 A 
SUBTOTAL 55.0G 
A 7% TAX 1.82 
TOTAL 
Cash 
CHANGE 
COUPONS TENDERED 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS SOL 
CASHIER: DAHL.IA W. 
ilrl•hi'i..ltlll 17: 12 0182 14:,:,,,--..,,,,_. 
/ 
WDE-26-409 CWD 
Thank Yo,;! 
* Please Come Again* 

Flu I f:v'!,~!nent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Student Organization Council 
Representatives Name: lvanna Barrera 
Phone: 305-919-5307 
Event: SOC mixer 
Position:. Secretary 
Advisor: bl¥ Siegel 
Date: 9/27/2011 Time: 3:30~6pm Location: WUC ballrooms 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
-Students: 93 
---
Community: 4 
.......... -- Amount .Spent: $631.00 
Faculty/Staff: _11 __ _ Total·. ~10=8=--- Closing Balance: 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
f 2-XpLOl'-ODON 
o.-\\o~ Of 
JlCO.~N\ (SY) 
tv\Qti~~ toVd . 
. CL Q)\JeQfe\ 
yes 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. ·. ! 
Advisor'$ Signature: 
Date: 9/27/2011 
Date~ 9/27/2011 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
DATE: 09/27 /11 
CONTACT: Ivy Siegel 
DEPARTMENT: SOC 
LOCATION: 
Event: The Mixer 
MENU 
Mini Chicken Tacos 
* 
TIME: 3:30 PM 
PHONE: 
FAX: 
PO#: 
GUEST: 100 pp 
Nachos w / Salsa/ Jalapenos 
* Mexican Rice and Refried Beans 
* Cake (Decorated with Mexican Flag) 
Total: $450.00 
Delivery Charge: $ 81.00 
GRAND TOTAL: $531.00 
* 
Fruit Punch and Iced Water 
$4.50 pp 
Plastic 
PLEASE CALL CATERING OFFICE (305-919-5322) 72 HOURS PRIOR TO EVENT WITH A METHOD OF 
PAYMENT. 
Office Use Onlv 
~1 o!IG~NIZATIONsc 
File For Funds Req: ___ _ 
-
FIU•BBC 
· Florida International University• Biscayne Bay Campus 
A&S Business Office WUC 141 D 
PO: 
----
Rcpt: ___ _ 
Phone: (305} 919-5223 • Fax: (305} 919-5771 
Form must be typed and submitted 3 WEEKS IN ADVANCE 
Vchr: ___ _ 
Pd: 
Amount Requested 
$100 
Event.Date 
_9_--_27_--_2011_ 
Mon Day Year 
Date Funds are Needed 
--
- - --Mon Day Year 
Start Time .CJAM 
3_.30 CJPM 
End Time CJAM 
6 . CJPM 
-·-
Event Location 
Ballrooms 
----
Vendor Information 
Naine: Penn House Production 
FIU Vendor#: 
-----
Address:,--_____ _ 
Phone: ____________ _ Fax: 
------------
Departmentcode:_1-=-5,.__4.::..;:0a..:3:...:0-=-7-=01...__ ________________ ___ 
Line Item: Club Allocation 
Organization/Department Information 
Organization/Dept. Name: Student Organizations Council 
Requestor's Name: __ M_a_is_K_a_y_ya_l_i ------------
Position in organization: ___ P_r_e_si_de_n_t ________ ___ 
Address or Rm.#: WUC 141 
----------------
Phone: 3059193707 
Email: socbbc@fiu.edu 
Mobile: 
---------
Please explain how the money will be used: 
Mariachi Band for SOC Mixer 
CLO will pay the rest of the amount charged. 
CLO ACCOUNTING· DATE STAMP: 
~~~ll---'--__ Date: C)/z 401 t 
-~~-Dam vLr# 
Revised 6/11 
I\ • :,•, 
PENN HOUSE Invoice No. 
r Customer 
Name FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Address 3000 NE 151 STREET WUC 141 
City NORTH MIAMI State FL ZIP 33181 
Phone 305-919-5823 -----, 
Date 
Location 
Event Time 
Event Date 
Qty Oescription Unit Price 
STUDENT CLUB MIXER 
1 MARIACHI BAND $600.00 
Penn House Productions, LLC. 
Federal Employer Identification Number#20-1190125 
SubTotal 
Payment Details 
' 
ADDITIONAL DISCOUNT 
0 Cash Taxes state 
® Check 
0 TOTAL 
Name Penn House Productions 
10 
INVOICE 
9/22/2011 
WUC BALLROOM 
4:00 - 6:00 pm 
9/27/20101 
TOTAL 
$600.00 
$600.00 
$600.00 
9172 NW 41 Manor 
-----Coral Springs, Fla 33065 
------
Office/ Fax (954)345-5110 
Cell (305) 586-4848 
P/eese review this propssl and contact our office for any cha(lges necessary to the enjoyment of 
your event. If you are satisfied and agree to the terms of services kindly sign, date and send back 
to our amce via fax. Thank you and we look forward to doing business with you. 
Signature: ____________ Date .. · ______ on 
behalf of:. _____________ _ 
Agreement#--,-----
r 
Florida International University 
ENTERTAINMENT PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT 
(Services less than $75,000 requiring single payment after services rendered) . 
The Florida International University Board of Trustees Penn House Productions (William Penn House) 
______________ ("Performer") located 9172 NW 41st Manor, Coral Springs, 
FL 33065 enter into this Entertainment Performance Agreement ("Agreement")effective on the date this 
Agreement is executed by all parties below and agree as follows: 
1. Performance. Performer will provide the following presentations or performances ("performance"): 
Mariachi Band · 
2. Location and Times of Performance. The performances will be held at the premises on the following 
dates(s) and time(s): 
The performance will be held at the premises known as: 
Panther Square, WUC ; 
Address: FIU-BBC, WUC 141 3000 NE 15st Street, North Miami, 33181 
Date: 
Tuesday, Sept 27th, 2011 
________ ,20 __ 
________ ,20 __ 
Between the hours of: 
4:00 and 6:00PM 
and 
---- ----
and 
---- ----
Minimum length of performance: 
2 hours __ minutes 
hours minutes 
hours minutes 
3. Compensation. FIU will pay to Performer as total compensation (inclusive of any and all expenses, 
except for expenses related to N/A) $600.00. 
4. Check Payee. The check shall be made payable to: Penn House Productions (William Penn House) 
Special Payment Terms: 30 days. 
5. Equipment and Personnel. FIU will supply the premises stated above and the following equipment 
for the performance(s): 
Stage and electricity. 
Any and all other equipment or personnel necessary for the performance shall be provided by, and at the 
expense of, the Performer. Note, FIU staff will determine sound level and maximum amplification. 
6. FIU Contact Information. All correspondence to FIU related to this Agreement should be addressed 
to: Ivy Siegel, Coordinator 
at FIU-BBC, WUC 1413000 NE 15st Street, North Miami, 33181 
7. Insurance. Performer (and any of the Performer's subcontractors) will have and maintain types and 
amounts of insurance that at a minimum, cover the Performer's ( or subcontractors') exposure in 
performing this Agreement. 
8. Agent. If this Agreement is signed by the Performer's agent, such agent warrants: that he/she is duly 
authorized to act for and on behalf of the Professional, that he/she is authorized to enter into this 
Agreement, and that the agent and Performer are jointly and severally liable for any breach of this 
Agreement. 
Agreement# ____ _ 
9. Limited Use of Tapes/Recordings. FIU is granted to right to tape and/or record the performance; 
however, such tapes or recordings shall only be used for educational purposes by f'.IU's students, faculty, 
and staff. 
10. Failure to Perform. Any failure or Performer to perform may be excused only for proven sickness or 
injury, civil tumult or riot, epidemics, acts of God, or other conditions beyond the control of the 
Performer. Performer or Performer's agent must notify FIU immediately of any reason which might result 
in Performer's failure to perform on the scheduled date. FIU reserves the right to approve/substitute any 
other performer for Performer in the event that Performer is not able to perform as scheduled. 
11. Relationship of the Parties. Performer is an independent contractor, and neither Performer nor 
Performer's employees, agents, or other representatives shall be considered FIU employees or agents. 
Performer shall not use FIU's name, trademark, logos, or marks without FIU's prior written approval. 
Perforrrier represents and warrants that it is not on the Convicted Vender List (see Fla. Stat. § 
287 .133(2)(a)). 
12. Content of Performance. Performer is solely responsible for the content of material performed and 
shall hold FIU, the Florida Board of Governors, and the state of Florida harmless from any claim arising 
out of the performance if this Agreement, including, but not limited to claims of libel, copyright 
infringement or other alleged use of materials by Performer at the performance covered by the 
Agreement. 
13. Indemnification by Performer. Performer agrees to indemnify, defend and hold FIU, the Florida 
Board of Governors, and the State of Florida, and their respective trustees, directors, officers, employees 
and agents harmless from and against any and all liability; loss, costs, injury, damage, penalties, suits, 
judgments, demands, claims, expenses and disbursements (including without limitation attorney's fees) of 
any kind whatsoever arising out of, on account of, or in connection with the Performer's obligations and 
performance under the Agreement. Performer will not be liable for FIU's negligence. This indemnity 
shall survive termination of the Agreement. 
14. Payment. Performer shall submit bills for compensation for services or expenses in detail sufficient 
for a proper pre- and post-audit. Performer is responsible for any taxes due under this Agreement. FIU 
will make payment in accordance with FIU Regulation FIU-2202 entitled "Prompt Payment." Upon 
receipt of goods or services, FIU.has five (5) business days to inspect and approve the goods or services, 
unless Agreement specifies a greater period of time. If FIU does not issue payment within 40 days of 
receipt of a proper invoice, FIU will pay to Performer, an interest penalty at the rate established pursuant 
to §55.03(1) Fla. Stat. if the interest exceeds one dollar ($1.00). Vendors experiencing payment problems 
may contact the Vendor Ombudsman at (305) 348-2101. 
15. General Provisions. 
A. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as an indemnification of the Performer by the FIU or as a 
waiver of sovereign immunity beyond that provided in Fla. Stat. §768.28. Each party assumes the risk of 
personal injury and property damage attributable to the acts or omissions of that party and its officers, 
employees and agents. 
B. This Agreement may not be assigned or modified by either party except as agreed to in writing and 
signed by the parties, and this Agreement shall be binding upon the parties' successors and assigns. 
C. This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of Florida and venue of any actions arising out of 
this Agreement shall be in the courts of Miami-Dade County, Florida. 
D. FIU may cancel this Agreement by giving Performer at least ten (10) days prior written notice of 
cancellation. If FIU cancels this Agreement for reasons other than breach by Performer, FIU shall only be 
Agreement# ____ _ 
liable for payment of goods received and services rendered and accepted by Fill prior to the date of notice 
of cancellation. FIU will reimburse Performer for Performer's out~of-pocket expenses related to the 
performance of the Agreement that were incurred by Performer prior to notice of cancellation if such 
expenses are nonrefundable/ non-returnable. However, such expenses of Performer will only be 
reimbursed to the extent permitted by Fla. Stat. § 112.061 and FIU Policy 1110.060 Travel: University 
Travel Expense Policy and only to the extent such expenses are supported by written, itemized and paid 
invoices submitted by Performer to FIU. · 
. " 
Agreement# ____ _ 
The duly authorized representatives of the parties exepute this Entertainment Performances Agreement. 
PERFORMER THE FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL 
UNIVERSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
!t!"'6:i~ <;/o!y'/1-----
ISignature ? J ~ Signature Date 
w tL l. ,/Im ~.a,/ NJ!#:.'r 
'(PRINT NAME) L ~ (PRINT NAME) 
PM$'11.;) o'Yt,-,- ---------
Title Title 
By signing I confirm that the funds for this purchase are available and approved for use and that the 
information in the Agreement has been verified and approved. 
Accountable Officer (Dean, Dept. Head, etc.) Date 
Complete after Services are rendered: 
I certify the above services have been rendered and the statements shown are correct and the Payee was 
not otherwise employed by the State of Florida during the time period covered by this Agreement. 
Accountable Officer Date 
DEPT. ID/PROJECT ACCOUNT AMOUNT VENDOR 
File For Funds 
Florida International University• Biscayne Bay Campus 
A&S Business Office WUC 141 
Phone: (305) 919 .. 5223 • Fax: (305) 919-5771 
Amount Requested Vendor Information 
$ 500.00 Name: Penn House Production 
Event Date FIU Vendor#: Address: 
9 
-- 27 -- 11 
----Mon Day Year Phone: 954-345-511 O Fax: 
Date Funds are Needed 
.L--26_-11 Department Code: 154030703 
Mon Day Year Line Item: 
Start Time CIAM Organization/Department Information· 
--
CJPM Department Name: Campus Life 
End Time CJAM . Requestor's Name: Ivy Siegel 
CJPM Coordinator 
--
Position in organization: 
Event Location Address or Rm. #: WUC 141 
Phone: 6-5823 Mobile: 
Email: siegeli@fiu.edu 
Please explain how the money will be used: 
Mariachi Band for Mixer. 
Club/Oraanization Sianatures 
Office Use Only 
Req: ___ _ 
PO: 
----
Rcpt: ___ _ 
Vchr: ___ _ 
Pd: 
(Person requesting funds) Organization Representative: CLO ACCOUNTING - DATE STAMP: 
~"Ii ii) Requesto~9 Date: {f};)(pj/ 
Date: 
CLO Accountant 
Date: 
Director of Campus Life 
I, ' • 
{ 
\\ 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government councu 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.edu-
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: SiYde"*- O't360 '\zatl QN CbuNQ.,l L., 
Representatives Name: \ v'G\.r\r'Q filrfere\ Phone: ~ C\ \ C\ St30t 
Position: ~OR-'-\ 
Event: -SOC..., Vt\ X-eJ2.. 
Dateffime/Location: OC\ \ 2-t \20\ \ _J 3·. 30- 0pr __; ~l)~'v.:G\\KX)lf.( 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: . C\3 Community: L\ ___ _.__ 
Faculty/Staff: \ \ Total: lC8 
Should this event be done again next year? 
~~- · .. ·.·· .··.·.··· .•... ··.··•·.· .. · .. ·.· .. · 
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: 
-------~ 
Amount Spent: -At (Q 3 l , C() 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date: 
............ ------..;..;,....~--'--'--
Advisor's Signature: .· ~< .··.·· · · · Date: · .. ···.· J'/J·#: 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 
Revised June 201 o · · · 
· 
1
' OCT 7 2011 
. i ', •., 
' 1,. 
.:::: 
FIU BBC 
International Student & Scholar Services 
Spring 2012 Orientation 
Friday, January 6th, 2011 @ 9am 
POST EVALUATION SUMMARY 
# of students signed in: 19 
# of evaluations completed: 16 
Undergraduate: 9 
Graduate: 7 
Majors: 
Business 1 
Construction Management 1 
Hospitality/ Hospitality Management 13 
Journalism 1 
Questions: 
1. I received appropriate information about F-1 Student policies and Procedures at FIU 
Strongly Agree 12 
Agree 4 
Neutral 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
2. Information was presented in an effective and organized manner. 
Strongly Agree 10 
Agree 5 
Neutral 1 r 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
3. I feel more knowledgeable about Immigration Regulations 
Strongly Agree 11 
Agree 3 
Neutral 2 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree . 
1 
4. The ISSS Staff made me feel welcome at FIU> 
Strongly Agree 16 
Agree 
Neutral 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
5. The ISSS Staff appropriately addressed my questions in a professional and courteous manner. 
Strongly Agree 13 
Agree 3 
Neutral \ 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Comments/Suggestions: 
I'd like to know where to get my panther ID and decaf. I think it's a good plus to give this info here as 
well. 
I got the information I want. 
Very helpful. Excellent orientation. 
Great. I have definitely become more knowledgeable about ISSS. 
It was very informative and enjoyable. 
Immigration orientation was really helpful and gave a lot of important information. 
It was very helpful, especially since it's my first time living in the U.S. 
Great Job. 
2 
I " 
-
-
Bill To 
FIU 
Exquisite Catering by Robert Inc 
1800 NE 150th Street 
North Miami, FL 33181 
305-622-FOOD 
305-622-3003 Fax 
VENDOR# 0000027091 
P;O. Number Terms Rep Ship 
Due on receipt 1/6/2012 
Quantity Item Code Description 
Ship To 
FIU 
Via 
1 Continental Breakfast 30 people Assorted Bagels, Fresh Baked Muffins, Danish, 
Cream Cheese Plater, Assorted Juices, Fresh Fruit, Coffee, 
Paper Goods 
1 Delivered To Anoush McNamee 
Invoice 
Date Invoice# 
1/6/2012 34114 
F.0.B. Project 
Price Each Amount 
230.00 230.00 
0.00 0.00 
Total $230.00 
( 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.edu-
Event Audit Rer 
.---------------------' 
Organization/Department: fSSSYISC······· 
Representatives Name: Vaniria Grahell 
Position: GoordinaforYAdviS6r . . •· Advisor:/ 
Event: .1 nternatiqrr,al •$tQpehtVV~lcbnie;\F'I.ESTA! 
Date/Time/Location: 1/~0/20.1•2'2pr'n,.\fV,UC.;.36~•· 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 53 
---'--
Community: (:). 
='----
Faculty/Staff: _3_·.;_. __ Total:5Ek · ··. 
! 
I 
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: $379.75 
Amount Spent: $379.75 
What was the purpose of this event?-Was that purpose accomplished? 
:-',\f/.'/:·::J,L(,:::,' :),\,,, .· ,·:,)~:(::<·\:)~f,:-:;p\t:<:,/',,;_ -1)r·:·:/:,,/ })://:·:.:.·)·::,.·','."_·,,,//}:·s;:( _,\{~\, .. ::·:J::; .. , : ,: ·· .-r,_:\. t:·:.:'i ·.: ·'·,, ---/~ 
:l:p·w~ICbll)~··.revy.ipt'.1 ... st~d~rt~· ~q"d;vyeJg,om,e • baqk re,l1,1rn.i,r:ig.1.~tqq,ent$. . 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
.;~,;:-; ,:~·< ::.<~ :; .:;: ._/.· ~·r1 ·(' ... ·,_:.:~·\<_,;> ,.' \?'/··::> :-:· .-~--~: :·:. :;·i::.::·?,. :},-~·=<::(·!'?.~'<>·. :\r-:::~;,::1?'·?'<::·::''.::t;:,. \:'. -'\:-:/:\'i "'<:,:<;?'\:ff',,:'.!'"\'.' ':,,'f/:_'; _/.-:-'.\'.~-·~-- ·'.:~· .// _.::: 
;The~~:x,va$a;1a,-ge:.Jun1puthtbe1f6ocfwa·si~.~liqiou~/p~ople mixed.abdtrningletl·:arid·•··.·. 
:sever~11~tat~·Htnat"l6~Y.:·met{rieW1rfti~H~~:;fgij~/~¥ert'tSLlr1Jn-i·~ry;.;/·;·\,.•,\,/f·::;:·!}/:r;":·:J,;\,;) 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Should this event be done again next year? 
,ye~r· <··. 
articles, flyers, or photos. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Date:··}>> · '/0;,/~(2;;_, 
Date: i'.; 
--'-'----'-----"-----"-----"-----"-----"-----"-__;;_....:.:.;._ 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 
Revised June 2010 
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10th I 2:00-3:30 m I ISSS Office WUC 363 i 
"t#!:pe New 
·./R~turning 
ttidents1 
\,,;1\J.···celebrate 
·····:ew·semester1 
.jj· 
Meet new people,~:: 
catch up with old ~'.. 
Friends and help J? 
ISSS greet our .f 
new students, l· /; 
Bill To 
FIU 
Exquisite Catering by Robert Inc 
1800 NE 150th Street 
North Miami, FL 33181 
305-622-FOOD 
305-622-3003 Fax 
Ship To 
FIU 
VENDOR# 0000027091 
. ·· P.O. Number Terms 
Due on receipt 
Quantity Item Code 
25 Fajitas 
1 Delivery 
Rep Ship Via 
1/10/2012 
Description 
Mini Empanadas, Vegetable Quesadilla 
Beef, Chicken, Sauteed Onions & Peppers, Yellow Rice, Black 
Beans, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Shredded Cheese, Sour Cream, and 
Hard and Soft Taco Shells, with Homemade Chips and Salsa, 
Soda, Ice, Paper Goods 
Vanina 305-919-5813 
Invoice 
Date Invoice# 
1/10/2012 34150 
F.0.8 . Project 
Price Each Amount 
13.99 349.75 
30.00 30.00 
Total $379.75 
Flu I Student I Government , Association Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: DIALITA DESTY Position: PRESIDENT 
Phone: 321-557-0345 Advisor: BETSY .tQSMA-DI JCHEINE 
Event: JANUARY GENERAL MEETING 
Date: 1/10/12 Time: 8P Location: BVH 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial SURROrt 
Opening Balance: 5987.75 Students: 43 Community: _ 
Amount Spent: 140.43 
Faculty/Staff: - Total:43 Closing Balance: 5847.32 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
TO ALLOW RESIDENTS TO BE INFORMED OF WHATS GOING ON AT BAY 
VISTA 
'Mlat was positive about this event? Why?· 
RESIDENTS HAD THE CHANCE TO ASK QUESTIONS AND WE WERE ABLE TO 
Af\lSWER: MOST IF f\lOT A[[ OF TREM 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
THERE WAS NOTHING NEGATIVE REGARDING THIS EVENT 
, 
- Received 
Should this event be done again next year? \\IN '/ ~I 
YES 
\J .. J 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. soc BBC 
Signature: DIALITA DESTY~ Date: 6/26l:12 
Advisor's Signature: f/SJ Date: 6/26/12 
-.....-
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
-l 
_J 
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Flu I 8~~i~1,ent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council · I Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit .Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: ORIANA LECZNOWOLSKI Position: V PRESIDENT 
Phone: 3054988867 Advisor: BETSY ,IQSMA-DI JCHEINE 
Event: JANUARY BIRHDAY PARTY 
Date: 1 /24/12 Time: BP 
-----
Location: BAY VISTA 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Students: 31 Community: _ Opening Balance: . _
5
_
84
_
7
_·
3
_
2
"----
--- ---
Amount Spent: 129.18 
Faculty/Staff: _5 __ _ Total: -=3~6 __ Closing Balance: 5718.14 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
TO CELEBRATE BIRTHDAYS FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY. IT WAS 
ACCOMPLISHED 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
THE EXPERIENCE FOR THOSE WHO WERE ABLE TO CELEBRATE THIER 
BIRTHDAY WITH OUR COMMUNITY MADE THEM SO HAPPY 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
"' WE RAN OUT OF FOOD? NOT NEGATIVE, BUT I SHOULD HAVE GOTTEN 
MORE· 
Should this event be done again next year? 
EVERY MONTH 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Advisor's Signature: Date: 6/26/12 
Received 
s BC 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
I I HJ) 
I 0 
f FIU [ 8~:!~~!nent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: International Student and Scholar Services 
Representatives Name: Anoush McNamee Position: Assistant Director 
Phone: 305-919-5813 Advisor: 
Event: International Student Immigration Orientation 
Date: 01/06/2012 Time: 9:00am Location: WUC 157 
----------
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 22 Community: 
---- ---
Faculty/Staff: 4 
---
Total: =26=-----
See att 
What was positive about this event? Why 
See attachment 
What was negative about this event? Why 
See attachment 
Should this event be done again next year? 
yes 
Amount Spent: 
Closing Balance: 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Date: 01/11/2012 
Date: 01/11/2012 
JAN 11 2012 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
Event Audit Rep~:s.919.ssa~bc@flu)7 f 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
---------'--------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6-8633 
-------
Position.: Coard. , Student Life Advisor: Marisa Salazar, Asst. Dir. 
Event:Welcome Back Week Spring 2012 
Date/Time/Location: Mon. -Thurs., Jan. 9-12 (4: 30-6: 30pm) & Sat., Jan.14th 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 4 9 6 Community: o 
--- ----
Faculty/Staff: _5 __ _ Total: 501 
---
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: $269. 56 
~-----
Amount Spent: $269. 56 
------
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The event is held each semester to welcome students to the FIU Broward Pines Center, 
provide refreshments, snacks and giveaways and to a·nswer questions. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
FIU students, faculty & staff enjoyed the event and many said that they like the relaxed and 
friendly atmosphere at the Broward Pines Center. They enjoyed their refreshments and 
snacks. Many students-also participated in a Qualtrics Survey for their input as to how to 
enhance their student life ~r~: ,,,;;;:.('.\\ · ~~~.Broward Pines Center. Overall, it was a very 
Received 
JAN 2 O 2012 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 141, ami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-5771 
Revised August 2007 
WELCOME IACK WEEK 
IPRINO 20112 
& 
0 ,- - :T,-··u·:n···· D,-·A .. y· - J'J --; 'f.\i'-U';A-- !D .... ,,... '1 .. 4·"--T---:--c: 
.g,A :. · . , , , . ·, , ., :' A,,, ,n T . _J u , H 
FIU Broward Pines Center f'LORIDA INTERNArlONJ\L UNIVERSITY 
(961) 112-5822 
Hanaser DE~IISE SHAHEEN 
161 SW 181TH AVE 
PEHBROKE PINES FL 33029 
ST# 2591 OP# 00003200 TE# 19 TR# 01115 
NG BARS 003800036001 F 1.50 0 
NG BARS 003800036001 F 1.60 0 
SNACK BARS 001600066060 F 2.50 0 
SNACK BARS 001600066060 F 2.50 0 QKR VP 18CT 003000016130 F 3.98 0 QKR VP 18CT 003000016130 F 3.98 0 QKR VP 18CT 003000016130 F 3.98 0 QKR VP 18CT 003000016130 F 3.98 0 QKR VP.18CT 003000016130 F 3.98 0 
SNACK BARS 001600066060 F 2.50 0 
SNACK BARS 001600066060 F 2.60 0 
SNACK BARS 001600066060 F 2.50 0 QKR CHEWY OR 003000031180 F 2.18 0 QKR CHEWY OR 003000031180 F 2.18 0 QKR CHEWY OR 003000031180 F 2.18 O QKR CHEWY OR 003000031180 F 2.18 O QKR CHEWY OR 003000031180 F 2.18 0 
SPECIAL K 003800016158 F 1.00 0 
SPECIAL K 003800016168 F 1.00 0 
GH GRANOLA 001600013102 F 
7 AT 1 FOR 1.78 
SPECIAL K 003800016168 F 
SPECIAL K 003800015158 F 
SPECK BARS 003800021111 F 
SPECK BARS 003800021111 F 
SPECK BARS 003800021111 F 
GLDNGRH BARS 001600016282 F 
GLDNGRH,BARS 001600016282 F 
GLDNGRH BARS 001600016282 F 
GLDNGRH BARS 001600016282 F 
GLDNGRM BARS 001600016282 F 
SPECK BARS 003800031362 F 
SPECK BARS 003800031352 F 
SPECK BARS 003800031352 F 
RK TREATS 003800012281 F 
RK TREATS 00380Cl012281 F 
RK TREATS 003800012281 F 
RK TREATS 003800012281 F 
RK TREATS 003800012281 F 
NUTRI GRAIN 003800036600 F 
NUTRI GRAIN 003800036600 F 
NUTRI GRAIN 003800036600 F 
NUTRI GRAIN 003800036600 F 
NUTRI GRAIN 003800036600 F 
NUTRI GRAIN 003800036700 F 
NUTRI GRAIN 003800036700 F 
NUTRI GRAIN 003800036700 F 
NUTRI GRAIN 003800036700 F 
NUTRI GRAIN 003800036700 F 
NUTRI GRAIN 003800036900 F 
NUTRI GRAIN 003800036900 F 
~~f=I ~~~I~ 88118~8i~lgg ~ 
U~~~~L~Rff~~ ggf:g~g~~,g~ ~ 
GRANOLA BAR 001600013101 F 
HAW PNCH JCE 001180061617 F 
HAW PNCH JCE 001180061617 F 
NESTLE WATER 006827193171KF 
6 AT 1 FOR 3.98 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL 
VISA TEND 
33.16 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
4.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
2.50 0 
2.50 0 
2.60 0 
2.50 0 
2.60 0 
4.00 0 
4.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
2.68 0 
2.68 0 
2.58 0 
2.68 0 
2.68 0 
2.68 0 
2.68 0 
2.68 0 
2.68 0 
2.68 0 
2.68 0 
2.68 0 
2.68 0 
2.58 0 
2.68 0 
1.78 0 
1.78 0 
2.28 0 
2.28 0 
23.88 0 
231.96 
231.96 
231.96 
ACCOUNT# **** **** **** 6893 S APPROVAL# 082363 
REF# 00 
TRANS ID - 0282001635608216 
VALIDATION - M7ZJ 
PAYMENT SERVICE - E 
TERMINAL# 21001232 
01/01/12 09:63:03 
.J~ ~w:..~~~;,,,__ 
-- Walmart ~ ,.. -fl; 1 ovy1J1 
Save money. Live better. I 
(951) 112-5822 
Hanaser DENISE SHAHEEN 
161 SW 181TH AVE 
PEHBROKE PINES FL 33029 
ST# 2591 OP# 00006512 TE# 01 TR# 06223 
NESTLE WATER 006827193171 F 
6 AT 1 FOR 3.98 
SUBTOTAL 
COUPON 68271 056827111033 F 
COUPON 68271 056827111033 F 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL 
VISA TEND 
23.88 0 
23.88 
1 .oo-o 
1.00-0 
21 .88 
21.88 
21.88 
ACCOUNT# **** **** **** 6893 S APPROVAL# 090091 
REF# 00 
TRANS ID - 0162001007177618 
VALIDATION - ZK8R 
PAVHENT SERVICE - E 
TERHINAL # 03006901 
01/03/12 19: 12:39 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 
# ITEMS SOLD 6, 
TC# 8877 9757 6269 7131 6781 
I IIIIIII IIIII IIIIII II IIIIIII Ill lllll lllll lllllll Ill lllll lllllll llllll lllll II IIIII IIIII IIII 
Low Prices. Every day, On everYthina. 
Backed by our Ad Hatch Guarantee. 
01/03/12 19:12:39 
***CUSTOHER COPY*** 
------------ - -- ------ -
-----IN~~µ~ ~'1;] 2-61'2-
{\_ ,.. 7 / 0 l.{lf'J3/ l/'f/, 2--
~!!!!1!!!e!~ ~:::. 
(96'\) 112-5822 
Hanaser DENISE SHAHEEN 
151 SW 181TH AVE 
PEHBROKE PUIES FL 33029 
ST# 2591 OP# 00003200 TEI 19 TR# 01116 
NAPKINS 001200035502 3.00 0 
SOLO CUP 00111650063,1 3.21 0 
SOLO CUP 001116600631 3.21 0 
SOLO CUP 001116500631 3.21 0 
SUBTOTAL 12. 72 
TOTAL 12.72 
VISA TEND 12.72 
ACCOUNT I **** **** **** 6893 S APPROVAL I 071260 
REF I 00 
TRANS ID - 0282001636779091 
VALIDATION - KR3P 
PAVHENT SERVICE - E 
TERHINAL I 21001232 
01/01/12 · 09:51:17 
CHF1NGE DUE O .00 
I ITEMS SOLD 1 
TC# 2697 9969 6999 7730 3771 
I IIIIIII IIIII IIIIII IIIII II IIIIIII IIII IIII IIIII IIIII IIIII IIIIIIII IIII Ill llllll lllll llll llll 
Low Prices. Every day, On everythlns. 
Backed by our Ad Hatch Guarantee. 
01/01/12 09:51:17 
***CUSTOMER COPY*** 



Flu 'aiu,,c!~~~ent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council · Association 
FI.ORll)A INTERNATIONAi. UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Multicultural Programs & Services (MPAS) 
Representatives Name: =L·=1s-=a--=Z=u=n=ig.,_,a"'-------- Position: Grad Assistant 
Phone: 305-919-5817 Advisor: 
Event: MPAS Open House 
Date: Jan. 17, 2012 Time: 10am-2pm Location: WUC-253 
----------
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: 
Amount Spent: 
849.83 
Students: 61 
---
Community: 
111.61 
Faculty/Staff: _3 __ _ Total: ~64~-- Closing Balance: 738.22 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The purpose of this event was to inform students about our upcoming Spring 2012 
workshops, events, and scholarships; purpose was accomplished. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
Students were able to meet our MPAS staff and gain a better understanding of the 
programs and services that we offer, such as free tutoring, computer lab, etc: 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
N/A 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes. 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Advisor's Signature: 
·-
Date: 02/14/12 
Date: 02/14/12 
f.'FJ1 1 4 2012 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
Date: January 17, 2012 
Location: WUC-253 
All Day Event! 
MULTICULTURAL PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 
•'·· ·-
Learn about ourprograms,! 
workshops, scholarships and more! 
Lightrefreshments & snacks 
. . .. . . 
will be served. 
For more information, 
call 305~919~5817 
I • • , 
I~ U O 1--·ll x·. 1 
,. Publix at Biscayne Commons ... _ , .. -:) 
··· 14641 Biscavne ;Blvd .... ·.''··-,." .... , .•. ,._ ... · ·'i 
N IJiam,· .B"a•·'· · ··.-. ·F·1.· .. :":\'"l". ,··, · · · · ~I 11 ~ ... -...11 ... , . . . . 1 
,.,- · -~~tor~· · f.1;, "a"·· : , " ; , i;: ..,,J,; ou:· 
,.~,/.:," Jo-.,J',' ,, - ' ' I I a~ 
(iS SAL: /VINEGAR 
~~s r COLA 
@ 3 FOR 4.0C 
Y 1u Saved o. t.8 
WS PD. ATO CHIPS 
P~omotion 
• .·y •J,:W .. -'C. ,p 
i ..... , .. i1~JB· f6 OZ PRW CUP 
:PS[ COLA 
@ 3 FDR 4.00 
You Saved 0.59 
.rUNTA!N DEW 2LTR 
@ 3 FOR 4.00 
Y,Ju saved o. 59 
!.11 VS CLAS IC XXL 
Promotion 
M MIX VARIETY BG 
LR FUDGE STRIPES 
LR FUDGE STRIPES 
Promotion 
· roX MACARONI SALAD 
PBX :30 STLY POT SI. 
PBX CUBAN!TOS PLTR 
·3x CUBANITOS PLTR 
. EXFMPT # 
................ __ .. 
4.'. J F 
"1.34 TI 
4.29 
~it ''9 
•i-.:i:'.9 
. 2."(8 I . 
1.33 T 
1 .33 T 
4.29 
~4.29 
9.99 T 
3.79 ~ 
3.79 F 
-3,79 F 
3.79 F 
4.69 F 
36.99 T F 
36.99 T F 
Order Total 111.61 
Gr,md Total 111.61 
d1·t Payment 111.61 
ange 0.00 
rA:~ FORGIVEN 6.36 
·_e:a Summary 
cial Pr.ice. Savings · 14.14 
.. ,-f*i******************************* 
Your S * 
. ,. t 
~:J;******** J********************~ 
IJRESTO! 
Reference#: 101978-003 
Trace#: 0010012541 
~cct #: XXXXXXXXXXXX3472 
:iurchase VISA 
\mount : $11 l . 61 
\uth #; 017835 
,; 
"~ - ~~'·-"ft~~~ - ~~ft -
·~ . ..,, :,• 
Your cashier was Nidia 
01/17 /:2012 11 :48 S1017 R110 9886 C0416 
; · love fo shop ·here. Love to save here. 
Visit publix.com/save 
. ·····I 
~TY( ~IV~ 
11 ~'e,O \ 11 :,o·D 
MP /\s of"'- ,{+,, V-K 
-cf #JV\ uavvy I 7 Z,1 12 __ 
;$C(?..,r-( ~ I ~~ 
~( ~ wGc 2-Sl~ 
l<;ll00102. 
.. 
Flu I r::e~~ment Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council · Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVIlRSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: ISSS 
..;:._:;:_=-----------------
Representatives Name: Vanina Granell Position: Coordinator . 
Phone: 305-919-5813 Advisor: 
Event: Miccosukee Indian Village and Everglades Tour 
Date: 1/21/12 Time: -'-1 _1-....;;5 ___ _ Location: Miccosukee Indian Village 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 37 
---
Community: o 
~--
Faculty/Staff: _3 __ _ Total: ...... 4=0 __ 
SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: $1,063.26 
Amount Spent: $1,051.00 
Closing Balance: $12.26 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To give students an opportunity to see different sides of Miami. Both international 
and BVH Residents attended and were able to mingle and get to know each other 
as well. This promotes global understanding and learning. :r 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
Everyone had a great time and were able to learn about Native American traditions 
and culture and experience the Everglades. BVH-RHA provided a picnic lunch for 
students. See evaluation summary attached. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Nothing truly negative - wish we could do more trips in the semester for our 
students. See Evaluation Summary. 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! 
-·"' '. 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. sGr~BC __ _ 
Advisor's Signature: -::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::: .............. :::,· ._· -2~ 
Biscayne Bay Campus,. WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
Saturday,.Ja.n 2l; 201 "ll 
e,C.0S<,.f: l ' 
.~., 1"~ 1 When: 10:30am-4:30pm 
;! • ~ \ i Sign up in WUC 363 OR Bay 
()~ ~ 
J,\,DIANS oi Vista Housing Front Desk. 
Space is limited! 
·~~.~Vanina I 305. 919 .581 3 I bbcisss@fiu.edu 
BVH-Nikki I 305.919.5587 I nkogan@fiu.edu 

Florida International University Biscayne Bay Campus 
International Student & Scholar Services 
Everglades Airboat & Miccosukee Indian Village Tour 
Saturday, January 21st, 2012 10:30arn-4:30prn 
Post Evaluation Summary 
Attended: 40 Completed Evaluations: 35 
Are you a: 
I 35 I Student I 2 I Faculty/Staff I O I Visitor 
How did you hear about this event? 
6 Flyer 1s I Email ! 13 I Friend 12 I Orientation 
2 Other, Please specify: Dorm, BVH Poster 
1) Did this trip meet your expectations? 
I 35 I Yes I O I No 
2) What did you like about the trip? (35 responses) 
18 Airboat Ride 3 Picnic Lunch 1 Friendly atmosphere/faculty 
12 Everything! 2 Very interesting! 1 Museum 
10 Alligator Show/Holding 1 Organized/informative 1 Great experience! 
3 Tour of village/Education 1 Never been here! 1 I appreciated that it was free! 
3) Did you dislike anything about the trip? (29 responses) 
16 No 1 Tour was a bit dry 
6 A lot of waiting 1 Long drive 
3 Trip was too short 1 Lunch place was a bit dirty; change to another place 
1 Boat was short & not a lot said 1 Would have liked to have net more Indians 
4) Would you recommend this trip to other students? 
I 34 j Yes I O I No 
Other Comments 
Thank you for the opportunity and the trip 
Very enjoyable 
For lunch, next time we could bring our 
own or BBQ 
Great! Should do more trips like this 
Great event! Can't wait for the next one! 
Thank you so much! I had a great time! I 
feel so lucky to have gone on this trip! 
Really appreciate what·you have done. 
Thanks! 
Cool! Thank you! 
If more seats are available, that would be 
perfect. 
Great! 
Wonderful trip. Vay ISSS! Vay FIU! Vay 
Indian Village! 
I am really glad you guys made this trip. 
I've had so much fun! 
Thank you so much! 
I had a lot of fun 
r . ' 11 I l I! · .. ,'.·r·. •. ~. i '·. ·' ;·\; i l. \ 885 S.W. 1D9th Annuc PG.5 Market Statio11 Miami, Florida 33199 
http;//parking.fiu.edu 
To: vgraneil@fiu.edu From: singhm@fiu.edu 
Melissa Singh 
Marketing & Event Coordinator 
PGS Market Station, Room 179 
Thank you for choosing to have your event at FIU! 
Please ser.d all paymer.is !o Mel1·ssa Singh (inchxlirn original- ~D Transfers ar.d Four.-dati.:::tn !nvokes) 
at least two business days prior to your event {please attach a copy of the quote or refer to the Event #) 
Please make checks payable to Florida international University. 
For Foundation Invoices and ID Transfers: Dept ID -111010602 and Account #672235. 
Permits purchased for events cannot be refunded or exchanged. 
Quote approved by: 
Print name: lL 6[?:fot->E( C 
Signature: Date: 
) ./ / > / Please sign quote and email to singhm@fiu.edu or fax to 305-348-6489 to confirm event. 
Please return signed quote at least 5 days prior to the date of your event to avoid additional staffing charges. 
Event will not be reserved unless signed quote Is received. 
Event Title 
Miccosukee Indian Village 
Location{s) 
Billing Contact 
Event# 
4138 
International Student & Scholar Services - ISSS (Billable Contact) 
Resource Title 
Transportation Services_ 40 
Quantity 
1 
Start Date 
01/21/2012 
Date 
01/21/2012 
StartTime 
11:00 AM 
Start Time 
11:00AM 
End Date 
01/21/2012 
End Time 
05:00 PM 
End Time 
05:00 PM 
Tot. Price 
$420.00 
S3Sll~o 
$0.00 
55f.m, ~o 
$0.00 
TOTAL PRICE: isi.u~ 
\) 0\-\ \ (\::"' Gv0:F.>,:~1,iF--( (_ 
·\ 1. 11 \ c.:::.._ c...>- --··-i l \ )\· , _ ) , \ , _ _> J J 
7 
.. c:.7" /:? ,,,.._:;:-
. / ,::.---,.,<~~ 
. ) 
F -0 1 27 -,.----' 
Server: MARISELA R 
01/21/12 12:16, Swiped T: 
MICC INDIAN VILLAGE 
US H\•lY 41 
MI.i\ML FL.33194 
(305)552-8365 
MERCHANT #: 
Rec: 4 
3 Term: 3 
CARD TYPE ACCOUNT NUMBER 
VISA XXXXXXXXXXXX8230 
00 TRANSACTION APPROVED 
AUTHORIZATION #: 079392 
Reference: 0121010010127 
TRANS TYPE: Credit Card SALE 
CHECK: 456.00 
TIP: 
TOTAL: 
--~---~-
... ·/.• 
,,.-,,./ 
.. / / ·-
/ 
.CCOSUKEE ENTERPRISES 07708 
DATE: TT 2, I , 20 l k 
RECENED FROM: ·F: · ·1 . l). 
FOR: 3 ~ @ ~/ 2.&) 
--=--=---
'Ft @ ___ _ 
DVOUCHER 
D CHECK OR CASH 
C. .C-. 
.?C0rn.p 
. 1 Y·5l.t>. co TOTAL DUE 0~ 
c.c. -AIR Tour Account __ ___;,3~~....,,,P-<<'~t1_·~--'~'-o::___· __:_,.:::c~-=2::::..-·~~· =---------· _· -----
Restaurant -AIR Tour Account-----------------------
Airboats - AIR Tour Account __ O_~~C=--1-· 2_0_::::._2=:1-----'3=--· -'[{?:..-Q ___________ _ 
Tour Account -A/P Tot.ir Company _____________________ _ 
Flu I Student Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Government Association 
l'LORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY ~ Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: LUCO PIERRE Position: VP of Promotions I 
Phone: 7864432631 Advisor: SEISY ,IQSMA-DI JCHEINE 
Event: INTERCUL TURAL PRIDE PARY & GAME NIGHT 
Date: 2/1/12 Time:. 8P Location: BAY VISTA 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Suggort 
Community: _ Opening Balance: 
5718.24 
Students: 74 
Amount Spent: 85.25 
Faculty/Staff: - Total: 74 Closing Balance: 5632.89 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EVENT WAS TO ENJOY THE DIVERSITY AMONGST 
OUR BVH COMMUNITY THROUGH FOOD, GAMES, ONCE AND MUSIC 
'Mlat was positive about this event? Why? 
MANY STUDENTS ATE UNTIL THEIR HEARTS OR STOMACH WERE 
COI\ITEI\IT. A[SO, MAl'J? STODEI\JTS EI\IJO?El'5 TRE 157\I\ICE Al'JD MOSIC, AS 
WEbbASGNEANGlHERSGQMPAN¥ 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
THE GAMES THAT WERE INTENDED TO BE PLAYED WERE NOT PLAYED. 
TRSOE GAMES lf\JC[ODED MOf\JOPO[Y, MADGABB, POO[, Af\JD DOMlf\JoES 
0.iQ.n-.!- .. 
-
- -- "" I V\;iU 
Should this event be done again next year? 
SURE, IT WAS AN OVERALL SUCCESS ,./ I //lj '. d . d 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or !lhotos.SGC BBC 
Signature: LUCO PJEBB'it Date: 6/26/12 
Date: 6/26/12 Advisor's Signature: 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
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Flu i Student I Government Association Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: DIALITA DESTY Position: PRESIDENT 
Phone: 3215570345 Advisor: BETSY .JQSMA-Dl JCHEINE 
Event: MR AND MS BAY VISTA 
Date: 2/2/12 Time: 9P 
-----
Location: BAY VISTA 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Students: 39 
---
Community: _ 
---
Opening Balance: _5_63_2_·8_9 __ _ 
Amount Spent: 262.53 
Faculty/Staff: _-_· __ Total: =39=----- Closing Balance: 5370.36 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
TO FIND TWO RESIDENTS WHO CAN REPRESENT THE BVH COMMUNITY IN 
THE COMPETITION FOR MR AND MS HOUSING AND SERVE AS ROLE 
MODELS IN THE BVH COMMUNITY 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
RESIDENTS WERE VERY RECEPTIVE OF THE EVENT. THEY ENJOYED THE 
COMPETITION AND THE PERFORMANCES 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
IT WAS HARD TO PICK A WINNER WHICH MADE THE COMPETITION LAST 
LONGER 
Should this event be done again next year? 
YES 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or ph tos. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Date: 6/26/12 
Date: 6/26/12 
Ji\ 
! \ \ i' ' 
sGCBBC· 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
MR. ANI) MS BAY VISTA 
THURSDAY FEB.2 
9PM COMMUNITY ROOM 
Flu I ai~~~~ent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 1 Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNJVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: MARISHAWN CAMPBELL Position: TREASURER 
Phone: 32334 79982 Advisor: BETSY ,IQSMA-DI ICHEINE 
Event: SUPERBOWL PARTY 
Date: 2/5/12 Time: 6P 
-----
Location: BAY VISTA 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Students: 64 
---
Community: _ 
---
Opening Balance: _5_37_o_.3_5 __ _ 
Amount Spent: 298.89 
Faculty/Staff: _-__ _ Total: =64~-- Closing Balance: 5071.47 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
TO ENJOY GREAT FOOTBALL GAME, YES IT WAS ACCOMPLISHED 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
. YES BECAUSE EVERYBODY ENJOYED THE FOOD AS WELL AS THE GAME 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
NOTHING AT ALL 
Should this event be done again next year? 
YES, IT WAS A GREAT EVENT 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or phot s. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Date: 6/26/12 
Date: 6/26/12 
soc BBC 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
~ep Yo City!!!!! 
Super Bowl Party 
;tarts at 6:00 P.M. 
3ame Starts at 6:30 P.M. 
-losted By: Hall Council, Malvis Campbell, and 
v1arishawn Campbell 
I 
Location: Community Room 
Date: Sunday February 5, 2012 
Pizza, Chips, Drinks will be 
·provided!!!! 
Rep Yo City!!!!! 
Super Bowl Party 
starts at 6:00 P.M. 
Game Starts at 6:30 P.M. 
Hosted By: Hall Council, Malvis Campbell, and 
Marishawn Campbell 
Location: Community Room 
Date: Sunday February 5, 2012 
Pizza,-Chips, Drinks will be 
provided!!!! 
Flu I ~~:~~}nent Association Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
FLO!U1M INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: BETSY JOSMA-DUCHEINE Position: ADVISOR 
Phone: 3059195587 
Event: OPEN FORUM 
Date: 2/8/12 
Advisor: BETSY ,IQSMA-Dl JCHEINE 
Time: ...;;.8.;_P ___ _ Location: BAY VISTA 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Students: 29 Community: _ Opening Balance: _
5
_o_7_1._4_7 __ _ 
---
---,--
Amount Spent: 140.48 
Faculty/Staff: _-__ _ Total: =2=-9 __ Closin·g Balance: 4930.99 
. What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
allowed residents an opportunity to speak concerns with the chief housing officer 
Jim Wassenaar 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
several residents came for cookies and milk but stayed to hear feedback from 
residents and eventually asked Jim questions too 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
not as many residents showed up due to shopping. the shopping shuttle comes 
every Wednesday night and many residents uflhze 1t. 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! residents shared many things with Jim & their concern 
Advisor's Signature: 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photo . 
Date: 6/26/12 
Date: 6/26/12 
H 
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Got Questions, Comments or Concerns 
about.Housing and Bay Vista? 
We've got a special guest who warl:t 
hear it from your 
© , ' 
., , 
. 
--. 
" 
• • 
1 7 
I I 
' , ._ __ II( 
1 
1 
. 
Got a sweet t()oth for a snack 
W 've got Milk and Cookies 
I 
I 
Flu I Student Biscayne Bay Campus' Stud~nt.0:'?.(.arr.in,ent Council Government I Association 
FI.ORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Opening Balance: 
Amount Spent: 
$1,407.59 
Students: 70 
---
Community: 1 ....,__ _ 
$ 4i4.96 
Faculty/Staff: _3 __ _ Total:..,_74....,___ __ Closing Balance: $1,QJ2.63 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To encourage international and domestic students to experience different cultural 
music and dress, and have fun getting to know each other. Yes! 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
A great turnout and collaboration with Hall Council resulted in a good mixture of 
people, food, and activities! See evaluation summary. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Nothing negative to report. See evaluation summary. Rec~ived 
·.· FfJl Z 20"12 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes & similar events where people can exchange cultures & build friendships 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Signature: ~~~ti~~~:J.:.::.::~::.::2~~ 
Advisor's Signature: J..:•'iY::...;:_, ; .... ·; ..,...· ..;,...;,. ........ .........;~ Date: 't] < 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
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International Student & Scholar Services, WUC 363 
Intercultural Pride Party Spring 2012 
Wednesday February 1, 2012 
POST EVALUATION SUMMARY 
Number of students signed in: 74 
Number of Evaluations completed: 17 
I Student 
Faculty /Staff 
How did you hear about the event? 
Email 
Friend 
Flyer 
Orientation 
Facebook 
Other 
117 
1 
5 
10 
1 
1. Did the Welcome Reception meet your expectations? 
2. What did you like about the Welcome Reception? 
o People, dancing, atmosphere 
o Social facilitation 
o The amount of people at the event 
o Free food 
o Food 
o Food and having fun with other FIU students 
o Food and dance 
o Food 
o Lots of people, good food 
o The food 
o Dance game, delicious food 
o I liked the dance game 
o Food and dancing 
17 YES 0 NO 
o Food, dance game 
o Camaraderie 
o Decoration 
3. Did you dislike anything about the reception? Any suggestions for improvements? 
o It is hard for everybody to get into it. 
o Needed more games 
o Guys should dance 
4. Would you recommend this reception to other international students? 
YES 17 NO 0 
Other Comments: 
o Loved it! 
o I had a good time! 
o Great theme, event 


EXQUISITE CATERING BY ROBERT, INC. 
1800 NE 150th Street 
North Miami, Fl. 33181 
305-622-F00D(3663) 
Email: 111fo@ExQ.!.lisiteCaterin,qB,/Robert.corn 
Website: wwv/. Exc1 uisi teCa ter!ngRv Robert. corn 
Attn: Vanina 
Re: lntercultural Party February 1, 2012 
MENU 
-% Jerk Chicken 
White Rice 
Black Beans 
Baked Ziti (vegetarian) 
Garden Salad 
Fresh Baked Rolls and Butter 
Includes: 
Soda/Jee/Paper Goods 
The above menu is available for $250.00 based on 30 people. 
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at 305-622-3663 or on my cell phone 
at 954-830-4130. 
Thank you and I look forward to serving you in the future. 
Robert Egert 
Owner 
• 
• 
• 
Paw"lty City. . 
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6441370001 !;iJ 
01305130716 1::, 
643fi9500399? 
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$74. 96 
Si'71. 96 
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i'IIW f.iL li:ETlJRNED 
srnsoHi:i1.. i:n: 11 ::; MIi" BE HETURNE:o 
Ufl TO 7 llfl'/S PIUOH TO HOl.IDA\ 
MERCHANDISE CREllr·s. (1fff ONI.J' HEDEEMf'\llLE 
1lr i::;:;urnc; ::rnRc:;. • 
Flu 11 Student· Government I Association Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
l'LORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: DIALITA DESTY Position: PRESIDENT 
----·-Phone:-32156-70345 
Event: SOCK DRIVE 
Date: 2/10/12 
;A;dvi~Sllr: BETSY ,IQSMA-DI ICHEINE 
Time: BP 
-----
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 27 Community: _ 
--- ---
Faculty/Staff: -
---
Total:=2.._7 __ 
Location: BAY VISTA 
SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: 493o.99 
Amount Spent: 290 
Closing Balance: 4640.99 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
This was a program with an RA to help collect new socks for the camillus house. 
homeless shelters say that socks are the number one item they need. hall council 
supported the cause and provided the food. over 20 pairs of socks were collected 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
many students donated socks even though they could not attend the program and 
get free food for their donation. this was a proud moment because it shows us our 
residents eare about being part of a good eause without revmrd 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
not as many people showed up as we liked , possibly because it was a friday 
evening 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes. 
Signature: DIALITA DE 
Advisor's Signature: 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or p 
Date: 6/26/12 
Date: 6/26/12 
}lece 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
Did you know that the number one thinf! 
that homeless shelters need is socks? 
-
Get a FREE Burrito when 
you donate a ne 
pair or socks! 
11" 111.• Pl 
BVH community Room 
All socks will be tiren 
·. ·C.ami:t!lu:s. to Camillus Honse 
HolJS·e Miami 
.. 
I 
\ 
.. 
Flu I 8~!~~!nent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORID\ INlTRN \TION \L UNIVFRSITY , : l. J J .. V\() Event Audit Report 
Y' 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: BETSY JOSMA-DUCHEINE Position: ADVISOR 
Phone: 3059195587 Aavisor: BETSY .IQSMA-DI JCHEINE 
Event: SEX CARNIVAL FAIR 
Date: 2/15/12 Time: 10A Location: WUC 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Suggort 
Opening Balance: 4640.99 Students: 212 Community: _ 
Amount Spent: 171.66 
Faculty/Staff: - Total: 212 Closing Balance: 4469.33 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The Sex Carnival was hosted bl the Universitl Health Services and raises 
awareness about sex health and safety through pamphlets, games, professionals, 
t:at.;, T c;.::,, 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
For Hall Council, we were able to contribute to a great event and provide the 
popcorn macfiine to go witfi tfie carnival tfieme of tfie Sex Carnival 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
we wanted to borrow the cotton candy machine from RHA, but we were unable to 
fma 11 after several affempfs af Ifie MMC 
,~ Received 
Should this event be done again next year? 
'\ \)\\\ I) ~} 
This is BVHCs 2nd year participating and we hope to continue c ur involvement 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. sGCBBC I 
Signature: BETSY Jn~M' J:'\I ""HEINE Date: 6/26/12 
Advisor's Signature: ;rYih) Date: 6/26/12 
'- u _/' 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
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·•R11i 
,, ~rati l1£~l 
Music-Food-Prizes-Games-Fun! Flu I University Health Services 
305-919-5307 

Flu I ~~:e~~!nent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 1 Association 
FLORIDA INTERNJ\TIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: MARISHAWN CAMPBELL Position: ADVISOR 
;___ ____ ,~-=-Ph:_-__o::_:_n_:_:e~: -~3-=2-=-33=-4.;..;7;..::9:..:9;.;;8;;:;2~====-~AdYisor:~aEIS-Y,IASMA-AHeHEINc'------•-----
Event: PJ PARTY 
Date: 2/18/12 Time: 9P 
-----
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 22 Community: _ 
--- ---
Faculty/Staff: -
---
Total: =22~--
Location: BAY VISTA 
SGC Financial Support 
4469.33 Opening Balance: 
Amount Spent: 61.17 
Closing Balance: 4408.16 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To allow residents to come together for a relaxed evening and connect with their 
inner child over games and food 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
We had a good turn out of residents on a Saturday evening 
What was negative about this event? 'Mly? 
No one really wore pajamas. The advertising for this event didn't go up in enough 
,me or res, ens o rea y ge exc, e Received 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes, with earlier advertising 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
, 
Date: 6/26/12 
Advisor's Signature: Date: 6/26/12 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
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Fl"U l s~~~!nent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report I \. 
Organization/Department: ISSS/ISC 
---"'-~'-'--~---------------
Position: Coordinator Representatives Name: Vanina Granell 
Phone: 305-919-5813 Advisor: -'-'N.,./A._.__ ________ _ 
Event: 2012 INT'L PHOTO CONTEST 
Date: 2/29/12 Time: 4-6PM 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 34 
---
Community: 2 
=---
Faculty/Staff: _7 __ _ Total: _,_43=----
Location: WUC THEATRE LOBBY 
SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: $ 1,000.53 
Amount Spent: $ 418.06 
Closing Balance: $ 582 .4 7 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To celebrate students' creativity, travel, and culture through their own photography. 
Awards for the top 5 were given out, top 10 were displayed, and all entries were 
recognized and up for the People's Choice Award. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
The contest was University-wide and sponsored by ISSS and ISC from both 
campuses. Contestants were able to display their own talent and students were 
able to see 184 photos from over 45 countries. See evaluation summary. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
None. See evaluation summary 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes. 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date:,,, 
r 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
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iNTERN.ATlONJ\L. 
; ',, \: , ', , , , ·>'- / ,, ', ' ' ; ,', ': 
... HrldTb CONTEST 
.RECEPTl6N 
ISSS BBC Spring 2012 
International Photo Contest Reception 
Wednesday, February 29th, 2012 Wolfe Theater Lobby 
Number of Students signed-in: 42 
Number of Evaluations completed: 9 
Evaluation Summary 
--·------------··--------- ---··-------·-·----
9-r--------------------------
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Student (8) Faculty/Staff (1) 
How did you hear about this event? 
Visitor (0) 
5+-----------------
4+------------------
3+------------------
2+-------
1 
0 
Flyer (1) Email (2) Friend (1) 
Other: (3)Just walked in; (1) Staff member; (1) Curiosity 
Contestant (0) 
Other (5) 
Questions 
1. Did the Photo Contest Reception meet your expectations? 
10 ~----~---~-~~~--~~~ 
8 
4 
2 
0 
YES (9) NO (O) 
2. What did you like about the Photo Contest Reception? 
>- Fun 
>- Pretty setting 
>- Lots of pictures 
>- Allowed students to display their natural talent 
>- There were a lot of interesting photos, even though I've never been 
>- They were welcoming & pleasant 
>- The presentation 
>- The jazz music & the food. Also, the Redhead in the chuck T's. 
3. Did you dislike anything about the Photo Contest Reception? Any suggestions for improvements? 
• No (8) 
4. Would you recommend this event to other students? 
----·-----------------------·----·-·------·----· 
YES (9) NO(O) 
Other Comments: 
o Excellent Program 
o Great experience, I enjoyed myself 
o No comments! 


., 
~~/L;;;,Jz_, 
Party City. 
NOBODY HAS MORI: PART'1 FOR LESS 
15947 BISCH~NE BLVD 
N. MIAMI, FL 33161 
l 305} 9%-'1'1'13 
Cusi om'!r Naflle: 
Phone: 
Tax ID: 
048419%1810 
0'18'119951858 
0484199518'11 
048419868675 
013051281311 
04841976670'1 
013051281311 
048419948414 
TAX EXEMPT 
VANINA GRANELt.· 
C ·521) %'1-3391 
8S801S139088c-O 
RED STF1R BL $5.g') 
GLD STA~' BLL $5. 9'J 
SLUR STFIR BL $5.9CJ 
HOLLYWODU GI $9' CJ'J 
G/S/B STARS $4. 9g 
CHAMPAGNE 40 $9.9g 
G/S/B STARS $4. 9'3 
84" RD TC BL $2_gg 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 0'18'1199'18'11 'I 8'1" RD TC BL $2_gg: * 
0'1841994841 'I 8'1" RD TC BL $2.99 
* 048419'189153 84" RO TC GO $2.99 
* 0'18419'189153 8'1 11 RD lC GO $2.99 
* 048419489153 84" RD TC GD $2. 9'J 
* 0'184199'18247 5'1X108 TC BL $1. 9'3 
* 
0'18'1199482'17 5'1X108 TC BL $1. 99 
* 048'119948247 54X108 TC BL $1. gg * 
048'11%88525 !OCT MET SIL $2,g9 
* 
0'184198621'17 PEARL BLK LT $2,gCJ 
* 0'18'11%'13739 SHOOTING STA $3_gg 
* 0'18'11%'13739 SHOOTING STA $3.99 
* 04841 %8'153'1 HOLLYlJD RED $6.99 * 
=-==--;=--=---=~--=======-==-·====~=~=== 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL 
CR VISA 
ITEHS • 21 
CR VISA SALE $92.79 
XXXXXXXXXXXX8230 
APPR: 060398 
JOURNAL: 0316032992961935 
CUSTOMER COP'i' 
STORE 316 TRN 20 REG 3 
02-22-2012 11 :'19:14 RM 
$92.79 
$92.79 
$92.79 
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KB 
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nnps:11pantherctmmg.catertrax.com,'shopprintinvoice.asp?oidToken= ... 
Panther Catering 
~NTHER Ph:(305)348-3072 
e::7-, ,1~'.-, , , • Fa>< (305) 348-3308 
~.-~Ck<~ 
·:~~~~,i~ti:iVpf Pi~~~~?t~~§f~\l~J!l\ "''""''<"'"" ,-,v •v,,,~v,,v.•ec~••·~ 
Payment Type Purchase Order 
.... ,.,,, .. ,,, "~'"'"' ""' =!···- ,,,,,, .. ,, '"''''''""''"- "'''""'"""' ........ _ .... ,--,,,,, 
Purchase· xxxxxxx 
Order Number:L, .. 
Spinach Dip with Pita Chips (cold) - per 25 pieces 
4 Dz. Fresh Baked Cookies 
Order Summary 
Beverages Food 
$28.00 $210.00 
* The administrative charge Is not Intended 
to be a tip, gratuity, or service charge for 
... tile be.nefitof employee~ 
Estimate #15503 
ESTIMATE # 15503 
INednesday,2/29/2012 
Ordered On: 2/20/2012 
j,- Confirmed 
Qty, Price 
I $45.00 
Order Totals 
Sub Total 
Delivery Charge 
Order Total 
Balance Due 
Ext. 
$45.00 
$238.00 
$42.84 
$280.84 
$2B0,84 
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Merchant ID: 
Device ID: 
Terminal ID: 
CARD# 
TRANS·# 
Batch#: 
NORTH MlAMl n . .,~~--
305-919-5500 
CREDIT CARD 
VISA SALE 
14:53:50 
Y:iX!XlfJ.YY.X2980 
2980 
PD02. · 
Approval Code: 
XXXX)OOOOO(XX8230 
006 
5 
003738 
E 
002058753959799 
Swiped 
Online 
$0.00 
23083259357 
ACI Code: 
TRANS IO: 
Entry Method: 
Approved: 
Tax Amount: 
Cust Code.: 
SALE AMOUNT $5.25 
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Wrll~~i~ ~ There's a way™ 
#03678 1501 NE 163rd St 
North Miami 3eachA FL 33162 305·· 345-2tl03 
116 1958 00 71 02/27/2012 5 : 41 PM 
INTERNET PHOTO 469:l31 
TOTAL 
VISA ACCT 8230 
CHANGE 
MO 29 .90 
29.90 
29.90 
.00 
RFN# 0367-8711-9586-1202-2703 
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TH1\NK YOU 
SAVE ON YOUR PRES:RIPTIONS BY JOINING 
WALGREENS PRESCRIPTION SAVINGS CLUB SEE PHARM1\:Y FOR DETAILS 
How are we doing? 
Enter our monthly sweepstakes for $3,000 cash 
Visit 
WWW.TELLWAG.COM 
or call toll free 
1-800-763-0547 
within 72 hours to take a short 
survey about this Walgreens visit 
stnVEY# 
0367-l::3711-958 
P1\3SWORD 
6120-2270-316 
For contest rulesA see store or WWW.TELLW G.COM 
vmgreens l:'hoto center I tnanKS 1qr ruu, v,u..,, ................... l"&•'-"-- -- .. ---..:.., - - -- . - ---- .. ---.::;r~---· 1-- ----- -
~·; ...... ~.::. ·-·· 
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1 of?. 
Please print or save this page for your records. You will also receive a receipt via email. 
Photo finish: 
Glossy 
Order Number: 
10856694001 
Order Date: 
Feb27,2012 
Wal greens 
1501 NE 163RD ST 
NORTH MIAMI BEACH, FL, 33162 
Near: 163rd Street & 15th Avenue 
Prints will be ready by: 
5:01 PM Feb 27, 2012 
Your Phone Number 
(321) 945-3311 
10 8x10 print(s) 
Pay in store with pickup 
*Sales tax is estimated; 
might vary by location. 
Have Questions? 
Contact Customer Service 
(866) 264-2910 
Ptace-Uiis 
Ord1:"1,1u,:m1 
Store Info 
Mon-Sun: 8:00 am to 10:00 
pm 
s,•~~~ 
Sales Ta~~_;v 
Total: 
Pl;;ce <11101her 
pJ1oti:, order 
32.29 
$ 32.29 
2/27/2012 4:12 Pt 
-------------------------------------~-
~~~/72-Save~t~~I!. ~:~ 
C 305 ) 949 - 5881 
MANAGER JOSE MONIZ H25_NE-l63RO-Sl',:____~~~~~~~~ 
'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~mMNORTH MIAMI BEACH FL 33162 ST# 3236 OP# 00003892 TE# 26 TR# 06511 BLK DIN PLT 001117990639 1.97 X 
PRINTED LUN 001117990536 1 .97 X 
PRINTED LUN 001117990536 1.97 X 
FORKS 068113167392 1 .48 X 
GV CLEAR CUP 068113178396 1.28 X 
SUBTOTAL 8.67 
TAX 1 7.000 X 0.61 
TOTAL 9.28 
VISA TEND 9.28 
ACCOUNT# **** **** **** 8230 S APPROVAL# 078359 
REF# 206800672158 
TRANS ID - 082058846447766 VALIDATION - X9MR 
PAYMENT SERVICE - E 
TERMINAL# 168-011-
02/27/12 18:31: 12 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 
# ITEMS SOLD 5 
TC# 8579 8800 7160 6546 1196 
lllllllllllllllllll lllllllllllllll lllllllllllllll lllllll llllllllllllllllll Ill llll llllllll! 
Low prices. Even, daw. On everwtht119. 
Backed bw our Ad Match Guarantee. 
02/27/12 18:31 :13 
***CUSTOMER COPY*** 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.edu-
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
--------------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6-8633 
-------
Position: Coard., Student Life Advisor: Marisa Salazar, Asst. Dir. 
Event:Health & Wellness Week at FIU Broward Pines Center 
DatefTime/Location: Mon. -Thurs., Feb. 20-23, 2012 (4: 30-6: 30pm) in Main Lobby 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 4 51 Community: o 
--- ---
Faculty/Staff: _14 __ _ Total: _46_5 __ 
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: $1330. 45 
AmountSpent: $i33o.<is 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
We provided a Health· & Wellness Fair for our students with complimentary fruit parfaits & 
bottled water. The students learned a lot about taking better care of themselves. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
FIU students, faculty & staff enjoyed the event very much. They learned a lot about health & 
wellness from our vendors who provided free services and samples: For Eyes,.TheVitamin 
Shoppe, LA Fitness, FIU Pi Theta Epsilon Occupational Therapy Student Honor Society & 
FIU Student Dietetic Association. "Like Us" on Facebook - FIU Broward Pines Center to 
see photos of this and of all of our events. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Nothing. 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! The participants expressed their appreciation and desi 
Advisor's Signature: 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date: February 28, 2012 
Date: February 28, 2012 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 141, No ami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-5771 
Revised August 2007 
Health & Wellness 
Week 
February 20th - 23rd 
4:50 p.m. to 6:50 p.m. 
FIU oward Pines Center 
Main tol,1,y 
Questions? Call (954 )458-8655 or cJarcenta@fiu.edu 
~ ~ tJ~i,Juk, 
S-k~ ..:. ~~( ~~ 
Walmart ::~-
11 ~-Sa~·;Lrlt/t"L ~ C 951 ) 112 - 5822 tl=j u . 
MANAGER DENISE SHAHEEN 07~ 
151 SIJ 181TH AVE 
PEHBROKE PINES FL 33029 
ST# 2591 OP# 00002838 TE# 01 TR# 07458 
NESTLE IJATER 006827193171 F 
15 AT 1 FOR 3.98 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL 
VISA TEND 
59 .70 0 
59.70 
59 .70 
59 .70 
ACCOUNT# **** **** **** 6893 S APPROVAL# 012869 
REF# 00 
TRANS ID - 0282047189810921 
VALIDATION - 2SW2 
PAYMENT SERVICE - E 
TERMINAL# 16003938 
02/16/12 08:36:57 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 
# ITEMS SOLD 15 
TC# 4674 1799 0601 3026 1327 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIII 
Low Prices. Ever\! da\l. On ever!lthins. 
Backed b!l our Ad Hatch Guarantee . 
02/16/12 08:36:57 
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Delivery 
Arcentales, Diana 
FIU 
17195 Sheridan Street 
Pembroke Pines, FL 
(954) 438-8633 
Customer Visits: 15 
Promise Time:: 4:00 PM 
Sort Label: T1 
Delivery Instructions: 
cell 954 558 6278 
Jason's Deli #132 
14531 SW 5th St 
954-438-1280 
Arcentales, Dia 
~lost : TERM5 
Cashier: anabanana 
Arcentales, Dia 
REPRINT# 4 
02/20/20'. 
8:49 ,i 
1500C 
Order Type: Delivery 
Grab&Go Shortcake Parfait (45 @2. 103.05 
Gran&Go Banana Parfait (35 @2.79) 97.65 
Grab&Go Yogurt Parfait (45 @2.79) 125.55 
Plates, Forks, Napkins (1 Utensils) 0.00 
@ 0.00 per Utensils 
Plates Forks and Napkins 
DELIVERY FEE 7.00 
Delivery AM 
Plates, Forks, Napkins (1 Utensils) 0.00 
@ 0.00 per Utensils (MAN WT) 
Plates Forks and Napkins 
Subtotal 333.25 
Tax Exempt #858015139088C 0.00 
Delivery Total 333.25 
VISA #XXXXXXXXXXXX6893 
Auth:006873 
333.25 
~cl, w~ e,J.~ 
- 5~4-S~&s-
De]ivery ~~ 
Arcentales~ Diana #- I 011 '+ ?1 l 
FIU 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~1-'7-1-95-Sher--idan-Str-~ 
Pembroke Pines~ FL 
(954) 438-8633 
Customer Visits: 15 
Promise Time:: 4:00 PM 
Sort Label: T2 
Delivery Instructions: 
cell 954 558 6278 
Jason's Deli #132 
14531 SW 5th St 
954-438-1280 
Arcentales,,, Dia 
·ost: TERM5 
.ashier: Ronald 
~rcentales, Dia 
REPRINT# 7 
02/21/2012 
7:04 PM 
150002 
Order Type: Delivery 
Grab&Go Yogurt Parfait (50 @2.79) 139.50 
Grab&Go Banana Parfait (50 @2.79) 139.50 
Grab&Go Shortcake Parfait (50 @2. 114.50 
Plates, Forks, Napkins (1 Utensils) 0.00 
@ 0.00 per Utensils 
Plates Forks and Napkins 
Plates, Forks, Napkins (1 Utensils) 0.00 
@ 0.00 per Utensils (MAN WT) 
Plates Forks and Napkins 
DELIVERY FEE 7.00 
Delivery AM 
Subtotal 400.50 
Tax Exempt #858015139088C 0.00 
Delivery Total 400.50 
VISA #XXXXXXXXXXXX6893 
Auth:047721 
Tip 
400.50 
Arcentales. Diana 
FIU 
17195 Sheridan Street 
Pembroke Pines. FL 
(954) 438-8633 
Customer Visits: 15 
Promise Time:: 4:00 PM 
Sort Label: T2 
Delivery Instructions: 
cell 954 558 6278 
Jason's Deli #132 
14531 SW 5th St 
954-438-1280 
Arcentales,. Dia 
.. : TERM5 02/22/2012 
.. , 1er: Nick 
Arcentales, Dia 10:09 AM 
REPRINT# 4 150005 
Order Type: Delivery 
Grab&Go Yogurt Parfait (30 @2.79) 83.70 
Grab&Go Banana Parfait (35 @2.79) 97.65 
Grab&Go Shortcake Parfait (35 @2.2 80. 15 
Pl~tes, Forks, Napkins (1 Utensils) 0.00 
@ 0.00 per Utensils 
Plates Forks and Napkins 
DELIVERY FEE 7 .00 
Delivery AM 
Subtotal 268.50 
Tax Exempt #858015139088C 0.00 
Delivery Total 268.50 
VISA #XXXXXXXXXXXX6893 
Auth:081904 
Tip 
268.50 
l~<\-vJ.~~-~K. 
Delivery 5~ ~ 
- - ~2..1j11. Arcental es. ·, ana 
FIU ,1*-1 cy l.( n J 
17195 Sheridan Street 
Pembroke Pines. FL 
(954) 438-8633 
Customer Visits: 15 
Promise Time : : 4 : 00 PM 
Sort Label: T2 
Delivery Instructions: 
cell 954 558 6278 
Jason 's Deli #132 
14531 S\~ 5th St 
954-438-1280 
Arcentales,. Dia 
Host: TERMS 
Cashier: JAIRO 
Arcentales, Dia 
02/23/2012 
6:41 AM 
180003 
Order Type: Delivery 
Grab&Go Yogurt Parfait (30 @2.79) 83.70 
Grab&Go Banana Parfait (35 @2.79) 97.65 
Grab&Go Shortcake Parfait (35 @2.2 80 . 15 
Plates, Forks, Napkins (1 Utensils) 0.00 
@ 0.00 per Utensils 
Plates Forks and Napkins 
DELIVERY FEE 7.00 
Delivery AM 
S~t~al 2~.~ 
Tax Exempt #858015139088C 0.00 
Delivery Total 268.50 
VISA #XXXXXXXXXXXX6893 
Auth:088323 
Tip 
TOTAL 
268.50 
- - ----- -- - --TOTAL 
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Student 
Government 
Association 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: ISSS 
-------------------
Representatives Name: Vanina Granell Position: Coordinator 
Phone: 305-919-5813 Advisor: NIA 
Event: FLORIDA INT'L LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
Date: 2/3-2/5/2012 Time: ____ _ 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 4 
---
Community: o 
~--
Faculty/Staff: 1 
---
Total: 5 
~--
Location: ALTOONA, FL 
SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: $950.00 
Amount Spent: $813.15 
Closing Balance: $136.85 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
.e);_; 
The goals of the conference are to enhance leadership skills, promote friendships & 
networks among international and study abroad students, acknowledge & reward 
student leaders who work at promoting international understanding on camp as. ''tes 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
Students met a diverse group of students from all over Florida and were able to 
share their experiences and learn from others. See evaluation summary. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Conference sessions could have been more interactive. See evaluation summary. 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! 
f-/}1 1 4 2012 
SGCBBC 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or..,_,p,...,0-0..,.:s~----· 
Date: 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
Florida International University Biscayne Bay Campus 
International Student & Scholar Services 
2012 Florida International Leadership Conference February 3-5, 2012 Altoona, FL 
Post Evaluation Summary 
Attendance: 5 Completed Evaluations: 4 
----smaen1s:4- Aavisof:1--onaergracmare:2--Grac1uate2 
Questions 
1. Why did you attend the Florida International Leadership Conference? What were your expectations? 
o I wanted to learn! Make more friends! I am a shy girl and I hope I can learn more communication 
skills 
o See more people. Learn more things about leadership 
o I attended this conference because I wanted to meet other international student leaders and learn 
some leadership skills as well 
o To get ideas that I can use at FIU, meet people, and make connections 
2. What did you like about the conference? 
o It is good! I have new friends! I start talking with strangers! The Bonfire and dance is cool! 
o Teamwork, bonfire 
o I thought this conference was excellent. Everyone was happy and had a good time. 
o Networking and meeting new people 
3. What did you dislike about the conference? Suggestions for improvement? 
o I think they did not prepare good! And some lectures are boring! And the food, I dislike! 
o Some Lectures are boring 
o Some sessions were boring and they needed more interaction 
o Some the venue sites not good, need more interaction, waiting for food 
4. How did you as an FIU student benefit from your attendance at the conference? 
o I get close with advisor and other FIU students! We make poster together! And I know the 
importance of teamwork! 
o Learn about other countries' culture 
o This conference gave me a good chance to learn from other student leaders and know what they are 
doing which helps me to be a better leader. 
o Inspiration from other students; poster development 
5. Now that you are back, what did you learn from the conference that you plan to incorporate at FIU? 
o I want to be a peer leader next year so I know how to communicate with others! How to organize 
things and schedule time. 
o Be a real leader, that means helping others; prepare well to help 
o I will use my improved leadership skills to lead and help FIU internaticinafstudents study and live in 
the United States. 
o Brainstorming with others about making ISC more active 
6. Would you recommend this conference to other students? 
o Yes4 
Other Comments: 
o Everything is good! I love this trip! Thanks! 
o Next time, we can get together and introduce ourselves to other schools' students together. 
o Bring more students to attend if possible! 
o For FIU - if we could have a conference for int'I students on campus 
o FILC- more bonding and participative activities 

FILC 
FRIDAY 
pre-:arrival 
12:30 - 4:00pm 
SATURDAY 
Lunch ori your own before arriving to camp 
Checkiin and assignment of cabins 
(DINING HALL) 
Meet J Greet - Light Refreshments / Poster Session 
. set up [ 
(DININ9 HALL) 
Team Building Activities 
Lori Sunday, Valencia College 
Peer Leaders 
(DINING HALL) 
Welco~e - Introduction of Team and Peer Leaders 
(DINING HALL) 
Dinneri(DINING HALL) 
Key no e Address - "Being a Confident Leader in 
UncJrtain Times" 
Tricia !rwood, Instructor, Disney College Program 
(DINI G HALL) 
Social ctivities: Bonfire (by the lake) or 
Coffee House (CLASSROOM) 
. -~=-~~ -~ ~=-1·~~~ .......... -~;~~~l~~· ~~;~;~~- ~~~~~- ......................................... . 
9:30-10:45am GenerJ1 Session - What is your "True Color?" 
• q 
Jazmine !Rodriguez, Rollins College, Residential Life, Graduate 
Assist~nt 
John Zajicek, Rollins College, Office of Student Involvement and 
Lead~rship, Graduate Assistant 
True Colors is a model for understanding yourself and others 
based! on personality type. Orange, Green, Blue and Gold 
are u~ed to differentiate the four central personality styles. 
ldenti ing your personality and the personalities of others 
provid s you with insights into different motivations, actions and 
comm nication methods. Come join us in finding your true color! 
(DINI G HALL) 
2 
SATURDAY 
11 :OOam -12:15pm 
12:15-1:15pm 
1:20-1:40pm 
,,··~···-( ~~1\ 
\ ~ j 
..... , . 
Breakout Session I 
True Colors Continued 
Jazmine Rodriguez, Rollins College, Residential Life, Graduate 
Assistant 
John Zajicek, Rollins College, Office of Student Involvement and 
Leadership, Graduate Assistant 
FILC 
This session provides an opportunity to continue the True Colors 
discussion. Take a deeper look into how personality styles can 
affect group dynamics. Learn more about how you can identify 
ways to build upon the strengths of each style and overcome 
challenges that may arise as people of different personality 
types (or colors) work together. (DINING HALL) 
Elevate Yourself: Public Speaking Techniques for Student 
Leaders 
Sandy Noel, Florida State University, Peer Leader 
Many people fear public speaking. Yet, developing the skill of 
public speaking is important to. being a great leader. Come learn 
how you can develop the qualities and characteristics of an 
effective public speaker. Participants will gain knowledge and 
techniques to assist them both personally and professionally. 
(CLASSROOM) 
Stop the Hate: Fighting Bias & Hate Crimes on Campus 
Scott Davis, University of Florida International Center, International 
Student Advisor 
Hate cimes and hate incidents seriously threaten society today. 
Thousands of people are victimized each year because of their 
skin color, ethnicity, religion, gender and sexual orientation. 
Statistics show that college campuses are the third most 
common place for these instances to occur. This session will 
offer key definitions related to hate crimes and hate incidents 
including current U.S. statistics and trends on these instances. 
Know your rights and become an advocate on your campus! 
(LODGE) 
The Elephant and the Dragon: Leadership Styles in India 
and China and Their Growing Influence on the U.S. and 
the World 
Shahed Kseibi, Florida International University, Peer Leader 
Anisa Kahn, Florida International University, Student 
China and India are two countries which may have great influence 
and impact in global issues over the coming decades. Tllis 
session we will examine the leadership styles of the U.S., India, 
and China and will provide an opportunity to think about and 
discuss now cultural leadersllip styles affect decision-making at 
local, national and international levels. (GYM) 
LUNCH (DINING HALL) 
GROUP PHOTO (MUST WEAR CONFERENCE T-SHIRT) 
3 
FIL C 
1:45 ::. 3:00pm Breakout Session II 
Transla~e Your Leadership to Your Future! 
Elaine Hozdik, Florida Gulf Coast University, Director. International 
Servicbs 
Got leadJrship experience, cross-cultural experience and goals, 
but doh't know how to use this to your advantage? Learn how to 
transldte or apply your leadership experiences to other personal, 
profesbional or career goals. Make your leadership experience 
and sWills work in your favor as you prepare for a successful 
futurej (CLASSROOM) 
Cross-_
1
ultural Incidents: Can't Live with 'Em, Can't Live 
Withqut 'Em 
Andrew IDonini, Florida State University Center for Global 
Engadement, Student Services Coordinator 
Christa ~osenberg, Florida State University, Student Services 
Coordinator, Center for Global Engagement 
Do you khow how to handle the basic mix-ups and mess-ups 
that odcur when different cultures interact? As a leader in a 
cross-pultural environment, you may find yourself in the middle 
of a crpss-cultural misunderstanding. This session will help you 
shine light on a number of common misinterpreted interactions, 
teach you some techniques for recognizing warning signs of a 
possil11e cross-cultural misunderstanding, and show you how to 
analy ,e cultural differences. (GYM) 
Women in Leadership: What Does it Mean to be a Woman 
Leader? 
Samah .All Ajjawi, Florida State University, Student 
Leadership is a concept that is found in every culture, but on many 
occas1·bns women are not recognized for their ability to lead. 
Come learn more about what it means to be a woman leader. 
This presentation will focus on Arab women in leadership. 
Join irl on the discussion and share some examples of women 
leadethip in your culture. (LODGE) 
Essential Strategies for Improving Your lntercultural 
Comrhunication Skills and Reducing Conflict Among 
Cultu~es 
Aleks Nefic, Florida State University Center for Global 
Enga~ement, lntercultural Training &Assessment Specialist 
Zhe Tan.I Florida State University Center for Global Engagement, 
International Student Services Coordinator 
In todayJ globalized and interconnected world, it is essential that 
we leJm and know how to effectively communicate with people 
from ~ifferent cultures and understand how cultural dimensions 
affect our communication styles. This presentation will outline 
the bafic principles of intercultural communication and cultural 
dimensions in context of creating effective global leaders and 
minimfzing potentials for conflict. Practical application and team b,;ol acti,ttywm:, ;,cioded ;, the p=matkm. (GYM) 
3:15- 4:30pm 
A:30. - 6:00pm 
Breakout Session Ill 
· · Effective Brainstorming: Identifying Solutions as a Team 
Shashank Kabra, University of Florida, Peer Leader 
Does your student organization need new ideas for moving 
forward? Have you noticed issues in your community you 
would .like to address, but you are not sure .where to start? This 
session will focus on brainstorming- a tool that can help you 
lead others in generating creative solutions to difficult issues 
and situations. Join us as we learn various techniques for 
. effective brainstorming and then put them into practice through 
an individual and small group activity. (GYM) 
Innovative Leadership: The Impact of Pioneer Leaders in 
Society 
DomllermutAlamo, Florida State University, Student 
DaVinci. Ford. Bill Gates. In each generation there are innovative 
leaders in science, technology, and other fields whose research 
and discoveries change the face of society. Join us as we take 
a look at some of these leaders and study some of the qualities 
that you can develop to become a more visionary leader. 
Participants will also participate in small group discussions 
about current issues whose future resolutions will depend upon 
an emergence of creative leadership across various professional 
fields. (LODGE) 
Translate Your Leadership to Your Future! 
Elaine Hozdik, Florida Gulf Coast University, Director, International 
Services 
Got leadership experience, cross-cultural experience and goals, 
but don't know·how to use this to your advantage? Learn how to 
translate or apply your leadership experiences to other personal, 
professional or career goals. Make your leadership experience 
and skills work in your favor as you prepare for a successful 
future. (CLASSROOM) 
Sustained Dialogue Campus Network: It's Not Just a Talk-
It's a Social Movement 
Aleks Nesic, Florida State University Center for Global 
Engagement, lntercultural Training & Assessment Specialist 
This session will introduce and train campus leaders about the 
nation-wide Sustained Dialogue Campus Network (SDCN) 
which envisions a world in which all people have the tools to 
create the communities they dream of so people of all identities 
can thrive. This session is designed for student leaders 
interested in creating dialogue-to-action programs on their 
campuses and in their communities. The information provided 
will be hands-on practical skill training which aims to increase 
students' interest in diversity issues and empathy regarding 
cultural differences; facilitating dialogue groups and consensus 
building on their campuses among diverse populations. Highly 
applicable to any campus! (DINING ROOM) 
Free Time - Sports activities available 
5 
6:30-7:30pm 
9:00pm 
Dinner -Announcement of Poster Session Winners 
(DINING HALL) 
Social hctivity: Dance (DINING HALL) or 
Coffee House (CLASSROOM) 
/SUNDAY'::c 
.· .fi':: 1-:r,·i·?·/:.''·'~····.•.' ,. :t:"'--1: .... ·., ., ............... : ........................................ . 
8:15am Breakfast (DINING HALL) 
9:30am Closin~ Session - Where do we go from here? 
Peer Leaders 
(DININ9 _HALL) 
Evalua ions 
Check ut and Leave for Home 
I 
Participating Schools 
Daytona State College 
Florida. Gulf Coast Universi~ 
Florida Intl Univ-Biscayne Bay 
Florida Intl Univ-Modesto M idique 
· Florida State College-Jacks nville 
Florida State University 
INTO University of South Flo ida 
Jacksonville University 
Nova Southeastern Universi~ 
Rollins College 
6 
Santa Fe College 
Stetson University 
St. Petersburg College 
Tallahassee Community College 
University of Central Florida 
University of Florida 
University of West Florida 
Valencia College-East 
Valencia College-West 
Peer Leaders 
James Ao Yu 
Denia Del Cid 
Carlos Galindo 
Daniela Galindo 
Shashank Kabra 
Shahed Kseibi 
Maria Elizabeth Lopez Cosson 
Sarah Mills 
Sandy Noel 
Oriana Pina 
University of Central Florida 
Tallahassee Community College 
Florida State University 
Florida State University 
University ofFlorida 
Florida International University 
Valencia College-West 
Rollins College 
Florida State University 
Florida State University 
We thank the following for their contributions: 
College Year in Athens 
pens 
Nova Southeastern University 
highlighters & rulers 
Rollins College - Office of Marketing and Communications 
mechanical pencils, note pads, thumb drives 
The Education Abroad Network 
pens & t-shirts 
( 2012 FILC Coordinators 
FI LC 
Dawn Wharram 
Conference Coordinator 
Rollins College 
Tiona Cage 
Sessions Committee 
Florida State University 
Betty Jensen & Justin Joyce 
Peer Leader Committee 
Tallahassee Community College 
Jenifer Ruby 
Coffee House Committee 
Rollins College 
Megan Crowley 
Poster Session Committee 
University of Florida 
Lori Sunday 
Teambuilding Committee / 
Photographer 
Valencia College 
Regina George 
Dance Committee 
INTO University of South Florida 
Kelly Reid 
Recreation Committee 
INTO University of South Florida 
7 
Marieta Chemishanova 
Registrar 
Rollins College 
Helene Marcantonio 
Publications 
Rollins College 
lnt~nal 
PROGRAMS 
INTO®UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA 
Student Involvement 
and Leadership 
'~ SIT Graduate Institute 19\ 
a program of World Leaming '~-~ 
UF ; International Center : UNIVERSITY ofFLORIDA 
ROLLINS 
International Programs 
THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY 
.;t CENTER FOR GWBAL ENGAGEMENT 
The EDUCATION ABROAD Network 
An Adventure J MIND' 
itffll·itlblt·Ai@DIOZtttfflAi@N·HI· 
8 
Florida International Leadership Conference 
Florida Association of International Educators 
Federal ID: 59-3641239 
USFWorld 
University of South Florida 
4202 East Fowler Ave, CGS101 
Tampa, Florida 33620 
Contact Name: Marcia Taylor 
Phone: 813.974.5102, Fax: 813.974.0491 
Email: taylor@iac.usf.edu 
To: 
Vanina Granell 
FIU-Biscayne Bay Campus 
3000 NE 151st St WUC 363 
North Miami, Florida 33181 
DESCRIPTION 
Registration for ( 1) advisor+ ( 4) students 
Vanina Granell -Advisor 
Simbisai Mubau 
Fang Shu 
Xinghe Fan 
YiweiWang 
Invoice 
Invoice #1 
Date: January 12, 2012 
MAIL PAYMENTS TO: 
Floriaalnternationarceaaersnip Conference 
c/o Dawn Wharram 
Rollins College 
1000 Holt Ave-2759 
Winter Park, FL 32789 
Phone: 407.646.2466 
Fax: 407.646.2595 
E-mail: dwharram@rollins.edu 
For: 
Florida International Leadership Conference 
February 3-51 2012 
Camp Ocala 4-H Center, Altoona, FL 
QTY. RATE 
5 $90.00 
TOTAL 
AMOUNT 
$450.00 
$450.00 
Make all checks payable to: Florida Association of International Educators 
Thank you for your sponsorship and support! 
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THANK y I) u 
ORLI\NDO--Ol~ANGE COUNTY 
EXPHESSIJAY J\UTHm ITY 
FLrn~IDA'S TURNP!K: FOHEST LAl
1:E 
TOLL f::l:CEJPT 
'lff:iTET!W:IOJti?S)~r-rHi,,,_"_,1rc1
1
;-.---:rr.:,ANr.,,,.~,_,,_.,,.. Lane: 12 Co I I 1~ctt·.··1· ·. ·
1
·5t.,·· ... :,, 
- t:.• ___ ...... : .... ~-- "-"~7..-- L, ,,Jt'•·-,C.:.~----~~;:;-~'~I~\. --
P. 1_..,_•-.1.A,:,.•:•,1r:.·~c."':, 1 '''E·1·1· ~01 L " Fri ~? ·. 51 ·. J.2_ '.> ..OJ.'.,.''. - - - ~ - -"n •-i t M !v~1430 ii , • Toi I pa id: $ 1.2!> 
CLASB:()2 
'·!OU l.lOUU) HA~1E SAVE}) 1; O, 25 fl1 
THIS TOLL f'LAZ/.i BY USIWi SUMPt1i:;•:: 
At.JA ILAHLE AT PUBU X, C\JS, AM 
AND WWW,SUNPASS,CQH 
~/~ 
1--( <;/! z.. 
FLORI»A'S TURNPIKE 
TOLL RECEIPT 
~' ' -~.-,, 
' TI1.1c 1-•19 ·-1t)Ah!S1!.i'131·9 
· DAT[:02/03/12) m.Y ,;j' , r 1f .. L • 
PLAZA~3LAKES LANE:13 COLL ID:0140 
CLASS:02 TOLL:$13,70 PAID:CASH 
YOU WOULD HAVE SAVEI! $ '.2,:::0 AT 
THIS TOLL PI.AZA 'fiV usrnG SIJNP~)SS 
AVAILABLE AT PUBLIX, CVS, AM 
AND www.suMPASS.C0M 
loLlS 
TO 
f\ t+o:»1c;, .) -re 
YOU WOULD HAVE SAVED TIME Al' 
Ti·lTS TOLL PL.i;J:r,\ BV U~3If,!(1 ~:)U!~P1~!~13 
AVAILADL~·AT PUBLIX, CVS, AAA 
(.;;·1]) i~WW. :3Ul··iPt1'.i:,, CCW 
COMMODITY NO. 623-015 C(/~4~/JL 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
TOLL RECEIPT 
D PREPAID 12] CASH EMPLOYEE NocJO 70 
D 0.25 u~o~, lvsl 16251 ,~. 7=,75~-· -~l)Af8-0zi{)5112-----rrr1~c.~ :"1:-:i:',"ii'."''"~=c-~~~~~ 
- ~... TRANEi:w:65~i3 D 0.50 D 2.00 D 3.50 D 5.00 D 6.50 D 8.00 
D 0.75 D ~.25 D 3.75 D 5.25 D 6.75 D 8.25 
D 1.00 02.50 D 4.00 D 5.50 D 7.00 D 8.50 
D 1.25 D 2.~5 D 4.25 D 5.75 D 7.25 D 8.75 
D 1.50 D 3.00 D 4.50 D 6.00 D 7.50 OTHER 
DATE vb-- ,~ ott~IY 
10Lk S '3Pc)C 
f'"e_otv'\ 
A \+CP{)c, -+L 
.J 
LANE:11 
CLA$Sn)2 
_ YOU WOULI1 HAVE Si\ni::1\ "' ., ,·c ~ /'.Jfi., Ti"' l Y-J/ " ,.,3 i Ai 
I. -·1 ./l • F'LAUi BY USING C'j /llF, ,g·,-. 
>' •• n fi, ·.':1 
ttVIHLl\~LE ~T PUBLIX, C\J8, AM 
AND WWW. S! lNF)A. o,~ "OI . · 
• uOat,. i 
q;:c;& 
"1/t'j;IL. 
... HAN~; YOU 
ORLANDO-IJRANGE COUNTY 
E)(PRESSl~AY AUTHOR ITV 
FOiEST LAKE 
Lane: 1 1~011 E!Ctor: 7563 
Sun Feb 5 11: 34: 16 2012 
Toi I Jaid: $ 1.25 
1..Ja.sh Depot 
Simor1iz Mobi 1 
Aventura J Fl or· i da 
Sa.le 
#AMEX XXXXXX1002 
ALJth. # 528898 
Inv•, # QCS7898 
9758235 
Date 02105112 15:56 
WASH DEPOT II 
AVENTURA FL 
Pump tt 7 RegLJ l ar 
Ga l 1 on!!! . . . . 11. 069 
Price/Gal .. $ 3.719 
Fuel Sale .. $ 41. 17 
THAf'iK YOU FOR 
CHOOSING MOBIL 
MOUNT DORA SHELL 
6551 N. 0.8.T, 
MOUNT DORA FL 32757 
SALES RECE [ PT : . 
57 545 315004 
SI-IELL 
6551 NUS HWY 441. 
MOUNT DORA 
Fie. 32757 
D~TE02/05/12 11:06AM 
HIVO I CEtt 08921 '9 
AIJTHtt 54223llt 
AMEX ' 
1~CCOUNT NUMBEI~ 
XHXX XXXX~<X X1t!t02 
GRANELL/VANINA N 
PUMP PRODUCT $/G 
~3 UNLP $3.539 
G,~LLONS 
15.r11 
r, Ul:L TOTAL 
$ 5'.3. 69 
THANI< YOU 
COME BACI< SOOt-4 
Me~S A\,~ CQ -- Lu~(_~ +c~ ~CW\ ~ t ·rOJ l ci._Q c:\ 
~'1 c__.~,V\ ~ . 
Meals: to and from conference 
Lunch on 2/3/2012 $11.00 X 5ppl = $55.00 
Lunch on 2/5/2012 $11.00 X 5ppl = $55.00 
Tutal~Retmbursement -$110~00 
2012 FILChCTURES 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.edu-
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
--------------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6-8633 
-------
Position: Coord., Student Life Advisor: Marisa Salazar, Asst. Dir. 
Event:Late Day Latte at FIU Broward Pines Center 
Dateffime/Location: Tuesday, February 7, 2 o 12 ( 4 : 3 0-6: 3 Opm) in Main Lobby 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Students: 1 71 Community: o Amount Funded: $450. oo 
---- --~ ------
Faculty/Staff: _3 __ _ Tota1:i74 
---
Amount Spent: $450. ob 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
We provided students with complimentary coffee, hot chocolate and snack service for the 
evening since we do not have a cafeteria nor on-site food vendors. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
FIU students, faculty & staff enjoyed the event very much and many commented that 
because of our intimate setting, we are able to host the$e quaint events compared to the 
large scale events at MMC and BBC. Students appreciated the coffee, hot chocolate and 
snacks. Theyenjoyed this time to network with one another. We also handed out FIU BPC 
shirts that we had left over in our inventory from prior events.The students were thrilled! 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Some students expressed an interest in having this event take place every week but that is 
not fiscally feasible. 
Received 
1 5 2012 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! The participants expressed their appreciation and 
Advisor's Signature: 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date: February 13, 2012 
Date: February 13, 2012 
Than you. 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 141, No Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (30!$) 919-5771 
Revised August 2007 
The FIU Broward Pines Center presents ... 
Sponsored by: ~ Broward Pines Center 
For more information, call 954-438-8633 
Enticing Corporation Inc 
14201 NW 19 Street 
Pembroke Pines, FL 33028 
Bill To 
FIU - Broward Pines Center 
17195 Sheridan Street 
Pembroke Pines, Fl 33331 
Description 
Late Latte Day snacks for 02/07/2012 
Gourmet Coffee Machine 
Payment due upon receipt. Thank you for your business. 
Quantity 
Pay online at:: https://ipn.intuit.com/58vstm27 
Check Policy. By using a check for payment, you agree to the following terms: In the event 
your check is dishonored or returned for any reason, you authorize us to electronically (or 
by paper draft) re-present the check to your bank account for collection of the amount of the 
check, plus any applicable fees as permitted by state law. 
Phone# E-mail 
(954) 665-7098 acchirino@gmail.com 
Date 
2/7/2012 
Price Each 
350.00 
100.00 
Sales Tax (6.0%) 
Total 
Payments/Credits 
Balance Due 
Invoice 
Invoice# 
2856 
Amount 
350.00 
100.00 
$0.00 
$450.00 
$0.00 
$450.00 
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Flu I .Student Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Government Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY W\7 Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: BETSY JOSMA-DUCHEINE Position: 8DY'.ISOB 
Phone~Qa9~~aa87 Advisor~BcTSY----;-IOSMA~OI-ICl:lclfslc 
Event: NEW EQUIPMENT & GAMES 
Date: 3/1 /12 Time: - Location: BAY VISTA 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Sui;u~ort 
Opening Balance: 4179.59 Students: 225 Community: _ 
Amount Spent: 1022.13 
Faculty/Staff: - Total:225 Closing Balance: 3157.46 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
BVH HAD MANY OUTDATED/DAMAGED GAMES/EQUIPMENT AND THE 
RESIDENTS WANTED SOME NEW ITEMS AS WELL 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
THE EQUIPMENT WAS PURCHASED IN TIME FOR THE MARCH 1ST GENERAL 
ME:E:ilf-JG 
-#= 6f 
$\')'f\~~ ~6\ ~ Q.-e..5\oe~ 
What was negative about this event? Why? ~ll.S .\e.r ( 0 t\~ i h5 
~(SM\~I :r V1Ft> NOTHING. 
- Received 
Should this event be done again next year? 
' .I/ 
~ 
ONLY AS NEEDED. 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. sOCBBC 
I 
Signature: BETSY Jn~MA-Dl JCHEINE Date: 6l26l12 
Advisor's Signature: ~ Date: 6/26/12 
\ ., II .7 
-
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
I 
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Flu I g:v'!i~:nent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: BETSY JOSMA-DUCHEINE Position: ADVISOR 
-Phone~. -305919558-"l'------A:dvisor:-BFISY ,IDSMA-DI JCREIHE 
Event: SUPPLIES 
Date: 3/10/121 Time: _-____ _ 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Location: BAY VISTA 
SGC Financial Support 
Students: 6 Community: _ Opening Balance: _
4
_
3
_
8
_
6
·_
2
_
9 
__ _ 
--- ---
Amount Spent: 
Faculty/Staff: -
---
Total:=6 __ _ Closing Balance: 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
PURCHASE SUPPLIES FOR E-BOARD 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
NA 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
NA 
Should this event be done again next year? 
NA 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Date: 6/26/12 
Date: 6/26/12 
206.70 
4179.59 
ived 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
'-
Remit To: 
SPORTS LICENSED DIVISION 
21505 NETWORK PLACE 
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1215 
r 
SPORTS LICENSED DIVISION 
of the adidas Group, LLC 
SPORT~ LICENSED DIVISION 
OF THE ADIDAS GROUP, LLC 
8677 LOGO-ATHLETIC COURT 
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46219 
\.. (317)895-7000 
Invoice#: 46053108 Invoice Date: 02/09/12 Due Date: 311012012 Page: 1 / 1 
PO Number: BETSYBAYVISTABBC Ship Date: 
Order No.: 8191706 PO Date: 
SAPNo: 1102266 Customer: 
Fed /Dlf.: 06-1610093 Dept/Div: 
02/09/12 
02/08/12 
TDOl-000999 
1 SLD 
INVOICE 
/1 IN 
Past due accounts are subject 
DUNS# 01-560-3843 Ship Via: FEDERAL EXPRESS to a FINANCE CHARGE of 1 1/2% 
Manifest# 0206320677 Salesman: 
Sold To: 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIV 
11200 SW 8TH STREET 
ARENA RM 180 
"-MIAMI FL 33199 
Item Number Description 
COLNY W SCORCH POLO 
DIV: 
COLNY w SCORCH POLO 
DIV: 
COLNY SCORCH POLO 
DIV: 
COLNY SCORCH POLO 
00228 
PCK# 
DEPT: 
PCK# 
DEPT: 
PCK# 
DEPT: 
PCK# 
1923W COW 
884893661285 
1923W COW 
884893661292 
1925A COW 
884893664576 
1925A COW 
884893664606 DIV: DEPT: 
per month (Annual rate of 18%) 
Ship To: 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL 
2800 NE 147th Street B 
Betsy Josma-Ducheine 
North Miami FL 33181 
Size Shipped BIO UnitPrice 
3995120 s . 1 0 22.50 
3995120 M 3 0 22.50 
3995120 M 1 0 25.00 
3995120 xx 1 0 25.00 
TOTAL QUANTITY SHIPPED: 6 
************************ 
THANI< YOU FOR YOUR ORDER 
************************ 
FREIG.HT CHG/ALLOWANCE 
PICK# TRACKING# 
3995120 081698379121256 
Amoun 
22.50 
67.50 
25.00 
25.00 
7.70 
Total WeiRht Net Sales Amount Miscellaneous Charges Taxes Amount Due 
\.._ __ 4_._o_oo....i._...,...._H_o_._o_o_,_r_R_T ____ 7_._1_0......_ ____ · _o o_._ _____ · _00_.__ ___ ._o_o...._ ____ 1_4_7_. 7--0 
TOTAL CTNS: 0001 
INVOICE !INVOICE NUMBER: 54814 I Page: 1 
.• o34 NW 27th Street Miami, FL 33172 
P: 305.592.7505 F: 305.471.0462 
www.bscreened.com 
SOLD TO: 
FIU - NORTH CAMPUS 
BETSY JOSMA-DUCHEINE 
2800 NE 147TH ST. 
MIAMI, FL 33181 
Phone No.: 305-919-5583 
INVOICE DATE SHIP VIA 
02/29/2012 UPS 
P.O. NUMBER AUTHORIZED 
NAMES MIKE 
BY 
ITEM NUMBER !ITEM DESCRIPTION 
EMB-NAME !EMBROIDERED NAMES 
Invoice Comments 
NAMES & BAY VISTA COUNCIL 
TeL~s and Conditions 
jcuSTOMER NUMBER: FIUNOR 
SHIP TO: 
F.O.B. 
MIAMI 
SALESPERSON 
I DESIGN 
I 
FIU - NORTH CAMPUS 
BETSY JOSMA-DUCHEINE. 
2800 NE 147TH ST. 
MIAMI, FL 33181 
TERMS 
CREDIT CARD 
ORDER DATE ORDER 
02/14/2012 
I ORDER I SHIP I B.O. I UNIT I PRICE 
16.0 16. 0 10.0 IEACH 10.000 
Merchandise 
Discount 0.000 
Subtotal 
Tax 
Shipping 
Total 
IN THE EVENT OF ANY OUTSIDE COLLECTION AGENCY OR ATTORNEYS NEEDED TO RECOVER 
MONEY OWED TO B SCREENED, PRINCIPALS AGREE TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL COSTS OF 
COLLECTION INCLUDING COLLECTIN AGENCY & ATTORNEYS' FEES & COSTS. 
Deposit 
!Amount Due 
NUMBER 
25281 
I EXT. PRICE 
I 48. oo 
48.00 
0.00 
48.00 
0.00 
11. 00 
59.00 
0.00 
s9.ooj 
BVHC 
GNER\L MEETING 
THU YMA H 1 
•, 
INFORMATION 9PM COMMUNITY 
PRZES 
G:T INVOLVE 
.. "., ..... .' 
I would like: 
Flu·J ~~v'!~;~ent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 1 Assoc1at1on 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: DIALITA DESTY Position: PRESIDENT 
~Phone: 32too703zt5 Al:lvisor: BETSY ,IQSMA-Dl ICHEINE 
Event: MARCH GENERAL MEETING 
Date: 3/1 /12 Time: 9P 
-----
Location: BAY VISTA 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: 
Amount Spent: 
3157.46 
Students: 25 
---
Community: _ 
--- 119.80 
Faculty/Staff: _-__ _ Total: =25 __ _ Closing Balance: 3037.66 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
TO PRESENT NEW EQUIPMENT AND GAMES, ANNOUNCEMENTS ABOUT 
UPCOMING EVENTS AND ELECTIONS, AND VOTING FOR SUPERLATIVES 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
THE STUDENTS WERE VERY APPRECIATIVE ABOUT THE NEW GAMES, 
MOSTLY FOR THE PS3 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
NOTAS MANY STUDENTS SHOWED UP TO SEE THE GR EAT GIFTS FOR THE 
RESIDENTS 
Should this event be done again next year? 
GENERAL MEETINGS SHOULD BE EVERYMONTH 
Advisor's Signature: 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date: 6/26/12 · 
Date: 6/26/12 
dUN ',; 9 
SGCBBC 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
--· 
Fl: U 11 ~:v~~~~ent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Assocaat1on 
l'LORIDA INTFRNATIONAI UNIVFRSITY .. 
Event Audit Report \;v(] 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: RICH TROCIO Position: 2011-12 ADVISO 
Phone~: 6303063860 Advisor~. BEISY~IGSIY1A~DllG8EIISI E 
Event: PAST DUE BALANCE 
Date: 3/10/12 Time: - Location: BAY VISTA 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Su~~ort 
Opening Balance: 4408.16 Students: 1 Community: _ 
Amount Spent: 21.87 
Faculty/Staff: - Total: 1 Closing Balance: 4386.29 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
PAST DUE BALANCE ON STAFF SUPPLIES FROM THE 2011-2012 FISCAL 
YEAR 
. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
NA 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
NA. 
Should this event be done again next year? 
NA 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Signature: RICH Tj;_1-JI :ID ~ Date: 6l26l12 
Advisor's Signature: ,WI, V 0 Date: 6/26/12 
\ _., 
-
V' 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
: 
i 
: 
Remit To: 
, 
SPORTS LICENSED DIVISION 
21505 NETWORK PLACE 
CHICAGO, IL 60673-1215 
"" 
Invoice#: 45174719 
PO Number. RICHTROCIO ! ! BBC 
Order No.: 7445434 
SAPNo: 1105683 
Fed ID#: 06-1610093 
DUNS# 01-560-3843 
Manifest# 0170405066 
'Sold To: 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIV 
11200 SW BTH STREET STORE #1 
lnvoica Date: 
Ship Date: 
PO Date: 
Customer: 
Dept/Div: 
Ship Via: 
Salesman: 
IAMI FL 33199 
Item Number 
1924A CON 
884563539401 
Description 
COLNY JW POLO 
DIV: 
.., 
~ 
SPORTS LICENSED DIVISION 
of the adidas Group, LLC 
SPORTS LICENSED DIVISION 
OF THE ADIDAS GROUP, LLC 
8677 LOGO.ATHLETIC COURT 
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46219 
'- (317)895-7000 
.... 
1 
05/11/11 Due Date: 7/10/2011 Page: 1 / 1 
05/11/11 
05/06/11 
TDOl-000999 INVOICE 
1 SLD /1 IN 
Past due accounts are subject 
FEDERAL EXPRESS to a FINANCE CHARGE of 1 1/2% 
00228 per month (Annual rate of 18%) 
Ship To: 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL 
Bay Vista Housing; 2800 
UNIVERSITY - ATHL&TICS 
Rich Trocio II 
\..MIAMI FL 33181 
Size Shipped BIO Unit Price Amouni 
PCKif 9723411 S 
DEPT: 
TOTAL QUANTITY SHIPPE): 
1 
1 
0 15.00 15.00 
************************ 
THANK.YOU FOR YOUR ORDER 
************************ 
FREIGHT CHG/ALLOWANCE 
PICK# TRACKING# 
9723411 081698375544158 
___ Total W&IAhf Net Sales Amount 
2.000 15.00 FRT 6.87 
Miscellaneous Charges 
.oo 
TOTAL CTNS: 0001 
Taxes 
.00 .00 
6.87 
Amount Due. 
21.87 
Flu I a~v'!~~:i,ent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council I Association 
Fl.ORIIM INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: MARISHAWN CAMPBEL Position: TREASURER 
-Phone:-323-34--'79982------Advisor:-BEJSY:IOS)vfA~DJICBEUSIE 
Event: WOMENS APPRECIATION EVENT 
Date: 3/25/12 Time: 7:30P Location: BAY VISTA 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Students: 39 Community: _ Opening Balance: _
3
_o3_7_,6_6 __ _ 
--- ---
Amount Spent: 425.78 
Faculty/Staff:_-__ _ Total: =39=---- Closing Balance: 2611.88 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
AN EVENT TO RECOGNIZE THE WOMEN IN BAY VISTA IN HONOR OF 
WOMENS APPRECIATION MONTH. YES 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
MANY LADIES DID SHOW UP TO BE HONORED AND SERVED FOOD BY THE 
MEN IN THE BUILDING 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
MORE MEN WERE SHOWING UP AT THE BEGINNING SO WE WERE AFRAID 
IN ADVANCE. SPRING BREAK/MIDTERMS WERE A DISTRACT! 
Should this event be done again next year? 
YES, WITH MORE EFFORT AND SUPPORT 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Date: 6/26/12 
Date: 6/26/12 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 

I 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.ectu-
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
-------------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6-8633 
Position: Coord. , Student L,ife Advisor: Marisa Salazar, Asst. Dir. 
Event:Diversity Day Celebration - Student & Social Event at Pines Center 
Date/Time/Location: Tuesday, March 6,2012 4:30-6:30 p.m. (Main entrance) 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 1 o 2 
-----'--
Community: 3 
'----
Faculty/Staff: _s __ _ Total:_ll_o_· __ 
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: $1425. 63 
Amount Spent: $I42s~63 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
We had a Diversity Day BBQ to celebrate our diverse student population at the FIU Browa.rd 
Pines Center. Students, faculty and staff had a wonderful time networking.· 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
FIU students, faculty & staff enjoyed the delicious BBQ food and many dined together and 
posed for photos while displaying flags from their native coun~ry. They all learned about the 
food and music of many countries. We also had a photo contest to engage the students and 
to encourage them to "Like" us on Facebook - FIU Broward Pines. Center to see photos of 
this and of aHof our events, thereby increasing networking with one another and keeping 
them informed of,our future events. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Nothing. 
Should this event be done again next year? 
MAR 12 1012 
Yes! The participants expressed their appreciation and desire for it in the future. Thank you. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date:March 8, 2012 
Date: March 8, 2012 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 141, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-5771 
Revised August 2007 
The FIU Broward Pines Center hosts its)·an , 
Diversity Day 
Tues,day, March' 6th from 4:30-6:30 p. t 
in the Main Entryway 
t(tfJoy free BBQ. glveaways/r,,:,usic and'ffi· ' 
'ii -,, .-. 1, 
Enter our 
'• 
Diversity Week'/Photo 1CBt1t~$t,,. 
~ fop a chance to win tabu10.~. usrP,.rizes .. , . 
.. ,.. "·• 




Emilios BBQ Catering Services Corp 
7951 west 34 court 
Hialeah, FL 33018 
Bill To 
FIU Broward Pines Center 
17195 Sheridan Street 
Pembroke Pines 
FL33331 
954.438.8633 
Item Description Est Amt 
123 Shish Kabobs Pork 440.00 
122 Shish kabobs chicken ( hacer 385.00 
algunoos sin chorizo) 
16 potatoes salad 225.00 
2 WATER&SODAS 225.00 
UNLIMITED 
124 Shish Kabobs Veggie( Cocinar 50.00 
BBQ aparte) 
Nota: 03/06/2012 4.30 pm a 
6.30 pm 
P.O. No. 
Prior Amt Prior% Qty 
Invoice 
Date Invoice# 
03/06/2012 115 
Terms Project 
Rate Curr% Total% Amount 
80 5.50 100.00% 100.00% 440.00T 
70 5.50 100.00% 100.00% 385.00T 
150 1.50 100.00% 100.00% 225.00T 
150 1.50 100.00% 100.00% 225.00 
10 5.00 100.00% 100.00% 50.00T 
Subtotal $1,325.00 
Sales Tax (0.0%) $0.00 
Total $1,325.00 
Payments/Credits $0.00 
Balance Due $1,325.00 
-Dt~~~~~~;.?~Tf;E-f~.r 
~ ~·iloJJJ:11 
~~~~~~~~.wat-mart~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Save money. Live better. 13/, / I 2-
( 954) 442 - 6822 
MANAGER DENISE SHAHEEN 
161 SW 184TH AVE 
-PEMBROKE PINES FL 33029 ST# 2691 OPI 00000514 TE# 72 TRI 06184 
12IN PLANTER 003116262115 1.18 0 
12IN PLANTER 003116262144 4.48 0 
PALH 002263270636 16.00 0 
PALH 002253270635 16.00 0 SASH 072783378770 3.00 0 
HDBND 072783378761 5.00 0 
TC YELLOW 001117960219 0.97 0 
TC YELLOW 001117950219 0.97 0 
NECKLACE 072783378765 6.00 0 
SUBTOTAL 66.90 
TOTAL 56.90 VISA TEND 66.90 
ACCOUNT# **** **** **** 6893 S APPROVAL# 076178 
REF# 00 
TRANS ID - 0162061550617171 VALIDATION - WP8Q 
PAYMENT SERVICE - E 
TERMINAL I 41002913 
03/01/12 10:17:55 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 
# ITEMS SOLD 9 
TC# 1431 1761 6591 2688 2233 
l lllllll lllll llllll lllll lllll II llllll llll ll I II lllll l ll ll I I IIIIII IIIII II I I IIIII IIIIII II IIII 
Low Prices. Every day, On everythln9, 
Backed by our Ad Hatch Guarantee. 
03/01/12 10:17:66 
***CUSTOMER COPY*** 
NOllODl HAS MORE PARTY FOR LESS 
1480'! PINES BLVD 
PEMBROKE PINES, FL 33027 
C 954) 433-2272 
TAX EXEHPT 
082686492966 FARMER/BEACH $4.99 
* 048419934967 BULK C/0 SUM $0,79 
* 048419934967 BULK C/0 SUM $0.79 
* 048419934967 BULK C/0 SUM $0.79 
* 048419523031 WINDOW VlEW $3.99 
* 048419695264 LUAU SKIRT K $9.99 
* 048419276258 TIKI TBL CLP $2.99 
* 048419933748 POLY FRNGE L $0.99 
* 013051259143 FLOWER LEI 6 $4.99 
* 048419403166 IRISH SKIMME $1 .99 
* 048419904724 PL HULA SKIR $4.99 
* 048419988663 FLORAL CHIC $3.45 
* 082686492751 SOMBRERO $3.99 * 
===================~==================== 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL 
CR VISA 
ITEHS " 13 
$44.73 
$44.73 
S"l'l.73 
==============~====~====~==~======-~==== 
CR .VISA SALE $44.73 
XXXXXXXXXXXX6893 
APPR: 027791 
JOURNAL: 0324023062148474 
CUSTOMER COPY 
===========================;============ 
STORE 324 TRN 5 REG 2 
03-01-2012 11 :59:49 AM 
ODC OKMO 002 0051 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
l+0DCOKMD002005I* 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919. 5680-sgabbc@fiu.edu-
EventAudit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
-------------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6-8633 
-~-----
Position: Coord. , Student Life Advisor: Marisa Salazar, Asst. Dir. 
Event: Panther Pride Week - Student & Social Event - March 2012 
Date/Time/Location: March 19-22 4: 30-6: 30p ,m. & Sat., March 24 11.: 30-1: 30 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 537 Community: o 
--- ---
Faculty/Staff: 6 
---
Total: s,r3 ·· 
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: $55. 72 
------
Amount Spent: $55. 12 
------
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The purpose of the event was to allow FIU Broward Pines Center students to network and 
interact with one· another and instill Panther Pride. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
Students were able to network and socialize with one another at the FIU Broward Pines 
Center. They loved spinning the Prize Wheel and winning FIU prizes, especially FIU shirts. 
They also enjoyed free snacks, 'chips, soda and bottled water. This was a positive 
experience with. lots of excitement. 
NOTE: We only purchased bottled. water. All of the prizes and snacks were .in stock from 
prior events; 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Nothing. 
Should this event be done again next year? , , . , 
Yes! The participants expressed their appreciation and desire for it· in t e futur~:Uf:tqad1< ~oJµ 12 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
. SGCBB 
Advisor's Signature: Date: March 26, 2012 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 141, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-5771 
Revised August 2007 . 
PAN~B-ER PBIDI 
VIEEK. 
Enjoy Free Snacks · 
- hurs., ch 19 - 2nd 
4: O p. ,, .. to :30 ',,, .m. , 
.· . & .· . 
· Saturday, March 24th 
11 :30 a.m. to l :30 p.m. 
@the FIU Broward Pines Center 
---1~ f/\AJ.q__w le -w.x I. JtJ- +- S' CrV\ ~ 
_fJ..:6.~,-1-~-0~] }~} I 2-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
~!Y!I~~!. ~ •' 
C 951 l 112 - 5822 
HANAGER DENISE SHAHEEN 
161 SLI 184TH AVE 
PEHBROKE PINES FL 33029 
ST# 2591 OP# 00001611 TE# 02 TR# 06628 
NESTL: LIATER 006827193171 F 3.98 0 
NESTL: LIATER 006827193171 F 
13 AT 1 FOR 3.98 61.74 0 
SUBTOTAL 66.72 
TOTAL 66.72 
VISA TEND 56.72 
ACCOU~T # **** **** **** 6893 S A1PPRO ~AL # 07027'1 
R:EF # 00 
TRANS ID - 0162076507379667 
V'ALIDnlON - LLZ'I 
P'AYHE~T SERVICE - E 
TERHI~AL # 19001012 
03/16/12 10:06:53 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 
*~ I TEHS SOLD 14 
r:1 7531 '1293 6561 2289 2233 
I IIIIIII IIIII IIIIII II IIIIII IIIIII Ill lllll llllll llllll Ill llllllll Ill llllll llllll lllll II IIII 
~isit Llal~art.co~ today for 
free shiPPins with Site to Store 
03/16/12 10:06:63 
***CUSTOHER COPY*** 

\) L'j l V EH~lTY 

Student rn::;caynn Bay Cnrnpus' ntudent <?iovornn1Emt Council 
Gcn.mrmnent 
Aftsociat.ion 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Undergraduate Education 
Representatives Name: Sanjay Dhawan Position: Sr. Acad. Advisor 
Phone: 305-919-5754 Advisor: Saajay Dbawan ..... . 
Event: Undergraduate Education Open House 
Date: 3/21/2012 Time: 1 pm-3pm Location: Ac1-180 
----------
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Students: 61 
---
Community: o 
--------
Opening Balance: _1_5_0_.0_0 ___ _ 
Amount Spent: 150.00 
Faculty/Staff: _12 __ _ Total: _,_7=-3 __ Closing Balance: 0.00 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
This event was to allow students and staff to be aware of the services we provide as 
well as to provide students with certain information they would not normally realize. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
Students and staff in attendance got to meet Undergraduate Education staff 
members and receive important information that can be used to help students in the 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
This event took place whilst a SOC Club Fair was going on. That took potential 
v1s1tors away from the event. 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes, this event should def take place again next year. 
Advisor's Signature: MAR 2 Z 20'12 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Mi~mi 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: ( 05) 919ffiC9fl~tttr.edu 
Revised November 2011 ... - · ···-
Bill To 
FIB 
Exquisite Catering by Robert Inc 
1800 NE 150th Street 
North Miami, FL 33181 
305-622-FOOD 
305-622-3003 Fax 
Undergraduate Education- BBC 
ACI 180 
c/o Dr. Valerie Morgan, Asst Dean 
VENDOR# 0000027091 
P.O. Number Terms Rep Ship 
Due on receipt 3/21/2012 
Quantity Item Code Description 
50 Desserts Cookies, Brownies, Creme Puffs 
Ship To 
FT{:J 
Via 
Invoice 
Date Invoice# 
3/21/2012 34597 
F.0.B. Project 
Price Each Amount 
3.00 150.00 
_..,.,· ,, .... ,'• #-~, 
' 
': .. : ,, ., 
~- i" ,I '• :. i 
Total $150.00 
FLORIDA 
INTERNATIONAL 
UNIVERSITY 
n ergracluate Eaucation 
OPEN HOUSE 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21ST 
1:00 PM TO 3:00 PM 
AC-1, ROOM 180 
COME MEET OUR FRIENDLY STAFF & 
LEARN ABOUT THE SERVICES WE PROVIDE 
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED 
CO-SPONSORED BY ·SGA 
I Student Government Association Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council o f.t/ I 2 I 2-" I 2.. 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report bk 
Organization/Department: Campus Life 
Representatives Name: Rebekah James 
______ ,_eb_ooe: 305-919-4841 
Event: Late Day Latte 
Date: 3/22/2012 Time: 3PM-6PM 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 142 Community: 
---
Faculty/Staff: _10 __ _ Total:~1=52~_ 
Position: Graduate Asst 
Location: Hospitality Patio 
SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: $6,000 
Amount Spent: $962 
Closing Balance: $865.77 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
We wanted to put on a Late Day Latte specifically for the hospitality students. We 
had a large showing from the hospitality department. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
Yes! We partnered with Hospitality to bring Ethio Cafe, they served Ethiopian food 
and coffee as well as did an Ethiopian ceremony. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Everything went well, we had a lot of students at 3:00, however it would be aood to 
have more towards the end of the event. 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! 
' Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Advisor's Signature: Date: 4/6/20'12 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 19-406cfl.P~abbc9iu.iYt'L 
Revised November 2011 
. SGC-BBO 


Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu .edu-
Event Audit Report IA,t1 
Organization/Department: _B_ro_w_a_r_d_sG_A ______________ _ 
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone: 6-8633 
-------
Position: Coord. , Student Life Advisor: Marisa Salazar, Asst. Dir. 
Event:Signature Event (Spring Social) - Bongos@Seminole Hard Rock, FL 
Date/Time/Location: March 31, 2012 6: oo p. m. -8: 30 p . m. - Bongos@Seminole 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: s 2 Community: 44 
---- ----
Faculty/Staff: _6 __ _ Total: _1_0 _2 __ 
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: $7,169.82 
Amount Spent: $7,169.82 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The purpose of the event was to allow FIU Broward Pines Center students to network and 
interact with one another while dining at Bongos@Seminole Hard Rock, Hollywood, FL. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
FIU Broward Pines Center students were able to socialize while dining together at Bongos 
Cuban Cafe @ Seminole Hard Rock. They enjoyed a delicious meal while listening to the 
Bongos live band. At the end of the evening, each student was given a photo as a memento 
of the event. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
The Bongos administration promised that they would make dance floor space available to 
us and then said that they couldn't do so because of the size of our group. This was 
disappointing but the live Band was great to listen to even though we didn't get a chance to 
dance. 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! The participants expressed an interest in future Signature Ev 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photo ' 
Date:April 11, 2012 
Date: April 11, 2012 
2012 
h Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-5771 



Event Order 
Event Name: FIU Broward Pines Center and The Florida International University Board of 
Trustees 
Contact: Diana Arcentales Phone: 954-438-8633 
E-mall: darcenta@fiu.edu 
Day/ Date: Saturday 3-31-12 Start/ End Time: 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm 
Guarantee: 125 Set: 125 
Location: Restaurant, lower level Function: Dinner Set-Up: long tables 
I Food: QTY 125 Price: $38,78 Total: $4,847.50 
Menu served famUy style 
Appetizers: Coco malanga chips with moJo dip, bongos mixed green salad, chicken 
skewers with tomato chimlchurrl 
Entrees: Mo)o chicken asado, Steak Palomllla, Tllapia Fllet 
Served with white rice and black beans 
Desserts: Blanco rice puddlns and vanilla flan. 
NOTE: s vegetarians, Cream ulnoa with crispy eggplant 
Beverage: QTY 125 Price: $4.00 Total: $500.00 
Sodas & Ice-tea Included 
Alcoholic beverages cash bar 
I Miscellaneous QTY Price: $ 
Registration table In lobby entrance. 
We provide ONE check er party and are unable to s lit checks. 
Estimated Total Charges: Service <;harge 
Food: $4,847 .so $1,044.16 
Beverage: $500.00 $107.70 
Miscellaneous: 
Total:$ 
Total:$ 
$5,891.66 
$607.70 
· Balance Due: $6,499.36 
BaJance estJmatej beve~Uel'lal enlerHffHlet l11el11dedr 
Cystompr acceptanCti The 111\derslgfled Bffefl\S the respeAslhllllles feH:he-seiv~~ln"™5-agreemeAt-
fer-the-m!AlmllM guaranteed ll\lMl>er ef pee13le er the tel81 number ef guests-l~nc-e;willehevef-is.gfoateF 
Deposit: ee,&sl\-kHl\e-emeunt ef $1000.00 Is due h•; FehruafV l61hJ 20n. Qepesits are-11&1Wefundah!G-unless-
e&AEelled-wl~~ness da','5 pr-18F-tHYem.-This agreement and the attached Supplemental Addendum 
Is hereby incorporated by reference. 
Ray Briels, G pu ~~;n-.A::;;: er 
l-____ S_l_g_n_a_t-ur_e_: --=---1-·,....•· =r-. -i---l-fr-t1...r:--:--=;::~=:-c_'::f-:".__:~"':::L:o;:D,;:-at:=er.;~~~~~-----__ -_-_::~~-------' - Bongos Cuhan Can! Hard Rock I 5733 Se,nlnole Way Hollywood, FL 33314 
;,;;::;~..,,._---,:-.--~---~.c.---'~---~,.-~,.~: ..~,h~,t-~~{~~[>-n=x-v~,0-,i--~0~~/f !1..-
Event Photography- INVOICE #1193 
Christopher Blomquist 
2248 NW 171 Terrace 
Pembroke Pines, FL 33028 
Vendor ID 29243 
Att: Diana Arcentales 
Coard., Student Life 
FIU - Broward Pines Center 
17195 Sheridan Street 
Pembroke Pines, FL 33331 
Thank you for the opportunity to work with you again during your SGA 
event at Bongos. My service invoice is below. 
Photography Services for March 31, 2011 (5:00PM-9:00PM) = $400.00 
1. 4 Hours of photography/printing services for 1 photographer and 1 assistant. 
2. Photography of all guests arriving at Bongos to be printed during the event 
and delivered to the guests before leaving with a graphical border 
incorporating the SGA Logo. 
3. Photographs of all guests will be delivered on CD in digital format. 
Printing Supplies = $200.00 
1. Printer Ink and Glossy Photo Stock Paper 
Total Cost for Services and Supplies 
OfficeMax #1293 
WESTFORK PLAZA 
PEMBROKE PINES, Fl 33027 (954) 442-4099 
SALE 
011491980535 $23.99 
Raffle/Event Tickets 400ti 
Sub Total $23.99 
TOTAL $23.99 
VISA $23.99 
Card number: XXXXXXXXXXXXB893 
Authorization 061850 
Tax Exempt ID: 000594705378 
73442517 
1293 00003 22545 2 03/20/12 
03:01 :28 PM 
let us kno\'J about today's visit 
at officemaxfeedback.com. 
, Help us make your shopping 
experience better. 
ORDER BY PHONE 1-877-0FFICEMAX 
ORDER BY WEB www.officernax.com 
IIII Ill I I IIIIII I Ill llll II IIIII I llll I llll I lll Ill I IIII Ill I IIII I Ill 
WORK WITH us~ 
OfficeMax #1293 f1~clt~ 
WEST FORK PLAZA / o'{ l( JJ J 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~PcMBROK~PlNES~F[~33027---'---------.---'----'-"'_-'_l_~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(954) 442-4099 
SALE 
011491039592 $8.49 
Ase Env Pts Wht 4x6 
Deal 2064400315 Savings ($8.49) 
YOU PAY $0.00 
011491039592 $8.49 
Ase Env Pts Wht 4x6 
Deal 2064400315 
011491039592 $8.49 
Ase Env Pts Wht 4x6 
Deal 2064400315 
'072782083953 $29.49 
Name Badge Wht 2.33x3.38 1 
TOTAL SAVIN_~ ___ ($6.48) 
SubTotal 
TOTAL 
$46.47 
$46..!j? 
,~;~ VISA 
Card number: xxxxxxxxxxx~ 
082425 Authorization 
Tax Exempt ID: 000594705378 
---·---·-------
86447517 
1293 00003 30548 9 03/28/12 
03:08:10 PM 
Let us know about today's visit 
at officemaxfeedback.com. 
Help us make your shopping 
experience better. 
ORDER BY PHONE 1-877-0FFICEMAX 
ORDER BY WEB ww~1.officemax.com 
Flu I !~U,,~~~~ent Assoc1at1on 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Organization/Department: 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
Event Audit Report 
ISSS 
Representatives Name: vanina Granell Position: Asst Director 
O '1 /l2rz.o l 2-
.Dl-\ 
~-----,-ehone·~305~9-19~58t3 Advisor-: --,-- -----------1-----
\.. __ / 
Event: SPRING BACKYARD BBQ 
Date: 4/3/2012 Time: 6:30PM Location: BAY VISTA 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: 
Amount Spent: 
$582.47 
Students: 70 
---
Community: 2 
--- $215.60 
Faculty/Staff: _5 __ _ Total: ~77~-- Closing Balance: $366.87 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
ISSS and Bay Vista Housing collaborated to offer students a fun time to get together 
before the crunch of finals, burn off some steam, and enjoy time together. Many 
international students and domestic U.S. students participated. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
Everyone enjoyed the fresh food, outdoor activities and the opportunity to mingle 
and get to know each other a bit better. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
We ran out of food! :) 
Should this event be done again next year? 
YES! \....; 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 


,. •. ff 
Publix at Biscayne Commons 
14641 Biscayne Blvd. 
N Miami Beach , FL 305-354-2171 
Store Manager: Prince Sajous 
PUBLIX H/BURGER BN 
PUBLIX H/BURGER BN 
ICE 10 LB 
ICE 20 LB 
2@ 3.89 
PUBLIX HOTDOG BUNS 
SMRT DEL JMBO FRNK 
BUBBA BURGER 64 OZ 
TAX EXEMPT# 
1.29 F 
1.29 F 
2. 11 T F 
7.78 T F 
1.29 F 
3.99 F 
20.49 F 
Order Total 38.24 
Grand Total 38.24 
Credit Payment 38. 24 
Change 0.00 
TAX FORGIVEN 0.70 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
PRESTO! 
Reference#: 066113-003 
Trace#: 0010015151 
Acct#: XXXXXXXXXXXX8230 
Purchase" VISA 
Amount: $38.24 
Auth #: 018462 
Your cashier was Paulince 
04/03/2012 17:29 S1017 R106 4867 C0222 
Love to shop here. Love to save here. 
Visit publix.com/save 
Publix Super Markets, Inc. 
N. MIAMI BEACH#l82 
14585 BISCAYNE BLVD. 
N. MIAMI, FL 33181 
MEMBER #111814911075 
549699 KINGSFORD 18 E 10134 K.S. WATER 
E 7777 PICNIC PACK E 88741 6# FRZ PATTY 
E 88741 6 RZ PATTY 
E 7777 P CNIC PACK VOID 
E 7777 P NIC PACK 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
19.99 A 
3.75 
7.99 
17.49 
17.49 
7.99 
7.99-
9.99 / 
9.9i/ 
4.fb )f.89 
5.29 
5.29 
3.79 
3.'79 
9.99 
1.89 
1.89 
9.99 
9.99 
9.99 
12.99 
SUBTOTAL 175. 96 
A 7'X TAX 1. 40 
TOTAL -UA!;I VF American Express 177.36 
---------------------------------------
XXXXXXXXXXX1002 SWIPED 04/02/12 18:24 
Se9#: 002883 App#: 548304 
American Express Resp: AA 
Tran ID#: 209308294000 
Merchant ID 99018211 
APPROVED - PURCHASE AMOUNT: $177.36 
0182 014 0000000078 0287 
--------------------------------------
CHANGE .00 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS SOLD~ 20 CASHIER: KIM C. REG# 14 
lir.btlk.I•lti 18: 24 0182 14 0287 78 
WDE-26-409 CWD 
Thank You! 
* Please Co~e Again• 
/ 
-~1u· I Student 1111 Government Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
• Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: ISSS 
-------------------
Representatives Name: Vanina Granell 
Phone: 305-919-5813 
Position: Assistant Director 
Advisor: -'-'Nu:A"------------
Event: Spring Study Break 
Date: 4/19/2012 Time: 3:30pm Location: WUC 363 
----------
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: 
Amount Spent: 
$213.14 
Students: 20 
---
Community: o 
--- $ 76.00 
Faculty/Staff: 1 
---
Total: 21 
~-- Closing Balance: $137.14 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To provide students with a break from studying from finals, to celebrate the end of 
the semester, and give them a little energy boost. Yes. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
Students were pleased with the "study snack packs" we made for them and 
students were able to share their summer plans and even meet new friends. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
Nothing. 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes. 
I( 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Advisor's Signature: 2< · : :" \ii .. >>· 
1 0 2012 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
MAKE-
.:11.1 \..I~ ,.,l'l'·I!'·"'"' :':i:=ili(-R~t~ 5 ...... •.r.i: ··di n~ ·. ~ 
-· 
tUO:)•)pl'!llP,ai:»Ja"".J nop•,•ru ,a 
;iT.! ,faA..1ns uop::>T.!JS!'.lT.!S .1aL, ~, .,110 :lui,<>1du.1,n 
J..UV l .tJUl'l ~ ........ _.,._ ... -· '' 
,<q ootl' ! $ fr'Ulv\ o:i S~:)NVH:l \/HITE BAGS 2PK 1 1.00 1.00N YELLOW BAGS 1 1.00 1.00N 
- '" ........ ,-..-. ..... I .....,,._.,, .JI : nn .. 111 UT.! KRAFT BAGS 2PK 1 1.00 1.00N 
\/HITE BAGS 2PK 1 1.00 1.00N 
KRAFT BAGS 2PK 1 1.00 1.00N 
YELLOW BAGS 1 1.00 1.00N 
PIXY STIX 1 1.00 LOON 
BLOW POPS 1 1.00 1.00N 
~ TOOTSIE POPS 1 LOO LOON CHEEZ-IT HOT&SPICY 1 1.00 1.00N CHEEZ-IT HOT&SPICY 1 1.00 1.00N CHEEZ-IT HOT&SPICY 1 LOO LOON BREAKFAST FOODS 1 1.00 1.00N 
' DollAR T RH SronEs, I NC."' TISSUES 1 1.00 1.00N TISSUES 1 LOO 1.00N 
TISSUES 1 1.00 1.00N 
Store# 4497 (305) 949-0552 OLAY DAILY FACIALS 1 1.00 1.00N 
3509 NE 163rd Street OLAY DAILY FACIALS 1 1.00 1.00N 
North Miami Beach FL 331604101 EXTRA PEPPERMINT 1 1.00 1.00N 
-----------------:==-=====-=====~======~===~ EXTRA POLAR ICE .1 1.00 1.00N 
DESCRIPTION OTY PRICE TOTAL EXTRA GUM 1 1.00 l.OON 
--------------------------------------------
EXTRA SPEARMINT 1 1.00 1.00N 
GATORADE 1 1.00 l.OON EXTRA BUBBLE GUM 1 1.00 l.OON 
GATORADE 1 1.00 1.00N 3MUSKTRS FUN SIZE 1 1.00 1.00N 
GATORADE 1 1.00 l.OON 3HUSKTRS FUN SIZE 1 1.00 1.00N 
GATORADE 1 1.00 1.00N MLKYWAY FUN SIZE 1 1.00 1.00N 
GATORADE 1 1.00 1.00N MLKYWAY FUN SIZE 1 1.00 1.00N 
GATORADE 1 1.00 1.00N CHEEZ-IT HOT&SPICY 1 1.00 l.OON 
GATORADE 1 1.00 1.0DN CHEEZ-IT HOT&SPICY 1 1.00 l.OON 
GATORADE 1 1.00 l.OON OLAY DAILY FACIALS 1 1.00 l.OON 
GATORADE 1 1.00 1.00N OLAY DAILY FACIALS 1 1.00 1.00N 
GATORADE 1 1.00 LOON OLAY DAILY FACIALS 1 1.00 1.00N 
"' GATORADE 1 1.00 1.00N OLAY DAILY FACIALS 1 1.00 1.00N ,) 
GATORADE 1 1.00 1.00N SHREDS 1 1.00 1.00N 
GATORADE 1 1.00 1.00N SHREDS 1 1.00 l.OON 
GATORADE 1 1.00 l.OON GRANOLA BARS 1 1.00 1.00N 
GATORADE 1 1.00 l.OON BREAKFAST FOODS 1 1.00 l.OON 
GATORADE 1 1.00 1.00N SHORE GRANOLA BARS 1 1.00 1.00N 
GATORADE 1 1.00 1.00N 
GATORADE 1 1.00 LOON Sub Total $76.00 
GATORADE 1 1.00 l.OON FOOD TAX $0.00 
GATORADE 1 1.00 1.00N NON-PRESCRIP $0.00 L HI-LITER 1 1.00 1.00N SALES TAX $0.00 
HI-LITER 1 1.00 1.00N Total $76.00 
HI-LITER 1 1.00 1.00N Visa $76.00 
HI-LITER 1 1.00 1.00N :t~"XXJ:"'X;IC'A:11::t-X:t8230 
HI-LITER 1 1.00 1.00N 
HI-LITER 1 1.00 1.00N 
HP LL STICKS 8CT 1 1.00 1.00N :0 
LEMON SINGLES 1 1.00 1.00N •••• Tax Exempt•••• M.M INDEX CARDS COL.OR 1 1.00 1.00N ID#: 856015139088 
INDEX CAROS COLOR 1 1.00 1.00N uo::> 
INDEX CARDS COLOR 1 1.00 LOON ... 
INDEX CAROS COL08 1 1.00 1.00N 
HI-LITER 1 1.00 1.DDN Thank You for Shopping at Dollar Tree I 
OLAY DAILY FACIALS 1 1.00 1.00N Where Evervthing's $1.00 
YELLO\I BAGS 1 1.00 1.00N Now Shop On-LI ne at Do l l ar·tree. com 
\/HITE BAGS 2PK 1 1.00 1.00N 
4/19/12 Jl:36 
KRAFT BAGS 2PK 1 1.00 1.00N 
~RAl"T AM:,~ •,o" < 004010 04497 04 00040 10149 
Sales Associate:Alicla 
---
Flu I 8~v~~~~ent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report l;tQ 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: ORIANA LECZNOWOLSKI Position: Y PRESIDENT 
l 
Phone~Q€i4988861 Advisor:~BEISY~lffSrv'IA~DrTCREIN E 
Event: WATER FEST 
Date: 4/15/12 Time: 7:30P Location: BAY VISTA 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: 2611.88 Students: 4 7 Community: _ 
1247.21 Amount Spent: 
Faculty/Staff: - Total: 47 Closing Balance: 1364.67 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
· TO BRING IN THE SUMMER, WE WANTED TO HAVE A MAJOR WATER PARTY 
FOR THE RESIDENTS TO RELAX AND HAVE FUN BEFORE FINALS/MOVING 
-
UUI 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
A FEW RESIDENTS CAME OUT AND STAYED FOR THE ENTIRE EVENT, THE 
FOOD WAS Ef\lOOGR, TRI= Sl=i 015 WAS 01\1 TIME, Af\10 TRE DAY WAS 
PERFECTLY l=IOT FOR A V1JATER EVENT. IT FELT LIKE/\ FAMILY GATl=IERING, 
NOT A UNIVERSITY EVENT 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
NOT MANY STUDENTS CAME AS WE HOPED BUT THE SMALL GROUP 
ALLOWED FOR MORE INTIMATE FON AND MORE FOOD FOR THE PEOPLE 
Wl:IO CAME 
RP.c.eived 
Should this event be done again next year? ,, 
• j ~ \ ;\1 d 
ABSOLUTELY. NEXT TIME WE WILL SOLICIT INVOLVEMEN FROMT bTHERS 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. SGCJIBC 
Signature: ORIANA I ECZNC'il\/f"IL~KI Date: 6l26l:12 · 
Advisor's Signature: A~ ~ Date: 6/26/12 
\. // 
-Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
( 

Flu I !!!~~!nent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: DIALITA DESTY Position: PRESIDENT 
------,-E>hone:-32-15570345------Advisor-: -s1-TSY~IQSMA~DnCEIElfSIE 
Event: BVH RESIDENT APPRECIATION NIGHT 
Date: 4/19/12 Time: 9P 
-----
Location: BAY VISTA 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Students: 38 Community: _ Opening Balance: _
1
_
36
_
4
_·
6
_
7 
__ _ 
--- ---
Amount Spent: 764.52 
Faculty/Staff: _-__ _ Total: =38=---- Closing Balance: 600.15 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
TO WRAP THE YEAR UP, GIVE AWARDS TO THE WINNERS OF THE 
SUPERLATIVES, AND GET FINAL FEEDBACK. THE FUTURE EBOARD 
PRESIDENT WAS ALSO ANNOUNCED 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
THERE WAS A LOT OF FOOD, MANY RESIDENTS APPRECIATED JUST BEING 
RECOGNIZED 
What was negative about this event? \My? 
SOME RESIDENTS WERE DISRESPECTFUL WHEN OTHERS GOT AN AW~D 
Should this event be done again next year? 
YES 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Date: 6/26/12 
Date: 6/26/12 
GCBBC 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 

Flu j g:~i~~ent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 1 Association 
i'LORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: DIALITA DESTY Position: PRESIDENT 
------,-Rhone-: 32-15570345------Advisor-: -sETSY~IQSMA~onCBElts!E 
Event: BVH BBQ & GAME NIGHT 
Date: 4/21/12 Time: ?P 
-----
Location: BAY VISTA 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Students: 36 
-'----
Community: _ 
---
Opening Balance: _G_00_._15 __ _ 
Amount Spent: 99.06 
Faculty/Staff:_-__ _ Total:=36=---- Closing Balance: 501.09 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
TO SUPPORT THE RESIDENT ASSISTANTS ON THEIR END OF THE YEAR 
PROGRAM FOR THEIR COMMUNITIES 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
THE RA'S WERE ABLE TO PROVIDE MORE FOOD THAN THEIR OWN 
BUDGETS COULD AFFORD AND A LOT OF RESIDENTS STILL SHOWED OP 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
NOTHING 
Sj,ould this event be done again next year? 
YES 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or phot s. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Date: 6/26/12 
Date: 6/26/12 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 3 1, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.eciu-
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
-----'--'----------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6-8633 
-------
Position: Coord. , Student Life Advisor: Marisa Salazar, Asst. Dir. 
Event:Stress Relief week Spring2012 (M-Th)April16-19 & Sat., April 21fi 
Date/Time/Location: April 16-19, 4: 15-:-6: 30p. m. & sat. ,April 21-11: 30.:.1: 30p d 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 4 6 a 
---
Community: o 
'---"--
Faculty/Staff: _12_. __ Total: ,fao 
---
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: $1, s11. 42 
Amount Spent: $1~-s11:Li2-
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The purpose of the event was to provide FIU Broward. Pines Center students with an 
opportunity to relax and interact before final exams; 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
The students enjoyed· this SGA sponsored Stress· Relief Week ~vent .which provided iced 
tea, cookies, chbcolates and .candies. They especially liked the complimentary massages 
(by The Corporate Body) and rt31axing music. · 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
There are many Saturday cohort students and they all have lunch break betw,een 11 :30 
a.m. - 1 :30 p,m; Withmore funds; we can accommodatethem b · r i h liir m 
therapist. This way, the students wiH not.have too wait long fort e1r ma 
MAY 10 2012 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! The participants expressed an interest in future Stress Reli:li.a.'9M!~~~~~pl;:~ .... -t 
Advisor's Signature: 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date:April 24, 2012 
Date: April 24, 2012 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 141, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-5771 
Revised August 2007 
·eroward Jti, 0 
Florida.lnternation~I LJ~t. 
· · Stress Relief We 
' ' 
.· .... ·.· .. (!.omplimentary Massages 
Iced Tea 
· Cookies 
' ,,,i:?Jftj 
candy 1)~14j;J 
Chocolate•';;:::)\i,·j 
' ' ' 
• • • < 
BILL TO 
The Corporate Body 
12717 W. Sunrise Blvd., Suite 334 
Sunrise, FL 33323 
(954) 837-0241 
Lie# MA9317 
Florida International University 
Controller's Office 
UP CSC 310 
University Campus 
Miami, FL 33199 
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION 
Chair Massage Service Spring Stress Relief2012 
P.O.NO. 
l\.k" F1..lA. ~ov\lc;\r~ f lf\.ei" t~-k-~ 
Invoice 
DATE INVOICE# 
4/24/2012 506577 
TERMS PROJECT 
Due on receipt 
RATE AMOUNT 
1,210.00 1,210.00 
Total $1,210.00 
C 951 ) 112 - 68:!2 
HANAGER DENISE.SHAHEEN 
161 SLI 181TH AVI: 
PEHBRDKE PINES FL 3:S029 
ST# 2591 DP# 00001352.TE# "11 TR# 03153 
CHOC 003100005838 1: 8. 98 0 
cHoc 003100005838 1= 8.98 oL_-------------~ HRSHV KITKAT 003100022610 F 2.88 0 
HRSHV KITKAL003"10002~51 o-i:--2-:88-0 
-------------HRSHY-KITKAT 003100022510 1: 2.88 0 ~ HRSHV KITKAT 003100022510 1: 2. 88 0 
SNICKERS 001000015116 1: 4. 96 0 
SNICKERS 0010000151'46 F 1.96 0 
SNICKERS 001000016116 1: 4. 96 0 
SUBTOTAL 11.36 
WONKA HIXUP 007920016811 F 7.18 0 
WONKA HIXUP 007920016811 1: 1 . 18 0 
SK/SB VRTV 001000031787 1: 8 . 38 0 
SK/SB VRTV 001000031787 F 8.38 0 
ALHD JOY 003"100001261 1: 6.21 0 
ALHD JOV 003100001261 1: 5.21 0 
ALHD JOV 003100001261 1: 6. 21 0 
HSV HILK 003100007036 F 5.21 0 
HSY HILK 003100007036 F 6.21 0 
HRSHY KITKAT 003100022610 1: 2. 88 0 
REESE MINI 003100011712 F 8.98 0 
REESE MINI 0031000'4"l712 1: 8. 98 0 
CHOC 6PK 00t4000016110 F 1.00 0 
CHOC 6PK 00'4000016110 1: 1 . 00 0 
CHOC 6PK 001000016110 F 1.00 0 
CHOC 6PK 001000016'410 1: 1 • 00 0 
CHOC 001000037766 1: 2. 28 0 
CHIPS DELUXE 003010064096 1: 2. 38 0 
CHIPS DELUXE 003010061096 1: 2. 38 0 
CHIPS DELUXE 003010061096 1: 2 • 38 0 
CHIPS DELUXE 003010061096 1: 2 . 38 0 
SUBTOTAL 138. 32 
COOKIE 0011000022"11 F 3.60 0 
COOKIE 001100002214 1: 3. 60 0 
COOKIE 001100002241 1: 3 . 60 0 
COOKIE 001510006026 1: 0 • 98 0 
COOKIE 001610006026 1: 0. 98 0 
COOKIE 004610006025 1: 0. 98 0 
COOKIE 004610006026 1: 0.98 0 
COOKIE 001400002244 F 3.60 0 
COOKIE 004100002214 F 3.50 0 
TWIZZLER TUB 003400051902 1: 6. 98 0 
TLIIZZLER TUB 003100061902 1: 6. 98 0 
SUBTOTAL 171.70 
CHIPS DELUXE 003010061068 1: 2. 38 0 
COOKIES 004400002'460 t= 2.60 0 
COOKIES 001400002160 F 2.60 0 
COOKIES 004'400002267 1= 2. 60 0 
COOKIES 001100002267 1: 2 . 60 0 
COOKIES 004400002267 1: 2. 60 0 
** VOIDED ENTRY** COOKIES 001100002267 F 
. SUBTOTAL 
COOKIE . 004610006030 F 
COOKIE 004610006030 F 
OREO VALUE S 004400002396 1: 
OREO VALUES 004100002396 F 
OREO VALUE S 004100002396 1: 
OREO VALUE S 004100002396 1: 
CA VALUE SZ 001100002619 != 
CA VALUE SZ 004100002619 1: 
CA VALUE SZ 004100002619 1: 
GLDN OREO 004100002866 t= 
GLDN OREO 004100002866 1: 
GLDN OREO 001100002866 1: 
GLDN OREO 004400002866 F 
GLDN OREO 004100002866 1: 
ARIZONA T 061300871612 1: 
ARIZONA T 061300871612 1: 
ARIZONA T 061300871612 1: 
ARIZONA T 061300871612 1: 
ARIZONA T 061300871612 1: 
(:\~COUNT# 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL VISA TEND 
2.50-0 
181.08 
1.60 0 
1.60 0 
3.98 0 
3.98 0 
3.98 0 
3.98 0 
3.98 0 
3.98 0 
3.98 0 
2.98 0 
2.98 0 
2.98 0 
2.98 0 
2.98 0 
2.78 0 
2.78 0 
2.78 0 
2.78 0 
2.78 0 
213.74 
243.74 
243.71 
... , nwvm ... it Ulb~(O 
REF# 210100083119 
TRANS ID - 282101616136968 
VALIDATION - WCSH 
PAVHENT SERVICE··- E --
TERHINAL # 07008671 . . _, 
0111/10/12 10:19:18 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 
I ITEMS SOLID 65 
TC# 7897 6916 6989 976:S 0978 1 
______________________________________________ lll(~lll!J~Jll!l~!llll\10 · 
free shlppina with Site to Store 
04/10/12 10: 19 :18 
***CUSTOHER COPVt1t1 
·~~1~i;1 
~!~!!!~.~!. ~ .~" 
C 954 > 442 - 5822 
MANAGER DENISE SHAHEEN 
161 SW 184TH AVE ------~--------PEMBROKE PINES FL 33029~ 
-
-----------------.SI#-2591~0Pl-00003695-TE.--T!J TR# 04285 NESTLE WATER 006827493471 F 
16 AT 1 FOR 3.98 63.68 0 
SUBTOTAL 63.68 
TOTAL 63.68 
VISA TEND 63.68 
ACCOUNT I **** **** ***lf 6893 S 
APPROVAL# 039275 
REF I 210100051087 
TRANS ID - 162101489086457 
VALIDATION - DJ47 
PAYMENT SERVICE - E 
TERMINAL I 28015236 
04/10/12 09:35:28 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 
I ITEMS SOLD 16 
TC# 4927 9157 9699 7132 4'r84 
I IIIIIII IIIII IIIIII IIIII IIII IIIII IIII IIIII IIIIII Ill llllll lllllll II IIIIIIII II I I IIIIII II IIII 
V 1 s lt Wa h1art . co111 today for 
Free shipping with Site to Store 
04/10/12 09:35:28 
**•CUSTOMER COPY*** 



. FIU I g~~C:~!nent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
Association 
l'LORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report · 
Organization/Department: BAY VISTA HALL COUNCIL 
Representatives Name: BETSY JOSMA-DUCHEINE Position: ADVISOR 
-Phone:-305919558-1------Advisor:-sEISY~IOSIVlA~DrJGBEIISJE 
Event: SUPPLIES 
Date: MAY 2012 Time: _-____ _ 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: - Community: _ 
--- ---
Faculty/Staff: -
---
Total:_-__ _ 
Location: BAY VISTA 
SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: _5_o1_._o9 ___ _ 
Amount Spent: 338.03 
Closing Balance: 163.06 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
TO RESTOCK FIU SPIRIT DECOR, ADD TO OUR LUAU DECORATIONS FOR 
FUTURE PROGRAMMING USE, AND TO RESTOCK 
CUPS/NAPKINS/PLATES/CUTLERY 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
NA 
What was ·negative about this event? Wny? 
NA 
Should this event be done again next year? 
AS NEEDED 
Advisor's Signature: Date: 6/26/12 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
' FIU I !:v'!~~~ent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: ISSS 
-------------------
Representatives Name: Vanina GRANELL Position: Ass't Director 
Phone: 305-919-5813 Advisor: N/A 
Event: Summer A/C Immigration Orientation 
Date: 05/04/2012 Time: 9am-12pm Location: WUC 363 
----------
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: 
Amount Spent: 
135.00 
Students: 6 
---
Community: o 
--- 135.00 
Faculty/Staff: _5 __ _ Total:~1~1 __ Closing Balance: 0.00 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To inform new international tudents of immigration rules and regulations and their 
responsibilities as F-1 students as well as welcome them to FIU. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
See attached evaluation 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
See attached evaluation 
Should this event be done again next year? 
yes. 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Signature: ~~t 
Advisor's Signature: ~. :,, 
. ' 
MAY 1 O 7..01'! 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
. 
. . . International Student & 
_ sc110111-r Servic~a~ _________  
' 
.... • .. INTERNATIONAi. 
STUDENT 
RIENT~ ON · 
*All ne & trans r ·. ·· 
-- International Students · 
- -: . 
· are REQU;IRED 
toattehd* ·.· ... 
- . ' 
.. · .·· When: Friday, May 4th,/iff·t2 
d - w· h- - ·--_ -w· uc 3-6 ____ --.:ft::;;::i.- · 
ere: .. · . ·. · .· . ·f.Ji,<:,,.J ... 
· ---.- Tillle: 9:00am -· .--- --· 
Summer 2012 A/C Term 
ISSS BBC International Student Orientation Evaluation 
Date: May__J.,_2_0_12 _______________________________ _ 
Completed evaluations: 5 
Department/Program 
Hospitality Management 3 
Business Administrations 1 
Journalism and Mass Communication 1 
Home Country 
Venezuela 1 
China 1 
Japan 1 
Iran 1 
St. Lucia 1 
Degree Level 
Bachelor's 4 
Master's 1 
Doctorate 
Certificate/Other 
Questions 
1 I received appropriate information about F-1 student policies and procedures at FIU. 
Strongly Agree 4 
Agree 1 
Neutral' 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
2 Information was presented in an organized and effective manner. 
I Strongly Agree 
Agree 1 
Neutral 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
3 I feel more knowledgeable about Immigration Regulations. 
Strongly Agree 4 
Agree 1 
Neutral 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
4 ISSS staff made me feel welcomed to FIU. 
Strongly Agree 5 
Agree 
Neutral 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
5 ISSS staff appropriately addressed my questions in a professional and courteous manner. 
Strongly Agree 5 
Agree 
Neutral 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Comments: 
They were very nice, keep up the hard work! 
-Bill To 
FIU 
Exquisite Catering by Robert Inc 
1800 NE 150th Street 
North Miami, FL 33181 
305-622-FOOD 
305-622-3003 Fax 
VENDOR# 0000027091 
P.O. Number Terms Rep Ship 
Due on receipt 5/4/2012 
Quantity Item Code Description 
Ship To 
FIU 
Via 
15 Continental Breakfast Assorted Bagels, Fresh Baked Muffins, Danish, Cream Cheese 
Plater, Assorted Juices, Coffee 
1 Delivery vgranell@fiu.edu 
• 
., 
Invoice 
Date 
5/4/2012 
F.0.8. Project 
Price Each Amount 
7.00 105.00 
30.00 30.00 
Total $135.00 
:' 
Flu I !:v~~~!nent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: ISSS 
Position: Ass't Director Representatives Name: Vanina Granell 
Phone: 6-5813 Advisor: NA 
Event: Summer Ice Cream Social 
Date: 05/08/2012 Time: _1.__pm __ _ Location: WUC 363 
----------
Attendance {please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: 
Amount Spent: 
$154.88 
Students: 31 
---
Community: . o 
-=--- $154.88 
Faculty/Staff: _14 __ _ Total: _._4=-5 __ Closing Balance: $ 0.00 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To welcome new and returning students and staff for Summer 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
See attached evaluation 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
See attached evaluation 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! 
MAY 1 4 nr 
"RBC 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Date: i:; :· ?£t'lt'~/F;,~r?/~ · ' · 
Date: 1: i•. :~·,;'·C;• 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-4060 • sgabbc.fiu.edu 
Revised November 2011 
Std~~rit & Scflb'ilars 
Funded by SG A BBC 
ISSS BBC Summer 2012 
Summer Ice Cream Social 
Tuesday, May 8th, 2012 
Number of Students signed-in: 46 
Number of Evaluations completed: 6 
WUC363 
Evaluation Summary 
----------·------·----
Student {6) Faculty/Staff (1) 
How did you hear about this event? 
Visitor (0) 
3.5 ~-------------------~ 
3-+------------
2.5 -+------------
2 -<------------
1.5 -<------------
1 
0.5 
0 
Flyer (1) 
Other: (1) Vanina 
Email {1) Friend (3) Other (1) 
Questions 
1. Did the Summer Ice Cream Social meet your expectations? 
8-.-------------------
6 
4 
2 
0 
YES (6) NO (O) 
2. What did you like about the Summer Ice Cream Social? 
);,, The Free Ice Cream 
);,, Free 
);,, Lots of pictures 
);,, Great company 
);,, Ice Cream variety 
3. Did you dislike anything about the Summer Ice Cream Social? Any suggestions for improvements? 
• No (6) 
4. Would you recommend this event to other students? 
YES (6) 
Other Comments: 
o Thank you! (3) 
NO(O) 
https:/ / pantherdining.catertrax.com'shopprintiiw01 cc.asp? oidToken=UJ ... 
Panther Catering 
Ph: (305) 348-3072 
Fax: (305) 348-3308 
ESTIMATE #15832 
Tuesday,5/8/2012 
Ordered On: 3/9/2012 
Confirmed 
---First-Name:-Vanina--------------~S_ele~J:~Orde~ing_Panther-eatering------------1----~ 
Last Name: Granell Option: 
Organization/ BBC ISSS Method: Delivery to BBC Campus 
Department: ~:~:..:7: Vanina Granell 
Email: vgrane1l@fiu.edu 
Phone: 305-919-5813 Depai:tm~nt/ BBC ISSS 
Office Location: WUC 363 Organization: 
Fax: 305_919_4824 Delivery Phone: 305-919-5813 
Event Name: ISSS Ice Cream Social Tax Exempt : True 
Building: WUC Exempt Info: school 
Payment Type : Purchase Order 
Purchase Order 
Room#: 363 
Guest Count: 35 
Number: xxxxxx Pick-up/ 
D I - D te Tuesday, 5/8/2012 e ,very a : 
Top Your Own Ice Cream Bar 
Room 
Availability 12:00 PM 
Time: 
Set By Time: 12:30 PM 
Event Start l:OO PM 
Time: 
Event_ End 3:00 PM Time: 
Includes Vanilla and Chocolate Jee Cream, Raspberry and chocolate Sauce, crushed pineapple in 
· Sauce, Sprinkles and marshmallow, Whipped Cream and Cherries. 
Additional Ice Cream Flavors are available upon request. Please ask your event specialist for details. 
Order Summary 
Food 
$131.25 
; 
* The administrative charge is not intended 
to be a tip, gratuity, or service charge for 
the benefit of employees 
Qty. Pooe . 
35 $3.75 
Order Totals 
Sub Total 
Delivery Charge 
Order Total 
Balance Due 
Ext. 
$131.25 
$131.25 
$23.63 
$154.88 
$154.88 
• 
• 
')/{\/,..,f\1'\ 1,..,.,1£" TI"AI 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.eciu-
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
--------------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6-8633 
-------
Position: Coard., Student Life Advisor: Marisa Salazar, Asst. Dir. 
Event:Welcome Days Summer A&C, 2012 - Pines Center Main Lobby 
Date/Time/Location: Mon.& Tues., May 7th & 8th - 4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: 2 o 5 Community: o 
---- ---
Faculty/Staff: 10 
---
Total: 215 
---
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: $130. 52 
------
Amount Spent: $130. 52 
------
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The purpose of the event was to Welcome FIU Broward Pines Center students to Summer 
A & C session with an opportunity to interact. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
The students enjoyed this SGA sponsored Welcome Days event where we provided juice, 
snack bars and bottled water. They especially liked playing our Panther Plinko Game where 
everyone won FIU prizes. We were available to answer questions and direct students to 
their classes. It was a fun and welcoming environment. · 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
None 
Should this event be done again next year? 
MAY 14 2012 
Yes! The participants would like more SGA& Student Life events. Thank you. 
~,.......,.,. ... ,-. "" 
Advisor's Signature: 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date: May 10, 2012 
Date: May 10, 2012 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 141, orth Miami 33181 • (305) 919-5680 • Fax: (305) 919-5771 
Revised August 2007 
l • ' ' • ~ • '! ' 
' ~ 
, t\jhday & Tuesday ; 
ay 7th & sth 
.. '--4-:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m-.~ .··· 
. .. . Main Lob by 
\ 
wt;;-~i\/?of ~,_ 
.JJ- /1l l/'1 55 ( . 
~~~~~~~wa1m-art ~:~. 
!&aue money. l.iva better. 
C 954 ) ,q42 - !i822 
· HANAGER ))F.IUSF.: . SIIAHEEN 
161 Sll '184TH AVE 
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:su1rror"L 
TOTnL 
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103.14 
103.14 
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Flu 8~U,,'!~~!nent Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council Association J I ,) ~ I )> (} /? 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: ISSS ..;_;;;;_=.,;;;;_ _______________ _ 
Representatives Name: Vanina Granell Position: Ass't Director 
Phone: 6-5363 Advisor: NA 
Event: ISSS/Academic Advisor's Immigration Update Meeting 
Date: 05/16/2012 Time: _2,_pm ___ _ Location: WUC 363 
----------
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) SGC Financial Support 
Opening Balance: 
Amount Spent: 
$128.62 
Students: 0 
---
Community: o 
~-- $128.62 
Faculty/Staff: 13 
---
Total:~13~- Closing Balance: $ 0.00 
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
To provide reviews and updates on immigration and related issues that may affect 
how academic advisors advise international students on academic matters. Yes. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
During the meeting, we were able to answer academic advisors' questions and 
concerns regarding international students and we were able to communicate about 
hmv ISSS and the Academic units can better collaborate when it comes to serving 
the international student population. We also received program updates from depts. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
N/A 
·-
Should this event be done again next year? -
Yes. 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Advisor's Signature: 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 301, North Miami 33181 • (305) 919,::56-8' 
Revised November 2011 
--
• - .-9 
··---
TWU 
MAY 2 Z 2012 
C' f'"! r' l)'Q r" 
Vanina Granell 
:>m: 
::,ent: 
To: 
Nancy Hernandez 
Thursday, May 03, 2012 10:32 AM 
Ken Rutkowski; Delio Morato; Armante Labady; Valerie Morgan; Francisco Marrero; 
Veronica Sztam; Heather Radi-Bermudez; Linda Lara; Marcia Valenzuela; Sharon Eaddy; 
Philip Andrews; Claudia Castillo 
--Cc; ___________ ,Georgia_Zavalis;_\lanina_Granell;_Andre_Dawson ________________ _ 
Subject: Annual Meeting/Immigration Update for Academic Advisors 
The Office of International Student and Scholar Services (Biscayne Bay) cordially invites you to the: 
Annual Meeting/Immigration 
Update for Academic Advisors 
Wednesday, May 16, 2012 
2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
WUC 363(ISSS Office) 
During this meeting, we will share updates on immigration and related issues that may affect advising international 
students on academic matters. We also want to hear your questions and concerns regarding international students and 
suggestions on how we can better collaborate with the academic advisors in serving international students. Lunch will be 
provided. Please RSVP by Friday, May 11, 2012 to Georgia Zavalis at (305) 919-5813. 
)u are welcome to forward the meeting information to any other members of your staff who are interested or may 
oenefit from attending this meeting. 
We look forward to seeing you on Wednesday, May 16th! 
Regards, 
.:'Nanc.y .Hernandez 
:JJ:JJC :Oirecf{)r /:OSO 
Jnternati{J!UZl:rtudent & Sc/i,{)/ar Services 
(30s) <91"9:'ic5'13 fl1x· (Jos) .c;19-4824 
Get info: http://isss.fiu.edu 
*** Confidentiality Notice*** The information contained in this message may be privileged and is confidential information intended 
for the use of the addressee listed above. If you are neither the intended recipient nor the employee or agent responsible for 
delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or the taking of 
any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. 
'---... _____ / 
1 
Panther Catering 
ESTIMATE #16538 
\'\l·!•ii~.ef!·i:!'/, 5/1-S/:!iii.! 
Ut,ji:-,;::.1 .;;1: "i .... ,;,;;.~, ... :.. 
r •• ~ir··:0,h"o:.> Tr ....... ,..>-'lo .. '.:J.~; .. J... Di!~;,, .. ~rv I P{.ckuµ 
---------~=~=,~~~~~::-;-::-::----------------Infor_matL,~":_-:~~------------------•---------Fi,st Name: Vanina . 
Se:l~~t 
1 of l 
Organlzatloni BBC [SSS 
Department: 
Phone; JOS-919-5813 
0!!ice WIJC 363 
L0eca,mn: 
Fax: 305-919-4824 
Tax Exempt :.True 
Payment Typ~ P•Jrchase Order 
P•;n::ha;;;;.xxx:<xx 
Order Number: 
fOO'iJ 
! Cubanltos (cold) - per 25 pieces 
\ Green Salad w I Italian Dressing 
Ordering P.a;-,ther Catering 
Option: 
Method! neli',Jery to BBC Cnrnp1.,~, 
Deiive1y . 
Contact: VB.r11nil GranP.11 
_?epar.tm~nt/ BBC I:SSS 
~:!t·jt)tJ,Z{~i~r>n; 
Delivery 3~-_c, 19-S-'1 ~ Phone: u~ ~~ o~-> 
Building: WUC 
Room#:~:3o3 
E"ent Information 
Guest Count: 20 
Room 
/h,ailabllity 1.:0G PM 
'Time: 
Set By Time: 1:30 PM 
Even\:t?.rt 2:CQ PM iunc::;· 
Event_End 4 :00 PM Time: 
... Qty, Prke 
~'&5.00· 
M,,, .. ,,,,,,,_._ ... ,,,·.•o•••-w-,,.,.,,,,.-·-·<···•"'_.,,.,~,. 
Chicken Cordon Bleu Bites (hot) - per 25 pieces 
BEVERAGES 
On!er Summar, 
Beverages 
$.l4.00 
* Th~ administrative charge is not intended 
to be a tip, gratuit•/, or service charge- for 
.t~E? ~e~E?fit .. ~f empl:~Ye~~. _. _ . 
Food 
Estimate #16538 
Qty. Price 
514.00 
Order Totals 
Sub Total 
D'~U ff-21y Charge 
Order Totai 
Balance Due 
Ext • 
Ext. 
$1.4.00 
$109.00: 
$126.62; 
$128.62, 
i 
. ..! 
• 
• 
4/18,2.012 3 :25 Plv! 
Biscayne Bay Campus' Student Government Council 
-305.919.5680-sgabbc@fiu.ectu-
Event Audit Report 
Organization/Department: Broward SGA 
--------------------
Representatives Name: Diana Arcentales Phone:6-8633 
-------
Position: Coard., Student Life Advisor: Marisa Salazar, Asst. Dir. 
Event:Stress Relief Days Summer 2012 - Pines Center Main Lobby 
Daterrime/Location: Mon.& Tues., June 11th & 12th - 4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
Attendance (please attach sign-in sheet) 
Students: _1 7_o _ Community: o 
~--
Faculty/Staff: _a __ _ Total:_1_78 __ 
SGC Financial Support 
Amount Funded: $141.42 
-~--------' 
Amount Spent: $141. 42 
------
What was the purpose of this event? Was that purpose accomplished? 
The purpose of the event was to provide FIU Broward Pines Center students with some 
snacks & beverages as Stress Relief before exams. 
What was positive about this event? Why? 
The students enjoyed this SGA sponsored Stress Relief Days event w.here we provided 
juice, soda, coqkies, candies, chocolates and bottle!'.'.! water. The students expressed their 
appreciationforthis event anditstiming in anticipation ofupcoming exams. 
What was negative about this event? Why? 
There were no massages .scheduled for. summer during this FY2Q1J .. 2012, however with 
increased funds, we hope to be able to provide this service next summer, as is done in the 
Fall and Spring semesters. 
Should this event be done again next year? 
Yes! The participantswould like more SGA & Student Life events. Thank you. 
Please attach any articles, flyers, or photos. 
Date: June 13, 
Advisor's Signature: Date: June 1 , 2 0.1 
Biscayne Bay Campus, WUC 141, No Miami 33181 • (305) 919-56 O • Fax:Jfflf) 91~-57i7i,11 Revised August 2007 I t.l:,, 
SGCBBC 
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tHCUSTOMER COJlYllif* 
5~~~kii-~ 
Walmart~q 
Sawt m•>ney. Live b1~tter. I b 
c 95'1 > 412 - ss22 IO lflf:Jt 1 
11ANAGER DENJSE !iHAHEEN -
151 SW 184TH AVE 
PEHBROKE PINES Fl. 33029 
ST# 2691 OP# 00001362 TE# 13 Tll# 06'1'16 
SOLO CUP 00'1 f'l 66006:il 3 , 2'1 0 
SOLO CUP 00'11166006111 3 . 21 0 
SOLO CUP 0011 I 6Ei006ll1 3. 21 0 
SOLO CUP 0011166006111 3.2'1 0 
SUBTOTAL. 12.96 
TOTAL 12.96 
VISF1 TEND 12. 96 
ACCOUNT IJ IHII· HIE* lflflflf 6893 S 
APPROVAL# 097263 
REF # 21360031086'7 
TRANS ID - 162136181081•1'43 
VALIDATION •· TL9K 
PAVHENT !iERVICE - E 
TERMINAL # 310087:23 
()6/16/12 09: 22: 01 
CHANGE llUE 0.00 
I ITEMS; SOLD 1 
TC# 9703 0636 0700 1711 3119 
I lllllll lllll llllll II IIIIIIII II llllllll lll llll I I llll llll llllllll llll llll lllll llllll Ill llll 
New! Plllee your order 11t Lluh1art .co111 
and Pfl!I with CHh at 11our afore. 
05/16/12 09:22:01 
ttt1CUSTOME~I COPY1111 

